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ABSTRACT

The problem of robust performance analysis is solved for SISO control systems with uncorrelated model parameter uncertainties. The robust performance problem is formulated in a manner consistent with structured singular value μ-analysis - for SISO systems this means restricting the magnitude of a weighted closed-loop sensitivity function. The solution to the problem is graphical in nature and well suited to a computer-aided controller-design procedure. It utilizes region boundaries on the complex plane that contain specified sets of process models at each frequency. An algorithm is presented for locating the region boundaries corresponding to model transfer-functions with uncertain real coefficients and time-delay. Convergence and containment properties of the algorithm are proven.The region-based analysis is combined with the Internal Model Control design procedure to form a controller synthesis method for robust performance. Tradeoffs between performance and robustness are transparent to the designer in the proposed synthesis method. Useful tables of controller parameters are presented in tabular form for a wide range of parameter uncertainty levels in a first-order-with-time- delay model. The controller resulting from the IMC design procedure is compared with the μ-optimal controller. Although the new synthesis procedure is generally applicable to SISO systems, it can be used to design decentralized controllers for ΜΙΜΟ systems with uncertain scalar dynamics and symmetric interactions. The particular application of cross-machine-direction basis-weight control in paper manufacturing is discussed in detail. Robust performance and robust failure tolerance of desirable decentralized controllers for this system are proven.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION

Modelling errors are inseparable, undesirable companions of modelling - like 
Ignorance and Want clinging to the feet of Dickens’ Ghost of Christmas Present. The objective of the control engineer is to design controllers that satisfy system requirements despite these modelling errors. Control system designs that meet the objective are said to exhibit robust performance. It is perhaps true that control systems have always been designed for robust performance even if the early designers didn’t recognize it - physical systems have not just recently become difficult to model. Early control-system designers lacked rigorous mathematical tools to measure robust performance. Development of structured-singular-value analysis and synthesis [Doyle, 1982] provided the needed tools.

This work utilizes the tools of structured-singular-value analysis and synthesis for control-system design. Evaluating control-system designs with these tools allows development of attractive necessary and sufficient conditions for robust performance despite modelling errors. It is not always possible, however, to formulate control-system design problems so that they are compatible with existing tools for robust performance analysis and synthesis. For example, uncertain time-delays, real model parameter variations, and synthesis of desirable decentralized controllers - important issues in chemical engineering control problems - are all inadequately addressed by existing analysis and synthesis techniques. An objective of this work is to eliminate these deficiencies of existing techniques with intuitively appealing and practical new controller-design techniques. The focus and advantages of new results



3in this work are best appreciated after reviewing the present status of structured- singular-value analysis and synthesis.
1. The Structured Singular Value μ and Robust Performance

In structured-singular-value analysis, a control structure is proposed as illustrated in Figure 1 with nominal model P(s), controller K{s), expected disturbances d(s), output y(s), and modelling error Hzι(s)∆ι(s). Matrices Δ, in such structures are usually bounded in the sense that σmax (∆,) ≤ 1 Vω to represent model uncertainty in all directions from the nominal model. The weight Wz1(s) is used to shape the modelling error as a function of frequency ω. The requirements of the control system in Figure 1 are that the system be stable and that the system perform attenuation of disturbances d(s) in the output y(∙s). The control system is robustly stable if it is stable for all models P(s) = P(s) [∕+W1(s)Δι(s)]. The Small Gain Theorem states that this will be the case if and only if the nominal system with P(s) is stable and the gain in the loop containing ∆1 is less than one; that is, the control system in Figure 1 is robustly stable for all σm,n(∆ι) ≤ 1 if and only if the nominal system is stable and σmax{W1(s)P{s)K(s} [∕ + P(s)K(s)] "1) < 1 ∀s = iω. Acceptable attenuation of disturbances in the output, or performance, is described in terms of a bound on the closed-loop sensitivity function by σmax (W2(s) [∕+P(s)Ff(5)] 1) < 1. The system exhibits robust performance if it exhibits performance for all models∙P(')∙A key insight of Doyle was recognition that robust performance of the system in Figure 1 is equivalent to robust stability of the system in Figure 2. In Figure 2 a second uncertainty block Δ2 and weight PΓ2(s) connect output j∕(s) to disturbances d(s). Once again, the Small Gain Theorem states that the system in Figure 2 is robustly stable if and only if it is nominally stable and the gain in the loop containing



4∆2 is less than one; that is, the control system in Figure 2 is robustly stable for all 
σmax (∆2) ≤ 1 if and only if it is nominally stable and

μ= sup σmol(lΓ2(s)[J + P(s)K(s)] 1) < 1. (1)
w,Γ(i)Since the sensitivity function [l + P(s)2f(s)] 1 relates output j∕(s) to disturbances d(s), the performance weight W2(s) can be used to shape the disturbance attenuation as a function of frequency. Since P(s) = P(s) [∕ + W1(s)∆1(s)] appears in the condition μ ≤ 1 for the system in Figure 2, the level of performance specified by W2(s) is guaranteed for the whole set of models P(s). Therefore, the structured singular value μ is a rigorous measure of the robust performance of a control system.The control structure in Figure 2 is equivalent to the two structures illustrated in Figure 3. Matrix transfer-functions Δ, G(s), and JVf(s) are given by:

(2)

Λf(s)
G(s) 0 0 WlP

w2 W2 W2P 
-I -I -P

-W1PK[l + PK] 1 -w1pk[i + pk]~1 
-W2[l + PK]~1 -W2[I + PK]~1

(3)
(4)

Figure 3 (top) is typically associated with μ-synthesis; Figure 3 (bottom), with μ-analysis. When σmαic(∆) ≤ 1 ∀ω, the robust performance condition given by 1 can also be defined as nominal stability and μ[Λf(s)] < 1 Vs = iω, where μ is calculated according to the structure associated with Δ. The //-optimal controller is defined as the stabilizing controller K(s) in Figure 3 (bottom) that minimizes μ of the associated matrix transfer-function Λi(s) [Doyle, 1987]. The beauty of the structured-singular-value framework is that all control structures can be written



5as in Figure 3, with matrices Δ, <7(s), and Af(s) taking appropriate forms to accommodate specified model uncertainties and performance requirements. Although robust performance of all control structures can be defined in terms of the structured singular value, methods for computing μ and for synthesizing the //-optimal controller exist for a limited number of structures Δ.Currently the method of Fan and Tits [1986] is employed to calculate a tight lower bound on μ[Λf(s)] when Δ is composed of nonrepeated complex blocks ∆l∙. The method of Doyle [1982] is used to calculate an upper bound on μ[Λf(s)], when Δ is composed of complex blocks ∆l∙. Both methods are guaranteed to converge to the actual value of μ when Δ has no more than three blocks. Methods are being developed to enable calculation of μ when Δ contains real scalar blocks [Sideris and de Gaston, 1987]. Extensions of μ-analysis are being applied when Δ is a structured cone-bounded nonlinearity [Doyle and Packard, 1987]. No existing method enables efficient calculation of μ when Δ contains repeated real parameter variations or enables synthesis of the μ-optimal controller, when Δ contains repeated and/or real parameter uncertainties. An active area of research is the development of additional methods to calculate μ when Δ is more highly structured. Enabling more information about model uncertainty to be incorporated into Δ results in less conservative robust-performance analysis.
2. Model Parameter Uncertainties and Region-Based Analysis

In this work a new algorithm is presented for calculating μ as defined by Equation 1 for SISO systems with real parameter uncertainties in the process model. The set π of Laplace transfer-function models that can be accommodated by the algorithm is given by 5. Terms x(s), t∕(s), nj(s), and ⅛(s) are assumed to be exact transfer-functions, while real numerator coefficients αj∙, denominator coefficients δi, gain k, and time-delay θ are inexactly known.
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7Γ =

(p(θ)∣p(s) = x(s) + y(s) k α3∙n3(⅛) + ∙∙∙ + αιnι(-s) + flpno(⅛) 
b[dι(s) + ... + ⅛ιdι(<s) + bodo(s)

—09 (5)Oy ∈ [djmin, oj-max], b∣ ∈ [⅛imιn, ¼mαι] 
k C ^mαι]) ∈ [^minι ^moι]Through the bounded real parameters, the set π can capture uncertainty in models derived from basis principles and uncertainty in models extracted from experimental data. In order to calculate the structured singular value μ for systems with the set of process models π, the new algorithm locates regions on the complex plane containing π(fω) at each frequency u>.For SISO systems in Figure 1 with controller c(s), the robust performance test 1 with W2 equal to scalar W2 is equivalent to the requirement that the distance of regions π(fω)c(ιω) from (—1,0) exceeds jw2(ιω) ∣ for all frequencies ω. It is clearly important that regions π(iω)c(ιu>) contain all models in 5 without containing any extra models to avoid conservativeness. Previous algorithms for locating boundaries for regions π(tω) by Chen [1984], Saeki [1986], East [1982], and Longdon and East [1979] are either excessively conservative or cannot guarantee that all models are contained. The new algorithm presented here was developed to solve these deficiencies of previous algorithms. Programming solutions from the field of computational geometry (see Lee and Preparata [1984]) applied to steps in the new algorithm enable efficient and accurate location of regions π(iω).The SISO robust performance test based on uncertainty regions π(iω)c(iω) motivates graphical techniques for control-system analysis. Several researchers have offered controller-design techniques that utilize regions on the complex plane or Nichols chart to represent process uncertainty [Chen, 1984] [East, 1982] [Horowitz, 1982]. Horowitz [1982] associates with such graphical design techniques a property he calls “transparency”, where the relationship between model characteristics and control-system requirements are clearly visible to the control-system designer. With



7graphical analysis techniques, for example, it is possible to recognize immediately that time-delay uncertainty is limiting the achievable performance of a control- system design - this in contrast to strict μ-analysis, where such a condition would be much more difficult to recognize. To illustrate the property of transparency, regions π(ιω) corresponding to combinations of 20 percent uncertainty in parameters k, τ, and θ in the familiar first-order with time-delay model 6 are illustrated in Figures 4-10 for 60 frequencies in the range 0.01 ≤ ω ≤ 10.0.
π = {',w∣',w = ⅛ττ} (6)

& € [kmin, kmax], Ta ∈ [l"rnim 1^max]ι @

Note in the figures that characteristics of gain, time-constant, and delay uncertainty are easily recognizable - they are transparent to the control-system designer. Any controller-design method can be used in conjunction with graphical robust performance analysis based on regions π(iω).
3. Internal Model Control and Smith Predictors

The Internal Model Control (IMC) design method extensively developed by Morari et al. [1988] is particularly compatible with graphical robust performance analysis based on uncertainty regions π(tω). The IMC structure is illustrated in Figure 11 with process p(-s), model p(-s), controller g(s), disturbances d(s) and outputs ι∕(∙s). Principal advantages of the IMC structure include:
l) The IMC control structure is a stable parameterization of the feedback controller c(s) in Figure 11. The control system is guaranteed to be nominally stable, if both p(s) and ç(s) are stable.



δ2) The restrictions placed on g(s) by robustness requirements are clear, since any nominal transfer function relating inputs to outputs is affine in g(s). For example, the nominal sensitivity function 1/(l + p(s)c(s)) is equal to 1 — p(s}q(s}.3) Usually, only a single IMC tuning parameter is required - with a transparent relationship to robustness and performance. Controller tuning to satisfy system requirements is straightforward.
The IMC design procedure involves two steps: 1) a controller ç(s) is designed to be Hq-optimal for the nominal model and the expected input to the system, and 2) the controller is “detuned” by the addition of a low-pass filter ∕(s) to meet robustness requirements. The resulting IMC controller is given by q(s) = g(s)∕(s).When the process model is open-loop stable with time-delay, the IMC structure is a parameterization of the Smith predictor control structure introduced by O. J. M. Smith [1957]. In the absence of modelling error, the Smith predictor has been shown to lead to optimal response to step disturbances. Since the chemical process industries are replete with transport delays and composition analysis delays, the IMC parameterization is particularly useful in designing controllers for chemical processes. The proposed IMC controller-design procedure employing graphical robust-performance analysis is a powerful tool for control-system design in the face of model parameter uncertainties.

4. CD Response Control in Paper Manufacturing

The problem of cross-machine-direction (CD) response control in paper manufacturing is ideally suited for the proposed IMC robust-controller-design procedure. Models relating CD paper sheet properties to actuator adjustments are typically given by P^pl(s) = p(s)P^pl, where p(s) are uncertain actuator dynamics with time-delay (as in Equation 5), and is an interaction matrix given by Equation7.
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p∏,m-rCD
∕ Pi P2 Pm 0 0 A

P2 Pi P2 Pm ’· ;

P2 Pi P2 ;

Pm ; P2 '∙ ’· • Pm 0

0 Pm : '■ '∙ P2 ; Pm
; P2 Pi P2 :

I Pm . . . P2 Pi P2
V 0 . . . ... 0 Pm . . . P2 Pi jra×re

(7)

Uncertain interaction parameters in Pç'p are bounded real numbers given by
Pi ∈ ∙ (§)

Since models P^'^i are typically of very large dimension n, μ-synthesis and model- inverse-based techniques for controller design lead to hugely complicated control algorithms. Moreover, models Pq'™ are characterized by high condition numbers, so robust performance can be difficult to achieve with model-inverse-based controllers. Tight bounds on the singular values of positive-definite models Pq'^d despite interaction parameter uncertainties enable application of the IMC robust-controller-design procedure. The design procedure leads to desirable diagonal and banded controllers with valuable robust-stability, robust-performance, and failure-tolerance properties.If the robust-performance-analysis problem involving with uncertain interaction parameters were written in terms of M and Δ as in Figure 3, matrix Δ would contain m repeated real blocks of dimension n × n in addition to real blocks corresponding to uncertain scalar dynamic parameters - a problem entirely beyond the capabilities of existing software for calculating μ [Μ]. Application of μ-synthesis to design either a diagonal or banded controller for this problem is equally hopeless without the results in this work.



10Significant raw-material savings often accompany successful control of crossmachine-direction sheet properties in paper manufacturing. World paper and paperboard production now amounts to some 140 million metric tons - a single percent reduction in fiber use translates into the preservation of some 300 square miles of forest.† Such raw material savings often accompany successful control of cross- machine-direction (CD) sheet properties. For example, Eastman Kodak reported a 2.4 percent reduction in fiber usage as a result of CD control [Carey et al., 1975]. Operators can produce thinner paper closer to specifications when variations in CD sheet properties are eliminated. Successful application of the proposed controller- design procedure to CD paper-response control is therefore an opportunity for significant, beneficial impact on a major industry.
†This 140 million metric tons is a 1982 production Figure from Statistical Year

book 1983/84- In 1985 the United States consumed 84.1 million cords of pulpwood in production of 76.5 million short tons of paper and paperboard [Statistical Ab

stract of the United States, 1987]. George S. Witham, Sr., author of a classic 1942 text Modern Pulp and Paper Making estimates “average Adirondack Spruce runs 15 to 20 markets to the acre” [Witham, 1942]. Therefore, a one-percent reduction in fiber usage saves approximately
1,400,000 metric tons paper× 84.1 cords pulpwood 76.5 short tons paper

0.907 short ton 1 metric ton
×

, f 3 markets wood— 1,396,000 cords pulpwood× I ---------- ---------—∖ 1 cord wood= 4,188,000 markets pulpwood— 209,000 acres average Adirondack Spruce = 327 square miles forest.
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5. Thesis Overview

In Chapter II the new algorithm for locating model uncertainty regions 7r(tω) corresponding to 5 is presented. The containment and convergence properties of the algorithm are proven. Advantages of the new algorithm over factorial and region-mapping methods are discussed. Figures in Chapter II illustrate each step in the algorithm. Chapter III presents the IMC controller-design procedure for robust performance based on the regions 7r(ιω). The performance/robustness tradeoff associated with selection of the IMC filter tuning parameter is illustrated. Performance of the Smith predictor resulting from the design procedure is compared with that of a PID controller for different levels of uncertainty. In Chapter ΓV the design and tuning of Smith predictors are addressed in detail. Translation of parameter uncertainty into norm-bounded uncertainty is discussed - a particularly useful formula for multiplicative error in the first-order with time-delay model 6 is derived. A method for selecting the form of performance weight W2(s) is suggested. Useful tables of controller tuning parameters are presented in tabular form for a wide range of uncertainty levels in the first-order with time-delay model. The Smith predictor controller resulting from the IMC design procedure is compared with the μ-optimal controller in Chapter ΓV. In Chapter V the IMC robust-controller-design procedure is applied to the problem of CD response control in paper manufacturing. Characteristics of the physical process that relate to model structure are discussed. Properties of special matrix forms that model CD response interactions are established. In particular, bounds on the singular values of uncertain CD response models are developed. The bounds enable design of desirable decentralized and banded controllers for large-dimension CD response control problems. Robust stability, robust performance, and robust failure tolerance of the controllers despite interaction parameter uncertainties are proven. The importance of a dimensionless



12slice actuator design parameter on the CD response control problem is also illustrated in Chapter V. Chapter VI presents a study on μ-synthesis of decentralized controllers. Repeated sequential application of the μ-synthesis algorithm is found to be most effective for optimizing decentralized controllers. Properties of uncertainty structures designed to penalize the magnitude of off-diagonal controller blocks are summarized. Advantages, applications, and limitations of new results in this work are summarized in Chapter VII, along with recommendations for future research.
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Figure 1: Standard feedback control structure with nominal process P(s), multiplicative uncertainty W1(s)∆1, controller K (s), disturbances d(s) and outputs y (s).
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Figure 2: Standard feedback control structure in Figure 1 with performance requirement W2(s)∆2 in the loop between jz(∙s) and d(s).
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Figure 3: The block structures for μ-synthesis (top) and μ-analysis (bottom) are equivalent to that in Figure 2.
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GAIN UNCERTAINTY

Figure 4: Twenty percent gain uncertainty ine-β∕(s +1) for sixty frequencies in the range 0.01 to 10.
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DÏLXÏ UNCERTAINTY

10.
Figure 5: Twenty percent time-delay uncertaintyin e-i∕(s + 1) for sixty frequencies in the range 0.01 to
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IIMM-COHSIλHT UNCERTAINTY

Figure 6: Twenty percent time-constant uncertainty in e~t∕(s + 1) for sixty frequencies in the range0.01 to 10
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GAIN AHO DELAY UNCERTAINTY REGIONS

Figure 7: Twenty percent gain and time-delay uncertainty in e~*∕(s+l) for sixty frequencies in the range0.01 to 10
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SλIH AND T I MI - COH S TAHT UNCERTAINTY

Figure 8: Twenty percent gain and time-constantuncertainty in e ∕(s + l) for sixty frequencies in therange 0.01 to 10.
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DIlλY AUD T I M B - C O N S T λ M T ÜNCÏRTAIHIÏ

Figure 9: Twenty percent time-delay and time- constant uncertainty in e-'∕(s +1) for sixty frequencies in the range 0.01 to 10.
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Figure 10: Twenty percent gain, time-delay, and time-constant uncertainty in e~a∕{s + 1) for sixty frequencies in the range 0.01 to 10.
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Figure 11: Internal Model Control (IMC) parameterization of standard feedback control system with process p(s), nominal model p(s), controller q(s)t set- point r(s), disturbances d(s) and output y(s).
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GRAPHICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR CONTROL SYSTEMS

WITH MODEL PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES

Daniel L. Laughlin and Manfred Morari
Abstract

Regions on the complex plane are employed in a version of the Nyquist stability test for control systems when the system model contains parameter uncertainties. Generally, the uncertain parameters are real and bounded and appear as numerator and denominator coefficients in a rational function of frequency. Through the function, the parameters decribe a set of model points at each frequency. The problem of locating such sets is defined for a model useful in describing the frequency response of physical processes. A new algorithm for locating region boundaries enclosing the set of models is presented. Boundary points connected by straight line segments are determined by the algorithm. The algorithm offers two principal advantages over previously available methods: 1) The region boundaries are guaranteed to enclose the set of models, and 2) the algorithm preserves concave sides on the region enclosing the set.
1. Introduction

An objective of control-system design is to guarantee system stability and performance despite error in modelling the physical system. Error, or uncertainty in



29modelling, is anticipated in control-system design by specifying a set of models encompassing the error. If a controller can be designed to deliver stability and performance for the set, it is termed robust with respect to the modelling error. The frequency response of a physical system is conveniently modelled by a rational function of frequency with bounded real numerator and denominator coefficients. As such, the function describes a set of possible frequency response models for the system. The problem of locating regions enclosing this set of models is an integral part of a robust-stability analysis test for single-input, single-output (SISO) control systems.
1.1. Problem Definition

The continuous frequency response of a physical process is conveniently modelled by the set defined in 1. In 1, the terms x(s), y(s), π,(s), and ⅛(s) are assumed to be exact functions, while real numerator coefficients aj-, denominator coefficients 
bι, gain k, and time-delay θ are bounded by some minimum and maximum values. Since the real parameters in 1 are inexactly known, π represents a set of process models. Through the uncertain parameters, the set π can capture uncertainty, or error, in models.

π = < p(s)∣p(s) = x{s) + y(s) k ajnAs} + ∙∙∙ + aιnι(g) + αono(∙s)δ∕d∕(s) + ... + 6ιdι(s) + 0o<⅛(s) (1)— 0« (
a3 e iαim⅛∙flymαJι ¼ ∈ [⅛mi.>⅛mκ] 

∈ [kmin» kmax], θ ∈ [0minι ^max]Uncertain real parameters in 1 are assumed to be uncorrelated; that is, each may take on all values within its specified range irrespective of values taken on by other parameters.
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1.1.1 Nomenclature

To avoid confusion, the following nomenclature will be used in this paper:
π - the set of frequency-response models of a physical system as given by 1.p(s) - one model in the set π with all bounded real parameters fixed at one point in their allowed range.π(ιω) - the exact region containing the set of frequency response models π evaluated at one frequency s = iω, including no extra points for all possible combinations of bounded real parameters in 1.Λr(ω,αj) - the convex hull (the smallest convex polygon containing a set of points) defined by the numerator in 1 with bounded real coefficients 

αj.

N(ω,a3∙,k) - the convex hull containing N(ω,a3) after multiplication by an uncertain gain k.

D(ω, bι) - the convex hull defined by the denominator in 1 with bounded real coefficients 6j.
D(ω,bι,θ) - the boundary containing P(ω,δ∕) after multiplication by the inverse of an uncertain delay eθiu.

D~1(ω,bιiθ) - the inverse of boundary D(ω,b[,θ).

di 1(ω, bι, 0) - line segments and triangles defined to enclose the entire boundary 
D~i(u,bi,θ).

πi(ω,a,f,b[,θ,k) - convex hulls resulting from the multiplication of∙7V(ω,θy,fc) by each d^1(ω,bι,θ).
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1.1.2 Analysis Test for SISO Robust Stability

Graphical performance-analysis techniques in control require that the model p(s) be evaluated at frequencies s = iω, where 0 ≤ ω ≤ ∞. When all real parameters in 1 are exactly known, τr(tω) is exactly one point on the complex plane at each frequency ω. However, when the real parameters are bounded by minimum and maximum values, π(zω) is a connected region on the complex plane at each frequency. Use of the regions π(iω) in SISO control-system robust-stability analysis is described by Analysis Test 1 based on the familiar Nyquist stability test.
Nyquist Stability Test - SISO Nominal Stability: The SISO system in Figure 1 with controller c(s) and nominal model p(s) is stable if and only if the number of clockwise (positive) encirclements of (—1,0), by p(s)c(s) as s encircles (clockwise) the Nyquist contour (the right-half plane excluding singularities on the imaginary axis), is equal to the negative of the number of open-loop unstable poles.
Analysis Test 1 - SISO Robust Stability: The SISO system in Figure 1 with controller c(s) and model p(s) ∈ π is robustly stable if and only if the system is nominally stable for one p(s) ∈ jγ and regions 7r(ιω)c(zω) exclude (—1,0) for all frequencies α>.

(See Laughlin et al. [1986] for more information about this type of control-system robust-stability analysis). If boundaries resulting from an algorithm are used in Analysis Test 1, it is important that they enclose the set of models 7r(tω) in 1 so that the test is not indeterminate. Additionally, they must not contain any extra models in order to avoid unwanted conservativeness in the robust-stability analysis test. The new algorithm presented in this paper locates a boundary consisting of points connected by straight line segments. In Section 3, proof is given that both



32the points and the line segments are on, or outside, the set π(icv). The boundary located by the algorithm converges on concave boundaries of π(tω) if they exist in order to avoid conservativeness. Advantages of the new algorithm can be best appreciated by examining methods reported by other authors for locating regions approximating π(tω).
1.2. Other Methods for Bounding Uncertain Transfer-Functions

1.2.1. Factorial MethodsThe use of factorial methods for locating region boundaries is reported by several authors (e.g. Chen [1984], East [1981, 1982], Saeki [1986]). Each of n real parameters defining a set of models through a function as in 1 is chosen to take on 
d values within its bounds. The function is then evaluated at each of dn possible combinations of the parameters. The result of these evaluations is a “shotgun” pattern of points on the complex plane. A boundary is then usually defined as the set of line segments connecting points on the outer edge of the “shotgun” pattern. In general, such factorial methods cannot guarantee that π(iω) will be interior to the located boundary. For example, if 7r(iω) is a disk, some of the points in the shotgun pattem may be on the edge of the disk, but segments connecting these points will always be on the interior of π(tω). The factorial method can take into account correlation between parameters in the function. For example, if α3∙ = bι in 1, p(iω) can be evaluated at each of the dn points while maintaining this equality. The factorial method converges on 7r(iω) as d is increased, but the number of required computations grows exponentially with n.
1.2.2. Region Arithmetic MethodsThe result of a mathematical operation between two regions can be formally defined to contain all possible results of the same operation between points in each region. For example, Bolton [1981] and Henrici [1974] define operations between disks on the complex plane. A set of such operations between regions is a “region



33arithmetic.” In previous work, authors have used region-arithmetic methods to bound sets of models π(tω). East [1981] locates convex hulls containing factors in π(tω) and defines their product as the convex hull about all possible products of vertices on the factor hulls. Although these region-arithmetic methods in general locate a boundary that is guaranteed to contain τr(tω), they are usually excessively conservative; that is, the formally defined boundary resulting from a mathematical operation between two regions may contain many points that are not in π(tω). Concave edges on π(tω) are universally approximated by straight lines. Since these region-arithmetic methods are in general one-step operations, no sequence of improving approximations to π(tω) is possible. Therefore, the region-arithmetic methods as defined do not converge to the actual set π(tω).
2. Algorithm for Locating Uncertainty Region Boundary

The new algorithm for locating the boundary of π(iω) utilizes the attractive convergence and containment properties of the factorial and region-arithmetic methods without their deficiencies. The algorithm is closely related to the structure of the function p(s) in 1. When the real parameters are assumed to be uncorrelated, Lemma 1 in Section 3 shows that both the numerator sum involving uncertain αj∙ and the denominator sum involving uncertain b[ are contained exactly by convex hulls at each frequency s = iω. The problem of bounding τr(ιω) becomes one of bounding p(iω} given by
p(zω) = x(iω) + y(iω) k N(ω,ai)

D(ω,bt)
θiω (2)

⅛ £ [fcmin> km,αic], θ ∈ [θmin>

where N(ω,a3∙} and J9(ω,δ∕) are convex hulls containing the numerator and denominator sums, respectively.



34The new algorithm involves eight steps:1) Locate 7V(ω,αj) and D(ω,bι).2) Multiply 2∖Γ(w,{ij) by k G ι^mtn,)^mαι]∙3) Multiply D{ω,bi} by eβιω with 6 ∈ [θmin,θmax∖.4) Invert D{ω,bι,θ} analytically.5) Bound D~1(a>, b∣,0) with segments and triangles b[, 0).6) Multiply 2V(u>, αj∙, fc) by each dt~1(ω,δf,0).7) Locate the union of products πi(cυ,a3,bι,0,k).8) Multiply by t∕(i'ω) and add x(tu>).
The eight steps in the algorithm are explained in detail below. Figures 2-9 illustrate the steps in the algorithm used to locate the boundary of the set π(i'w) containing models p(s) given by

∖ _ 1 . 1 , r αι5 + αo____  ∙ι -θg5) ~ 2 + 4s⅛2s2e-ii +ft1s +V<1ι ∈ [1)2], ao ∈ [-2,-1] 
b2 ∈ [∖∕2,2V2], b1 = -1, b0 ∈ [-1.5,-0.5]⅛∈ [1,2], θe [o,∙^], 5 = *,

evaluated at s = i (frequency ω equal to one radian per second). Efficient routines for performing the required geometrical computations are cited.
2.1. Locate N(ω,a3) and D(ω,bι)

The first step in the algorithm is to locate convex polygons 7V(ω,αj) and 
D(ω,bι) that exactly contain numerator and denominator sums in 1. The numerator sum involving uncertain coefficients a3∙ is given in Equation 4. Since the a3∙ in Equation 4 are bounded real numbers and the n3(iω) are fixed complex numbers, each term in the sum represents variation along a segment of a ray extending



35from the origin on the complex plane. The assumption that the real coefficients are uncorrelated allows each term in the sum to take on all its values independent of the other terms. Lemma 1 in Section 3 states that the sum of j nonparallel line segments is exactly contained by a convex 2j-gon with two sides parrallel to each line segment - no additional points are contained. Vertices of the polygon JV(ω,αj∙) containing the sum result from adding terms with extreme values of the αj∙. The value of the sum varies along sides of 7V(ω,αj) parallel to a line segment, as the uncertain cj∙ corresponding to that segment varies between its extreme values.
JV(ω,αj∙) = a3∙∏j{iω} + ... + aιnι(iu>) + aono(fω) (4)

a3 ∈ [θJminiflJ,iMilThe convex polygons 2V(tu,aj∙) and D{ω,bι) are efficiently located by using a factorial method. The numerator and denominator sums are evaluated for all possible combinations of extreme coefficient values; 2j sums are calculated for the numerator and 2l sums are calculated for the denominator. Note that this is many fewer calculations than the number required to approximate the whole function p(fu∕) by a factorial method. The computational geometry literature is replete with algorithms for locating the smallest polygon, or convex hull, about a set of points. The fastest of these algorithms calculates the convex hull in order n × log(n) time where n is the number of points in the set [Kurozumi and Davis, 1982], [Preparata and Hong, 1977]. Such an algorithm is used to find the convex hulls N(ω,a3) and D(ω,bι) about the 2j numerator sums and 2i denominator sums, respectively. Regions N(ω,aj) and D(ω,¼) are located in Figure 2 for p(iω) in Equation 3.
2.2. Multiply N(ω,ai) by k E [fcmin,⅛mαic]The effect of multiplying a convex region N(ω, aj ) by an uncertain real gain k is to stretch it along rays extending from the origin on the complex plane.* This effect is shown in Figure 3, where N(ω,a3) corresponding to Equation 3 is multiplied by
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k ∈ [1,2]. Possible product regions N{ω, a3∙, k) resulting from such a multiplication are easy to describe. If N(ω,a3) contains the origin, the region containing the product is just kmaxN(ω, αj). If N[ω, a3) does not contain the origin, the boundary containing the product is composed of segments on kminN{ω, β∕) closest to the origin, segments on ⅛max2V(ω, aj∙) farthest from the origin, and segments on rays extending from the origin connecting corresponding points on kminN(ω,a3) and 
kmaχN(ω, oy) having minimum and maximum phase. The boundary N(ω,a3,k) containing the product is convex since N(ω,a3} is convex.A convenient way to compute the region N(ω,a3∙,k) containing the product of 7V(ω,αj∙) and an uncertain gain k is to multiply vertices of the N{ω,a3] by both 
kmin and kmax and then locate the convex hull about the resulting set of points. In general, beginning this procedure with a convex 2j-gon N(ω,a3} excluding the origin results in a convex (2j + 2)-gon containing the numerator multiplied by the uncertain gain. A (2/ + l)-gon or a 2j-gon results when the numerator hull has one or two sides on rays extending from the origin, respectively.
2.3. Multiply D(ω,bl) by eθiω with θ ∈ ∖θmin,θmax∖

Multiplying the ratio N(ω,aj)∕ D{ω,bl) in Equation 2 by c~θiω is clearly equivalent to multiplying D{ω, bl) by e0ιω. In this algorithm, D(ω, bl) is multiplied by eθiω to preserve the convexity of the numerator region N(ω, a3, k} - this convexity is exploited in step 6. The effect of multiplying D(ω, 6∕) by an uncertain eθiω is to stretch it along concentric circles centered at the origin. This effect is shown in Figure 4, where D{ω,bi} corresponding to Equation 3 is multiplied by e0ιω with θ ∈ [0, π∕2]. Possible product regions D(ω,bι,θ} are easily described. If I0max - θmi∏∖ ≥ 2π∕c√, the region -D(α>,δi,0) will be an annulus or circle centered at the origin, depending on whether or not the origin is contained in D(ω,bι}. If ∣θmaχ — 0min∣ < 2π∕ω, the product region D(ω,bι,θ} will be be composed of sections of P(cu, bι)eθminiω, sections of D(ω,bl)eθmaχiω, and arcs of circles centered at the origin. The arcs of



37circles centered at the origin connect points on D(ω,bι)eθminlω and D(ω, bι)eθmaχiu at relative minimum and relative maximum distances from the origin as shown in Figure 4.
2.4. Invert D(ω,bι,θ) Analytically

At this point the denominator region boundary D(ω,bι,θ) consists of line segments and arcs of circles centered at the origin. Line segments and arcs are conveniently parameterized in terms of the real number t through the linear fractional transformation 5 with complex coefficients α, β, and 7.
∕W = at + β7i + 1 (5)

t ∈ [tττ⅛i∏5 tm,αx ], «- Pι ≠ 0
When 7 = 0 in Equation 5, ∕(Z) is a line segment - otherwise ∕(i) is an arc of a circle. Since 1/f(t) is also a linear fractional transformation, the inverses of line segments and arcs on the complex plane are also line segments and arcs. Specifically, segments on lines containing the origin and arcs of circles containing the origin (∕(i) = 0 for some t: —00 ≤ t ≤ ∞) invert to segments on lines containing the origin. All other line segments and arcs invert to arcs. Therefore, the inverse of the denominator region boundary D~1(ω,bι,θ) will consist of line segments and arcs. Note that this means that D-1(ω,δ∕,0) will in general be nonconvex. For example, see Figure 5 showing the inverse of D(ω,bj∙,θ) in Figure 4. Since recording of circle centers, endpoints and orientation of individual arcs and line segments is easily done by computer, D(ω, b[, 0) can be inverted analytically. If the origin is outside D(ω, bι, 0), the interior of D{ω, bι, 0) maps to the interior of 2}-1(u>, b[,θ). If the origin is inside P(ω,δj,0), the interior of D(ω,bι,0} maps to the exterior of D-1(ω, δ∕, 0) - this case, however, has limited application in control-system analysis, since it means that p(iω) is unbounded at this frequency.
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2.5. Bound D 1(u>,¼,0) with Segments and Triangles di i(ω,bι,θ)

Until now, no approximation has been made to located either N(ω,α3,k) or 
D~1(ω,bι,θ). The uncertain numerator sum multiplied by the uncertain gain is exactly bounded by convex N(ω,a3,k) (see Lemma 1 in Section 3). The region containing the inverse of D(ω,b3,θ) is exactly bounded by line segments and arcs on D~1{ω, b3, θ). The problem that remains is to locate the boundary of the product of N(ω,a3,k} multiplied by D~l{ω,bι,θ). The product region will be contained by a boundary that results from multiplying points on the two factor-region boundaries (see Lemma 2 in Section 3). Use of a factorial method based on points to locate the product boundary - multiplying a large number of points on N(ω, a3, k} by a large number of points on D~r{ω,bι,θ) - would not guarantee containment of the actual product region. Bounding D~1{ω,bι,θ} by a single convex hull and locating the product boundary by region arithmetic introduce unwanted conservativeness and fail to locate concave product boundaries where they exist. The region-arithmetic method will, however, locate a boundary that is guaranteed to contain all possible products of 2V(ω, a3∙, k} multiplied by D~1{ω,bι,θ}.The solution to the problem of locating the product region is to use a combination of factorial and region-arithmetic methods. Curved boundaries of inverted denominator region D~1{ω, bιiθ) are approximated by many convex line segments and triangles d^1{ωibι,6). The d~1(ω,bι,θ) approximating D~1(ω,bι,θ) in Figure 5 are shown in Figure 6. Each line segment on D~1(ω,b[,θ) is divided into 2r+1 smaller line segments, where r is an integer resolution parameter. Arcs of more than π radians are bisected into two smaller arcs. Each arc is then approximated by 2r equal-sized, smallest triangles containing the arc. One side of each triangle is inside the arc. The other two sides of each triangle are outside the arc and tangent to the arc at the two vertices on the arc. Defined in this way, the triangles are the 2r convex polygons of least area containing the arc. As resolution parameter r increases, the approximation of D~1(ω,bι,θ) becomes less conservative - fewer points



39not in D~1(ω,bι,θ) are contained. The product of each d^i(ω,b[,θ) multiplied by 
N(ω,a3,k) is located by multiplying convex hulls in step 6. The union of these product regions will contain the product of D~1(ω,bι,θ) multiplied by N(ω,a3-,k) by Lemmas 2 and 3 in Section 3.
2.6. Multiply N(ω, a3∙, fc) by Each d÷~1(ω, bι,θ)Every line segment and triangle d71{ω,bι,θ) used to approximate D~1{ωibι,θ} must now be multiplied by N(ω, a3, k). A set of product points is generated by multiplying all vertices of N(ω,a3∙,k) by all vertices or endpoints of one di 1(ω,bl>θ}. The convex hull π*(ω, ai∙> &) about this set of points is then located. The convex 
7Γi(cυ, a3, b{, θ, fc) is guaranteed to contain all possible products resulting from multiplying individual points on the two factor convex hulls (see Lemma 3 in Section 3). It may, however, contain additional points that are not in the actual product region. This step in the algorithm can therefore introduce conservativeness into the result by locating a boundary outside π(tω). This conservativeness is related to the resolution parameter r. As parameter r, increases the size of line segments and triangles d71(ω,δ∣,0) used to approximate P-1(ω,δ∕,0) decreases. The actual product region that results by multiplying such a small convex hull by N{ω,a3,k) converges to N(ω,a3∙,k) multiplied by a single complex number - a convex region. Approximating the products 7Γi(ω,αj∙,δ1,0,fc) of N(ω,a3,k) multiplied by very small d~1(ω,bι,θ) by convex hulls introduces relatively little conservativeness. The product hulls π\(ω,α3 ,bι,θ, k) of N(ω,a3∙,k) in Figure 3 multiplied by each of the d^i(ω,bι,θ) in Figure 6 are illustrated in Figure 7 for resolution parameter r = 1.
2.7. Locate the Union of Products πi(ω,a3,bι,θ,k)Each πi(ω,a3,bι,θ,k) located in step 6 contains all points that result when a piece of P"1(ω,bι,0) is multiplied by N(ωia3,k). The union of all π,∙(uι,a3,bl,θ,k) will therefore contain (by Lemma 3) all points that result from multiplying the



40whole boundary D~1(ω,bι,θ) by Λr(ω,αj∙, fc). What remains is to locate the outer boundary of the union of all πt∙(c√,αj∙,¼,0,⅛). When D(ω,bι,θ) does not contain the origin, this boundary will lie wholely on or outside the region corresponding to the uncertain part of p(iω) in 1 (by Theorem 1 in Section 3.1). When D(ω,bι,θ) does contain the origin, this boundary will lie wholely on or outside the region of the complex plane not given by the region corresponding to the uncertain part of the function in 1. Unions of regions 7rl∙(ω, a1-, bι, θ, k} for the example function 3 are shown in Figure 8 for resolution parameters r equal to 1, 2, and 3. Note in Figure 8 that the algorithm converges on π(iω) from the outside in, as parameter r increases.Efficient algorithms for finding intersections between geometric figures can be found in the literature (see for example Chin and Wang [1983], Edelsbrunner et al. [1982], Nievergelt and Preparata [1982], or Sedgewick [1983]). Typically, figures are decomposed into segments whose intersections are searched. The union of many overlapping geometric figures can be found as follows: 1) locate an extreme point of the union (for example the point farthest from the origin); 2) decompose the figures into vectors employing uniform clockwise or counter-clockwise direction; 3) trace the outer boundary one vector at a time while searching for intersecting vectors, and 4) select the correct outer boundary vector based on the vector cross product when intersections are encountered.
2.8. Multiply by y(iω) and Add x(iω)

The terms y(s) and r(s) in 1 are known exactly, so they are each equal to a single complex number at frequency s = iω. Multiplication of the uncertainty region by y(tω) results in a simple polygon similar to the original one but translated and/or rotated on the complex plane. Addition of x(iω) to the uncertainty region simply translates it on the complex plane. Therefore, multiplying each boundary point of the union of πi(ω,αj-,¼,0,fc) by y{iω} and adding x(ιω) are sufficient t© locate the final region boundary containing π(iω). Figure 9 shows the final region boundary



41for the example in Equation 3. Note that the new algorithm preserves concave sides on 7r(tω).
3. Containment, Convergence and Conservativeness

Proof of important containment and convergence properties of the algorithm for locating the region boundary containing 7τ(zω,) is given in this section. Theorem 1 (containment) and Theorem 2 (convergence) are based on the following three lemmas:Lemma 1: The sum of n line segments on the complex plane is contained exactly within the convex hull about the set of 2n points that result from adding all combinations of endpoints of the segments.Proof: The equation of a line segment on the complex plane can be written as U» — Q<i min H- tt(n⅛ max Q,i min) where 0 κC t⅛ < 1 and endpoints Q-⅛ min and tt⅝ max are nearest to and farthest from the origin, respectively. The sum of n such line segments is therefore
η η n

& = min ^+^ ^ifai max O,i min) (θ)

i—l i— 1 »=1o ≤ ti ≤ 1 ∀t = 1, n.That S is convex will now be proven. Consider arbitrary points Q and R in S:

Q — min + (∕⅛ max &i min)

i—l

n

i=l
n

R — min ÷ ^i (^* max G,i min)*=1 *=10 ≤ i? ≤ 1 ; O<tf <lVi = l,n.The line segment L connecting Q and R can be parameterized by T as follows:
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η η

I(T) = Q + T(R - Q) = ∑ “.· ».*. + Σ (<? + !■((? - «?)) (<■.' mα> - <⅛ mi·.) 
i—1 i=lΟ ≤ Τ ≤ 1.

Since 0 ≤ (t? ÷ T(tf, — f^)) ≤ 1 for all », line segment L(T} is entirely in S. Therefore, S is convex. In fact, Equation 6 is that of a parallelogram on the complex plane with at most 2n edges. Two sides on the parallelogram are parallel to each segment αl∙. The vertices of S are among the set of points corresponding to values of ti equal to one or zero. These points result from adding endpoints of the n line segments.QED.Lemma 2: The boundary of the product of two regions on the complex plane is composed of products of boundary points on each region.Proof: (After that of property 4 in Chen [1984]) Define P as the set of all products of n multiplied by d, where n is a complex number in region N and d is a complex number in region D. Denote the boundary P by P. Assume that n*∙ × d ∈ P, where 
∏i is an interior point in N. Then there exists a disk around n* of radius e in N. But this means that there is a disk of radius ∣d∣e around ∏i × d in P, so nt∙ × d cannot be a boundary point of P. The same contradiction is obtained by assuming that 
n×di E P, where cζ∙ is an interior point in D. Therefore, the boundary of the product region results from multiplication between boundary points of the two factor regions.QED.Lemma 3: The smallest convex polygon containing the product of two convex regions on the complex plane is the convex hull about all products of vertices of the two factor regions.Proof: (After that of Theorem VI.6 in Jordan [1985]) First, it is necessary to prove that the product of two line segments is contained by the convex hull about the four products of segment endpoints. The convex hull P about four points aibi, a,ιb2,



43α2&ι, and α2½ contains all line segments connecting these points by definition of convexity. Now consider two line segments parameterized as follows:
a = ai + ta(a2 - αi) ; 0 ≤ ta ≤ 1 
b = b1 + tb{b2 -b1} ; 0 ≤ tb ≤ 1.The line segment that results by multiplying a by any point b{tb) on b is given by:

o6(tb) = a1b(tb) +tα(02i>(tδ) - aιb(<ι>))0 ≤ ta ≤ 1.But a16(⅛) is just a line segment connecting aγbγ and aγb2 in P, and a2b(tb) is just a line segment connecting a2b± and a2b2 in P. The line segment ab(tb) connects two points in P and is itself contained in P because P is convex. Therefore, the product of two line segments is contained within the convex hull about the four products of segment endpoints.Since boundaries of two factor convex hulls are composed of line segments, the product of the two convex boundaries is contained within the union of convex hulls containing all combinations of segment products. The product region of the two convex hulls is bounded by this union of convex hulls by Lemma 2. Since all vertices of hulls containing the segment products are themselves products of vertices of the two factor hulls, the convex hull about all products of vertices of the two convex factor regions is the smallest convex polygon containing the product region.QED.
3.1. Theorem 1 - The Algorithm Boundary Contains π(iω)

Now Lemmas 1-3 can be applied to prove that the boundary resulting from the algorithm contains 7r(iω).



44Theorem 1: All points on the boundary located by the algorithm lie on or outside the actual set π(tω) in 1.
Proof:a) The exact boundary 7V(ω,oj∙) of the uncertain numerator sum in 1 is found - in step 1 by Lemma 1.b) The exact boundary D(ω,bι) of the uncertain denominator sum in 1 is found - in step 1 by Lemma 1.c) The exact boundary N[ω,a3∙, k) of N{ω,a3} multiplied by the uncertain gain 

k is found - in step 2.d) The exact boundary -D(ω, ½, 0) containing D{ω, bfi multiplied by the uncertain 
eθiu, is found - in step 3.e) The region D(ω,b[,θ) is inverted analytically - in step 4.f) One line segment or triangle dι^1(ω,6∕, 0) contains one portion of JD~1(ct>, 6/, 0). The union of the tζ^1(ω, i>j, 0) contains the entire boundary D~1{ω, bι, 0) - by definition in step 5.g) The convex hull πj(ω,αj∙,6j,0,fc) about the product of vertices of one rfΓ1(ω,δ∕,0), multiplied by the vertices of N(ω,aj-,k), contains all products of the enclosed portion of D~1{ω,bι,θ) multiplied by 7V(ω,αj∙,fc) - by f) and Lemma 3.h) The union of convex hulls πi(ω,a,j,bι,θ,k) contains the entire product region of N(ω,aj∙,k) multiplied by D~1(ω,b{,θ) - by f), g), and Lemma 2.

Since multiplication of the union containing N(ω,a3-,k) multiplied by D~ 1(ω,bl,θ) by t∕(iω) and addition with x(iω) simply translates and rotates it on the complex plane, the entire set 7r(iω) in 1 is contained within the boundary located by the algorithm. QED.
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3.2. Theorem 2 - The Algorithm Boundary Converges to π(tω)It is important to establish that the algorithm converges to the actual set π(fω) in 1 as the resolution parameter r increases to enable nonconservative application of the SISO robust-performance test. Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 establish that this is true.Theorem 2: All points on the boundary located by the algorithm with ri lie on or outside the boundary located with r2 if r1 < r2∙Proof: Consider one line segment or triangle d~1(ω, bι, 0, ri) containing a portion of D~1(ω,bι,θ) for an arbitrary rχ. The product of d~1 (ω,b[,θ,ri) multiplied by 7V(ω,αj∙,fc) is guaranteed to be contained in a convex polygon 7r9(ω, α3-, b[, 0, k, rχ) by Lemma 3. Now consider a resolution parameter r2 == r1 + 1. Following step 5 of the algorithm leads to two smaller line segments or triangles d~1(ω,bι,0,r2) and dt1(ω,bι,θ,r2) in d~1(ω,bι,θ,rι), containing the same portion of D' ~1(ω,bhθ). Multiplication of the two smaller line segments or triangles by N(ω, a3-, k) results in products πβ(ω,a,j,bι,θ,k,r2) and πt(ω, a3-, bι, 0, k, r2) in π9(u>,a,j,b{,0,k,rι) by Lemma 3. Therefore, the union of all such products with r2 = r1 + 1 will be contained by the union of all such products with ∏. The same result holds for arbitrary r2 > rχ by induction. QED.In the limit of r2 = oo, the d~1(ω, αy, 6∣,0,fc) defined in step 5 of the algorithm are points along the boundary D~1(ω, bι, 0). If each point on D~1(ω,b{,0) could be multiplied by N(ω,aj-,k) and the union of infinitely many product points located, Lemma 2 assures us that the boundary of this union would exactly contain the product region. In practice, the algorithm is executed for a few values of the resolution parameter r and the resulting region boundaries are compared. Experience has indicated that boundaries resulting from small values of r (e.g., 3 and 4) are practically indistinguishable from one another and closely approximate curved boundaries on π(iw).



46Conservativeness introduced by the algorithm can be attributed to two factors: 1) additional points included in the products 7Γj(ω, oj∙, bι,θ, fc), when large line segments or triangles d,Tl(ω,b[,θ) are multiplied by N{ω,aj∙,k), and 2) additional points included in triangles d~1(ω, bι,Θ) containing portions of arcs on D~ 1(ω,bi,θ). Specifying a larger resolution parameter r decreases the conservativeness introduced by both of these factors at the expense of additional computation.
4. Discussion and Conclusions

It has been demonstrated that the proposed algorithm locates region boundaries containing the set 7r(zω) in 1. The set of models in 1, though quite general, does not encompass all frequency response models useful for describing physical processes. For example, the second-order system given by Equation 7 does not fit the form of 1, if uncorrelated variations of parameters β and 7 are allowed.
3) = ∕cr θ + α_____ιe-*<j *⅛ + ∕3)Cs + 7)j® ∈ [θ⅛reιn) θιmαx], β ∈ [βmim βrn,ax∖ι Ύ θ [rfmin>'imax]* ∈ [^minι fc∣nax]> Q € [^minι^mαx]Multiplying the denominator terms in Equation 6 results in s2 + (β + 7)s + β^j. Interpreted in the form of 1, coefficients ba = β^ and ⅛ι = /3+7 would be correlated.The proposed algorithm can be extended, at the expense of additional computation, to locate region boundaries containing functions of the form given in Equation 7. If Equation 7 is considered to be the product of two functions of the form given in 1, the product region boundary can be located as follows: 1) Locate each factor region boundary using the proposed algorithm; 2) locate convex hulls containing products of all combinations of line segments on the two factor-region boundaries, and 3) locate the boundary of the union of the resulting array of convex

(7)



47hulls. Since all segments of the factor boundaries are on or outside the actual region containing factor functions, the product boundary located in this way is on or outside the actual region containing the product. Clearly, the number of required computations becomes large as the number of segments on each factor boundary increases. It is worth mentioning, however, that the computational effort required is no greater than that required by the factorial methods discussed above.
Robust stability of discrete systems can also be evaluated through application of the proposed algorithm. For discrete systems, a set of pulse-transfer function models ∕ι(z) would replace the set of Laplace transfer-functions p(s) in 1; exact functions x(z), y(z), nj(z), and dι(z) would appear in 1. In the discrete version of the the Nyquist Stability Test, encirclements of (—1,0) by h(z)c(z}, as z encircles the discrete Nyquist contour (the unit disk excluding positive real axis and singularities on the unit circle), are determined. The nominal closed-loop system is stable if and only if the number of encirclements is equal to the negative of the number of open-loop unstable poles. Since functions x(z), y(z)i n3(z), and dι(z) evaluated at z = eiu, are complex numbers, the proposed algorithm can be applied to locate region boundaries for the sets h(z)c(z) at points z on the discrete Nyquist contour. If these regions exclude (—1,0) and the system is nominally stable, then the system is robustly stable despite parameter uncertainties in h(z).

The proposed algorithm enables calculation of boundaries that are guaranteed to enclose the set π(tw) in 1. The algorithm boundaries converge on the actual sets 7r(ιω) from the outside in, as additional computational effort is expended. The boundaries resulting from the algorithm preserve concave sides of the actual set, thereby minimizing the enclosed area. These properties make the algorithm a valuable tool for meeting sufficient conditions of the SISO control-system robust- performance test without introducing excessive conservativeness.



485. Appendix - Implementation of Algorithm in Program REGIONS

The new algorithm for bounding sets π of models from uncertain model parameters has been incorporated into program REGIONS, a computer graphics tool for control-system design. Versions of program REGIONS have been written for both VAX and IBM-PC. The particular implementation of the algorithm in REGIONS is explained in this appendix when not fully described above. Methods from computational geometry used to solve graphical problems are cited. Implemented in program REGIONS, the algorithm is a useful tool for control-system-robustness analysis.
Step 1The method of Kurozumi and Davis [1982] is used in program REGIONS to locate convex hulls N(ω,α3) and D(cv,ft∕).
Step 3In program REGIONS, the points on D(ω,b[) at relative minimum and maximum distances from the origin are identified. The two convex hulls D(ω, bι, θmax} = 
D(ω, bι)eθma-χtω and D(ω, bιiθmin) = D(ω, bι)eθmintu are located. Arcs of circles centered at (0,0) connecting counter-clockwise, from relative extrema on D(ω,bι, θmax) to the corresponding extrema on D(ω,bl,θrnin), are located. The boundary of this set of structures is D(ω,δ∕,0). The arc connecting the global minimum on 
D(ω,bι,θτnax) and D(ω,bι,θmin) is always part of the boundary D(ω,bι,θ). Portions of the arcs and hulls interior to the denominator boundary can be discarded by starting at the global minimum of D(ω,bι,θmax} and searching the outer boundary counter-clockwise for intersection points. At each intersection point a decision is made to follow the outer boundary based on the cross product of alternative routes until the starting point is reached.



49Let p equal the total phase uncertainty of D(ω,bι}. If ∖θmax-θmin∖ > (2π∕ω) — 
p, the region D(ω,bι,θ) can overlap itself around the origin. Whether or not this is the case can be determined by searching the boundary D(ω,b[,θ) for intersections with itself. Program REGIONS does not concern itself with such overlap in 
D(ω,bι,θ) because step 7 eliminates overlap when the union of 7Γt∙(ω, αj∙, 6f, 0, Α;) is found.
Step 7In program REGIONS, the method used to locate the union of πi(ω, a3, bι,θ, k) product convex hulls involves the “plane-sweep” line intersection routine presented by Sedgwick [1983]. In REGIONS, a routine locates the simple polygon that contains the union of a simple polygon and an intersecting convex polygon. The routine is called repeatedly until the union of all convex πi(ω,a3,bι,θ,k) is found.
Robustness AnalysisIn practice, it is necessary to plot out enough of the boundaries for π(ιω)c(ιω) over a relevant frequency range to allow determination of the envelope, or Nyquist band, of the uncertain loop-transfer function on the complex plane. In REGIONS, visual inspection of the π(iω)c(tω) plot is utilized for stability determination. The minimum distance between the critical point (—1,0) and the region boundary, related to control-system performance, is determined by selecting the smallest distance between each boundary segment and (—1,0). Efficient algorithms can be found in the literature for this search when boundaries have special characteristics (e.g., Chin and Wang [1983], and Schwartz [1981]). An alternative (and conservative) analysis method utilizes disk-shaped approximations to regions 7r(ιω). The determination of containment of the critical point and distance from the critical point is simplified when π(zω) is a disk. In REGIONS, this option is offered through an algorithm for fitting disks around simple polygons based on Bass and Schubert [1967] and Graham and Yao [19'83].
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Figure 1: Standard feedback control structure with process p(s), controller c(s), set-point r(s), disturbances d(s) and output y(s).
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Figure 2: Convex hulls N(ω,aj) containing the uncertain numerator sum and P(ω,δ∕) containing the uncertain denominator sum in Equation 3 are located here following step 1 of the algorithm.
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Figure 3: Multiplication of N(ω, aj) in Figure 2 by an uncertain gain (1 ≤ k < 2) stretches the region along rays extending from the origin. Note that the region containing the product is still convex.
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Figure 4: Multiplication of D(ω,bι) in Figure 2 by e1° with 0 ≤ θ ≤ τr∕2 rotates it about the origin. Points on D(ω,bι)eiwem*n and D[ω, bι)eiω0τnax at relative minimum and maximum distances from the origin are connected by arcs of circles centered at the origin.
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XIHIÏTICAL INVERSE OF D(ω,b1,θ)

Figure 5: The inverse of the denominator region 
D(ω,bι,θ) in Figure 4 can be located analytically, since circles centered at the origin invert to circles centered at the origin and line segments invert to arcs or segments.
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APPROXIMATION OP D ( ω , b1 0 ) by d1 (ω,b1,θ)

Figure 6: The entire boundary of D~1{ω,bι,θ) in Figure 5 is contained within the union of line segments and triangles dt~1(ω, bι, θ). Here the number of triangles and segments used to approximate the boundary corresponds to a resolution parameter r = 1.
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Figure 7: Convex hulls τrt∙(ω, a3∙, b[, θ, ⅛) result when each of the dT1(ω,bι,θ) in Figure 6 is multiplied by the numerator hull N(ω,aj-,k) in Figure 3. The resolution parameter here is r = 1.
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Figure 8: The outer edge of the convex hulls 
πi(ω,a3∙,bι,θ, k) in Figure 7 (r = 1) illustrated by long dashes contains the boundary of the product of 
N(ω,aj∙,k) and D ~‰bl ,0). Convergence of the algorithm can be seen here with intermediate (r = 2) and least conservative boundary (r == 3) illustrated with short dashes and solid lines, respectively.
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Figure 9: The region boundary with resolution r = 3 in Figure 8 has been multiplied by 1/4» and added to 1/2. The uncertain function of ω in Equation 3 is contained within the boundary shown here at ω = 1.0 
rad/sec.
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Internal model control and process uncertainty: mapping uncertainty 
regions for SISO controller designDANIEL L. LAUGHLIN†, KENNETH G. JORDAN† and MANFRED MORARI†

A complete SISO controller design technique is presented that allows robust controller design in the face of process uncertainty. Process-uncertainty descriptions with meaningful physical interpretations are compatible with the technique. A test for robust performance can be applied when the process is described by a transfer function with real parameter variations. First a method is presented for locating all possible complex variations of a transfer function resulting from real parameter uncertainties. The possible variations are pictured as model uncertainty regions on the complex plane. Next a controller design technique based on the internal model control structure is outlined. The controller is used to map the process uncertainty regions to the Nyquist plane for stability and performance analysis. The region- mapping technique offers a unique opportunity to compare robust performance of PID and Smith Predictor controllers. Finally, applications of the proposed technique to structured singular-value analysis are discussed.
1. Introduction1.1. The robust control problemThe challenge for the control engineer is to design a robust controller for a process that cannot be modelled exactly. It is not enough to design a controller that provides stability and adequate performance for a nominal model. A robust controller guarantees stability and adequate performance for a whole family of linear models used to represent the actual process. The SISO robust control problem formulated here involves three steps: (i) representing the diversity of plants to be controlled by a mathematical uncertainty description; (ii) translating desired response characteristics into mathematical performance requirements; and (iii) designing a controller and testing to ensure that all performance requirements can be met by all plants within the uncertainty description. A valuable robust performance guarantee is obtained by following the recommended procedure for each step.
1.1.1. Selecting the process uncertainty descriptionA set of linear models must be selected to represent the actual process. This set of models is best selected after considering the origins of process uncertainty. One source of process uncertainty is variation of real parameters affecting plant operation. For example, ambient temperature and pressure can stray from nominal conditions. A second source of process uncertainty is the inherent non-linearity of most processes. Linearizing the process model around different steady states results in different

Received 17 February 1986.† Chemical Engineering, 206-41, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California91125, U.S.A.
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D. L. Laughlin et al.transfer-function descriptions. A third source of uncertainty is experimental identification of the process. A ‘fuzzy’ plant description on the complex plane results when input/output data is Fourier-transformed to extract a frequency-domain model. Uncertainty originating from all three sources can be considered by defining model uncertainty regions on the complex plane. Let π(ω) be a simply or multiply connected domain on the complex plane at each frequency ω. The set ∏ of all possible process models is defined as follows: ∏ = {p(s)Ip(iω) ∈ π(ω), ∀ω} ( 1)Note that in general the set ∏ is infinite, since a never-ending variety of transfer functions p(s) can lie inside the regions π(ω) when evaluated at frequency ω. The set ∏ is meaningful in the context of the robust control problem when the boundaries of each π(ω) reflect uncertainties identified above. A method for locating these region boundaries will be presented.

1.1.2. Establishing performance requirementsThe control structure in Fig. 1 must be closed-loop-stable for all plants in the set∏. Additional SISO performance objectives are typically ‘good’ command-following and disturbance-rejection. These performance objectives are achieved if the error signal e(s) = r(s) — y(s) is kept ‘small’. Exactly what is meant by ‘good’ and ‘small’ is established by considering the nature of inputs to the control system. The inputs 
r(t) — d(t) are assumed to belong to a set of norm-bounded functions such thatr(t) - d(t) 2 1 * + αo rfι'ω) — d(iω)

wd(t) 2 2π. -a3 wd(iω) (2)

Figure 1. Standard feedback structure with commands r(s), disturbances d(s) and outputs y(s).
The class of permissible inputs is determined by the choice of wd(iω). The magnitude of a typical input weight wd(iω) is shown in Fig. 2 (a). When such a weight is selected, high-frequency inputs are expected to have small amplitudes. If the disturbance spectrum is a narrow band concentrated near ω (i.e. the disturbance looks almost like sin ωt) the disturbance power (amplitude) is limited to ∣wd(∕ω)∣. For all inputs described by (2) the error e(s) is required to belong to a similar set of norm-bounded functions:

II ^i)we(0 II2 = J I e(iω)we(iω) ∣2 dω ≤ 1 (3)
Error weight we(iω) can be interpreted as follows: if the spectrum of e(iω) is concentrated near ω (i.e. the error looks almost like sin ωt) then the error power is limited to ∣ l∕we(iω)∣. Usually ∣we(iω)∣ resembles the curve in Fig. 2 (b), indicating that only small small low-frequency errors will be tolerated.
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Figure 2(b)Figure 2. (a) Weight w<(s) = (s + 0∙l)∕2∙5(s ÷ O∙O2). (b) Weight h√s) = (s + OO2)∕s. (c) Per or- mance weight w2(s) = (s + O∙l)∕2∙5s. (<∕). The magnitude of the sensitivity function must be less than ∣w2(iω)∣ for all frequencies in order to achieve robust performance.
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Internal model control and process uncertainty 16791.1.3. Testing for robustnessRobust stability and robust performance must be guaranteed for all plants in ∏. Robust stability is evaluated by applying the Nyquist stability criterion to regions π(ω)c(iω), The system is closed-loop-stable if the net number of counterclockwise encirclements of ( — 1, 0) by pc[s) as s traverses the Nyquist contour is equal to the number of unstable open-loop poles. When pc(s) is represented by regions π(ω)c(z'ω) at each frequency s = iω the additional constraint that no region π(ω)c(ι'ω) contain ( —1, 0) must be met to ensure stability. If any region π(ω)c(ιω) contains ( — 1, 0) the number of encirclements is indeterminate and closed-loop stability cannot be guaranteed.Robust performance is evaluated by examining the magnitude of the sensitivity function s(iω). Equation (3) is satisfied for all inputs described by (2) for all plants in ∏ if and only if s(iω) satisfies 1 1∣s(iω)∣ = 1 + p(iω)c(iω) w2(zω) Vω, Vp(s) ∈ ∏ (4)

The weight w2(iω) in (4) is related to the weights wd(iω) and we(iω) by w2(iω) = we(iω)wd(iω) (5)The weight w2(z'ω) corresponding to previously selected wd(iω) and we(zω) is illustrated in Fig. 2 (c). For convenience, (4) can be written as11 + p(iω)c(iω) ∣ > ∣ ω2(zω) ∣ Vω, Vp(s) e ∏ (6)Since all plants p(s) ∈ ∏ are restricted to lie within region π(ω) at frequency ω, the requirement (6) can be met by ensuring that the distance of regions π(ω)c(iω) from ( — 1, 0) is greater than ∣w2(z'ω)∣.
1.2. The issue of conservativenessUnless a robust controller can be synthesized directly from the uncertainty description and performance requirements an iterative design procedure must be used: (i) describe process uncertainty and specify performance requirements; (ii) perform analysis tests to determine whether or not robust stability and performance have been achieved; and (iii) if the stability and performance requirements are not met then select another controller and repeat the analysis tests. Conservativeness enters the design procedure if the tests cannot be applied to exactly the same set of plants used to describe the process uncertainty. A useful solution to the robust control problem has eluded researchers because of the incompatibility of uncertainty descriptions that accurately represent process behaviour with convenient tests for robust performance.The proposed solution to the robust control problem eliminates the incompatibility of meaningful uncertainty descriptions with convenient analysis tests. Controller design can begin with the uncertainty description given by

∏ = p(s)∣p(s) = flπs" + Qn-1√, 1 + ■■■+α1s + α0 ^∣
bmsm + 6m-1sm^^1 + ... + bls + h0J exp (—θs) > ^ (7)Chimin’ maxis ¼ θ E^imins ^imaxls @ θ Earnin’ ^maxl
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D. L. Laughlin et al.1680The set ∏ can accurately represent physical parameter variations in the process or linearization of the process about different steady states. This uncertainty description also enables controller design to begin where many experimental identification methods end—with transfer-function coefficients described by a standard deviation about their mean. When the proposed design method is employed, uncertainty regions π(ω) corresponding to ∏ will be found. Initially a nominal model with all parameters at their mean values will be used to design a controller c(s). Regions π(ω)c(iω) will be located on the Nyquist plane to evaluate robust stability and performance. The controller c(s) will be adjusted until robust stability and performance can be guaranteed for all models in ∏. Advantages of the design procedure proposed in this paper are best appreciated after examining some currently available design techniques.

1.2.1. Other region-mapping methodsSeveral researchers have offered controller-design techniques using arbitrarily shaped regions π(iω) to represent process uncertainty (East 1982, Chen 1984, Horowitz 1982). In particular, Chen outlines a region-arithmetic-based design technique where process uncertainty regions are mapped to regions that describe the closed-loop transfer function. He offers an algorithm for locating the boundary of each new region. Unfortunately, his algorithm does not guarantee that all possible closed-loop transfer functions are contained within the region boundary. An unstable system might be considered to be stable if Chen’s algorithm is used. Perhaps the best aspect of Chen’s work is that he uses the internal model control (I MC) design procedure to determine the controller after selecting a nominal plant. Advantages associated with the IMC design procedure have been noted by several authors (Garcia and Morari 1982; Holt and Morari 1985 a, b; Rivera et al. 1986; Morari and Skogestad 1985). Chen and the others are not the first to have considered use of a region arithmetic to find bounds on closed-loop transfer- function elements. Bolton (1981) employed a circular region arithmetic in a procedure he called ‘inverse Nyquist design’. Bolton’s arithmetic was similar to that defined by Henrici (1974) to locate regions containing polynomial zeros. Horowitz (1982) described a ‘quantitative feedback theory’ where plant uncertainties are described as arbitrarily shaped regions on the complex plane at each frequency. Horowitz applied a controller to these regions and mapped them to a Nichols chart. From this mapping Horowitz was able to adjust controller parameters that lead to robust stability and performance. The parameter adjustments were based largely on experience. A SISO example using Horowitz’s design method was given by Krishnan and Cruickshanks (1977).
1.2.2. Loop-shapingMultiplicative perturbations on a nominal plant can be accounted for in the control system design process through loop-shaping (Doyle and Stein 1981). Consider a set of plants p(iω) represented byp(s) = p(s)[l + ∕m(s)], I∕rn(iω)∣ < ∣w1(fω)∣ (8)Using the norm-bounded multiplicative error ∕m(s) is equivalent to representing process uncertainty by a disc-shaped uncertainty region π(ω) with radius ∣p(iω)w1(iω)∣ on the complex plane. A feedback system with controller c(∕ω) is stable for all ∕m( ω) such that ∣∕m(iω)∣ ≤ ∣Wι(iω)∣ if and only if
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Internal model control and process uncertainty 16811p(iω)c(iω)1 + j>(iω)c(iω)When p(iω)c(iω} < 1 at high frequencies, (9) is approximated by

I p(iω)c(iω) ∣ < -—~ ( 10)∣Wι(ιω)∣The sensitivity function s(iω) = (1 + p(iω)c(iω)) ^1 is required to be small to yield good performance:

∣w1(iω)∣ ∀ω (9)

1 1 11 + p{iω)c(iω) 1 + (1 + ∕m(iω))p(iω)c(iω) " ∣w2(iω)∣In (11) w2(iω) is selected as a performance criterion. The restriction that (11) places on 
p(iω)c(iω) is expressed clearly by11 + (1 + U≈ω))p('ω)c(iω)∣ ≥ ∣ w2(iω)∣<= — 1 ÷ ∣(1 + ∕m(iω))p(iω)c(iω)∣ ≥ ∣w2(ιω)∣ia∙ X, lw'2(iω)l+ 1 ,1-n

<= I p(tω)c(ιω) ∣ ≥ -—■——- ( 12)1 - ∣Wι(ιω)∣The transfer function p(iω)c(iω) is shaped to satisfy the performance specification (12) at low frequencies and the stability requirement (10), which usually limits performance at high frequencies. The loop-shaping method causes conservativeness to enter the design procedure when actual process uncertainty cannot be represented by discs on the complex plane. Additionally, loop-shaping cannot guarantee that the closed-loop system will be stable. Perhaps the greatest weakness of loop-shaping is that it gives the controller designer no information about the crossover region—only low- and high- frequency ranges are considered.
1.2.3. Structured singular-value analysisThe most promising new developments in robust controller design are based on structured singular-value analysis. Doyle (1982) has developed a single necessary and sufficient test for robust stability and performance when norm-bounded perturbations ∆(s) can be used to describe process uncertainty. Doyle constructs the SISO robust control problem as shown in Fig. 3. Both ∆1 and Δ2 are bounded such that ∣∆j(iω)∣ ≤ 1. Blocks w1 and ∆1 represent the same multiplicative error ∕m(s) as in (8). Blocks wj, we and Δ2 combine into the same performance requirement expressed through (2)-(5)∙ Figure 3 is equivalent to the simple two-block structure shown in

Figure 3. A SISO robust control problem is written in terms of this block strùcture for structured singular-value analysis. The actual input d' and error e are modified by weights wi and we so signals d" and e' are 2-norm-bounded by 1.
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Δ <--

-- » MFigure 4. Structured singular-value analysis requires reconstruction of the control problem in terms of a two-block structure. Matrix M contains information about the nominal model, the controller, the uncertainty weights and the performance specifications. Elements in the matrix Δ are norm-bounded uncertainties.
Fig. 4. Matrices M and Δ are given by

Δ = ^∆l0 0Δ, (13)
— w1(iω)c(iω)p(iω) — w1(iω)c(iω)p(iω)wli(iω)1 + c(iω)p(iω) 

we(iω)
1 + c(iω)p(iω)

M =
1 + c(∕ω)p(iω)H'e(i⅛)w4(tω)1 + c(iω)p(iω)

(14)
Both robust stability and robust performance of the control system are guaranteed if and only if the structure singular value μ(M) is less than unity:

μ(M) = ∣(1 — s(iω))vvι(iω)∣ + ∣s(ι'ω)w2(iω)∣ <1 (15)Here S(iω) = (1 + c(iω)p{iω))~1 is the nominal sensitivity function. The weight w2(iω) in (15) is given by (5). The ability to guarantee robust stability and robust performance if and only if μ{M) < 1, ∀ ω, establishes the strength of structured singular-value analysis.Unfortunately, structured singular-value analysis cannot be applied unless the process uncertainty is represented by a disc-shaped region on the complex plane at each frequency. The proposed design method begins with uncertainty descriptions like that given in (7) that do not appear as disc-shaped regions. A design method based on the uncertainty description (7) will be a powerful tool for the control-system designer.
2. SΓSO robust controller design procedure2.1. Translating parameter variations into uncertainty regionsWhen a transfer function with coefficients restricted to intervals on the real axis describes the process, it is necessary to locate the corresponding uncertainty regions π(ω) for robustness analysis. Translating coefficient uncertainties into uncertainty regions always introduces conservativeness. Conservativeness enters because regions π(ω) represent a structure-free process description; that is, a specific transfer function form is not selected.A method has been developed for locating the regions π(ω) corresponding to the transfer function in (7) with any required degree of accuracy. The essential requirement throughout development of the method was that the regions located be 
guaranteed to contain all plants represented by (7). First the control engineer must specify a frequency range of interest. Enough regions π(ω) must be located to allow
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Internal model control and process uncertainty 1683construction of the envelope around all uncertainty regions within this frequency range. At a given frequency the region π(ω) can be located by performing steps given in §§ 2.1.1—2.1.4.

2.1.1. Locating polynomial rectanglesAll coefficients ai, bi and θ in (7) are assumed to be uncorrelated. When upper and lower bounds are given for the parameters ai a hyper-rectangle in ai parameter space is defined. This hyper-rectangle representing possible values for the ai is mapped into a rectangle on the complex plane by the numerator polynomial. The denominator polynomial maps a hyper-rectangle in bi parameter space to another rectangle on the complex plane. This fact is easily established by considering the numerator polynomial N(s, ai)∙.

N(s, ai) = aπsπ + an~1s" 1 + ... + ais + α0 (16)When the polynomial is evaluated at s = iω, the following equation is obtained:
N(iω, αi) = (o0- a2ω2 + α4ω4 — ...) + i(alω- a3ω3 + a5ω5 — ...) (17)The real and imaginary parts of N(iω) are given byRe [A(iω, αi)] = a0 - a2ω2 + a4ω4 - ... (18)Im [A(iω, ai)] = a1ω — a3ω3 + a5ωs — ... (19)The sides of the rectangle are parallel to the real and imaginary axes. Real andimaginary coordinates of points inside the rectangle are bounded by the following values: max [Re (A)] = α0max - α2minω2 + α4maxω4 - ... (20)min [Re ( A)] = a0 min - a2 maxω2 + α4 minω4 - ... (21)max [Im ( A )] = α1 maxω - a3 minω3 + a5 maxωs - ... (22)min [Im (A)] = αlminω-α3maxω3 + α5minωs — ... (23)Knowledge of the upper and lower bounds for each coefficient ai and bi is sufficient to map the numerator and denominator polynomials to rectangles on the complex plane. Numerator and denominator rectangles for the set of linear models described by (24) are located in Fig. 5 for frequency ω = 1Ό rad∕s.

2.1.2. Inverting the denominator rectangleOnce the numerator and denominator rectangles A(itu, ai) and D{iω, bi) have beenlocated, the denominator rectangle must be inverted. This operation is restricted to denominator rectangles that do not contain the origin. If D(iω, bi) contains the origin then the inverse region will extend to infinity on the complex plane. Such a denominator rectangle indicates the possibility of a process pole on the imaginary axis. Since the mapping∕(z) = 1/z is a special case of a linear fractional transformation, it maps line segments either to circular arcs or to line segments. Inverting the boundary of the rectangle D[iω, bi) results in a closed curve of connected line segments and circular arcs (see Fig. 5). If D(iω, bi) does not contain the origin then the interio r of 
D(iω, bi) maps to the interior of this closed curve.
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Figure 5. Rectangles representing uncertainty in the numerator and denominator polynomials N(ω, ai) and D(ω, bi). The inverse of the denominator rectangle D ~ 1(ω, b,) is also shown.
2.1.3. Locating the rational uncertainty regionOnce the denominator inverse region D~l(iω, bi) has been located, it must be multiplied by the numerator rectangle N(iω, ai). The product of this multiplication will be the uncertainty region corresponding to the rational part of the transfer function. A method utilizing multiplication of convex hulls has been developed for locating the rational uncertainty region.(i) Each circular arc on the boundary of D~1(iω, bi) is covered by 2" triangles as shown in Fig. 6 for n = l. The line containing collinear sides of adjacent triangles is tangent to the arc.(ii) Each line segment on the boundary of D~l(iω, bi) is divided into 2" smaller line segments. Denote the triangles and line segments by d,-1. The di^1 number 2<" + 2)-(iii) Multiplication operations are carried out between the numerator rectangle and each di^1. The product region in each operation is defined as the convex hull about the set of points formed by multiplying each vertex on a dj^1 by all four vertices of the numerator rectangle. An algorithm for locating the convex hull about a set of points was given by Kurozumi and Davis (1982).(iv) The final rational uncertainty region is the union of 2*"+υ convex hulls resulting from multiplications between N(iω, ai) and the di^1. This region is guaranteed to contain all points that can result from multiplication of an arbitrary point on N(iω, ai) by an arbitrary point on D~l(iω, bi).Defining the product of each di^1 times N(iω, ai) as a convex hull introduces sc me conservativeness; that is, the convex hull contains extra points that do not result from
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Figure 6. The boundary of the inverted denominator rectangle is covered by line segments and triangles d~l.the multiplication. The conservativeness is reduced as the parameter n is increased. Naturally, computational effort increases as n increases. Experience indicates that 
n = 3 or 4 strikes an acceptable balance between computational intensity and accuracy in locating uncertainty regions.
2.1.4. Multiplying by the time-delay uncertaintyThe final step in locating the region π(ω) corresponding to (7) is multiplication of the rational uncertainty region by the time-delay uncertainty. First the boundary of the rational uncertainty region is multiplied by exp ( — iθm,nω). Next the boundary of the rational uncertainty region is multiplied by exp ( — ∕0maxω). New regions resulting from these two multiplications are located on the complex plane. Corresponding points on the regions located at relative minimum and maximum distances from the origin are connected by circular arcs as shown in Fig. 7. The interior of this construction is the final uncertainty region guaranteed to contain all plants described by (7) at frequency ω.

2.1.5. ExampleThis example will illustrate the procedure used to locate regions π(iω) corresponding to transfer functions with uncertain coefficients; a region corresponding to the model in (24) will be located at ω = 1Ό rad/s:
a0 e [-1∙5, -0∙5], a1 e [0∙5, 10], θ e [0, 2-0] 

b0 e [0∙8, 1∙2], b1 e [0∙5, 1-0], b2 e [0∙7, 0∙8]
(24)
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Figure 7. Convex hulls representing the product of each 4,^1 times N{ω, ai) are illustrated with dashed lines. The union of these convex hulls is the uncertainty regions corresponding to the rational part of the transfer function. Time-delay uncertainty sweeps the uncertainty region about the origin.Numerator and denominator polynomials in (24) map to the rectangles N(iω, ai) and D(iω, bi) in Fig. 5 at ω = 1Ό rad∕s. The inverse of the denominator rectangle 
D~1(iω, bi) is shown in Fig. 5 as well. Line segments and triangles di^1 used to cover the boundary of D ~ l(iω, bi) are shown in Fig. 6. Parameter n is equal to 1 in Fig. 6— note that there are a total of 2<n+2) = 8 triangles and line segments. When each of the di^1 is multiplied by N(iω, ai) the convex hulls indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 7 are formed. Parameter n is equal to 2 in Fig. 7, so there are a total of 2*" + 2' = 16 convex hulls. The union of these convex hulls is the uncertainty region corresponding to the rational part of the transfer function. Rational uncertainty regions multiplied by low- and high-time-delay terms are located in Fig. 7. (Since 0min = 0 in (24) the union of convex hulls is one of these regions.) The final uncertainty region π(iω) is enclosed when the two regions are connected by circular arcs as shown.
2.2. Using the internal model control design procedureOnce the process uncertainty regions π(ω) have been located following theprocedure outlined above, controller design can begin. A robust controller design procedure for open-loop stable systems based on Internal Model Control (IMC) has been developed. The IMC structure is illustrated in Fig. 8. The IMC design procedure is used because it requires an engineer to vary only a small number of filter parameters when tuning the controller for robustness. First a controller q(s) is designed to yield 
H2 optimal performance for the nominal plant (model). Then a filter is employed to ‘detune’ the controller (q(s) = q(s)f(s)) and achieve robustness. In many instances (see the example) only a single filter parameter need be adjusted. The IMC structure guarantees stability of the nominal closed-loop system for any stable filter. This and
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Figure 8. The internal model control structure with plant p and controller q.

the transparent relationship between filter parameters and control system performance is largely responsible for the effectiveness of IMC as a design tool.IMC is used for controller synthesis in the example. However, region mapping techniques presented here can be used for control system analysis in conjunction with any controller design method. The procedure involves the steps in §§ 2.2.1-2.2.7.
2.2.1. Specifying performance criteriaThe maximum magnitude of the sensitivity function for all plants within the uncertainty description is specified as a function of frequency according to (4).
2.2.2. Designing a controller for the nominal plantThe nominal model p{s) is chosen as that given by (7) with all parameters ai, bi and
θ at their mean values. An H2 optimal controller q{s) is designed for this nominal model. The optimal q(s) depends on the type of inputs expected. For step inputs the optimal q(s) can be designed as follows: (i) factor the nominal plant into p(s) = 
p+(s)p-(s), where pΞ l(s) is stable and causal and ∣ ∕>+(s)∣ = 1; and (ii) set the controller 
q(s} equal to p^l(s). Methods for performing this factorization and designing the H2 optimal controller can be found in Holt and Morari (1985 a, b).
2.2.3. Selecting the IMC filterThe IMC contro,ler q(s) given by (25) below is equal to the H2 optimal controller multiplied by a filter f(s); a convenient form for the filter is fis) = {εs + 1)^", where the power n is selected large enough for q to be proper or to have a zero-pole excess of one if derivative action is desired; for a model given by (26) the filter f(s) = (εs + 1)~

q(s) = q(s)f{s) (25)
P(s) =

k exp ( — θs) 
τs + 1 (26)The filter parameter ε is adjusted to meet stability and performance requirements. A small value for ε yields faster system response, whereas a large ε detunes the system and results in greater stability margins.

2.2.4. Determining the controller t(iω)The standard feedback controller c(s) is related to the IMC controller q(s) by
c(s) = q(s)1 - P{s)q(s)

(’7)
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D. L. Laughlin et al.16882.2.5. Mapping the regions π(ω)c(iω)Regions π(ω)c(iω) that describe uncertainty in the loop transfer function must be located for stability and performance analysis. The boundary of π(ω) is multiplied by the controller transfer function evaluated at the same frequency to locate the new regions. Multiplication of region π(ω) by a complex number simply scales and translates the region on the complex plane. When the process uncertainty regions are multiplied by the controller in this manner it will be referred to as mapping the regions to the Nyquist or pc plane.

2.2.6. Testing stability robustnessRegions π(ω)c(ιω) are examined to evaluate robust stability. Nominal stability is not an issue because the nominal closed-loop system is stable for any stable filter. If none of the regions π(ω)c(ι'ω) contain ( — 1,0) then robust stability has been achieved. If the closed-loop system is found to be unstable when process uncertainty regions are mapped to the Nyquist plane the filter bandwidth is decreased (by increasing the parameter ε) requiring the designer to return to step 2.2.5.
2.2.7. Testing performance robustnessPerformance robustness is evaluated by finding the minimum distance from each region π(ω)c(iω) to the critical point ( — 1,0). If this minimum distance satisfies (6) then performance robustness has been guaranteed. Increasing the filter parameter ε will increase the distance from the critical point for open-loop stable systems.
2.2.8. ExampleIn this example a controller is designed following the recommended procedure for the model given by (28); graphical outputs that could be included in a computer-aided controller design program illustrate the example:p(s) = k exp ( — θs) (28)

τs + 1fee [11, 14], 0e[9, 11], re [7, 13]
P(s) = Pn(s) =

12-5 exp (— 10sJ 10s + 1
Pι(s) = 11 exp (—9s) 7s + l : P2(s) 14 exp ( —9s) 7s+l

P3(s) = 14 exp ( — Ils) 7s + l P√s) 14 exp ( — Ils) 13s+ 1
Ps(s) = 11 exp ( — Ils) 13s + 1 " P6(∙s) 11 exp ( — 9s) 13s + 1One process uncertainty region corresponding to the model in (28) evaluated at ω = 0T5 rad/s is displayed with a solid boundary in Fig. 9. Regions π(ω) for several frequencies within the range of interest are shown in Fig. 10. Discs centred.at p(iω} have been included in Fig. 10 to enable comparison between designs based on the actual and approximate uncertainty regions..
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Figure 9. The uncertainty region π(ω) corresponding to the model in (28) evaluated at ω = 0∙15 rad∕s. The smallest circle containing π(ω) could be used as a norm-bounded approximation to the actual uncertainty.

Figure 10. Uncertainty regions π(ω) corresponding to the model in (28) for 30 frequencies in the range 0 Ô01 ≤ ω ≤ 1. The nominal model passes through the center of each region. Discs centred at the nominal model containing the actual uncertainty regions are shown.
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wd(s) = s + 0∙l

we(s) =
2∙5(s + 0∙02)s + 002

(29)
(30)

m,2(s) =
s + 0∙l 2∙5s (31)

With these weights the bound ∣l∕w2(iω)∣ = ∣2∙5iω∕(iω + 0-l)∣ is placed on the magnitude of the sensitivity function. This bound is illustrated in Fig. 2 (d).The nominal model is factored into p(s) = p+(s)p_(s), where p+(s) = exp ( —10 s) and p-(s) = 12∙5∕(10s + 1). The IMC filter is selected to be ∕(s) = (εs+1)^1. This results in an IMC controller given by q(s) = (10s + l)∕(12∙5(εs + 1)). The filter parameter ε is varied as directed in §§ 2.2.6 and 2.2.7 until robust performance is achieved with ε = 7. Uncertainty regions π(ω)c(ιω) are located as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11. Uncertainty regions π(ω)c(iω) on the Nyquist plane. Robust stability requires that none of the regions contain the critical point (—1, 0).
Since none of the regions pc intersect ( — 1, 0) when ε = 7, the Nyquist stability criterion is satisfied. The maximum peak in the sensitivity function generated by the actual process uncertainty regions is determined to be approximately 215. Figure 12 illustrates that (4) is satisfied to achieve performance robustness. If the disc-sha oed uncertainty regions are used to approximate the actual uncertainty regions, Fig 12
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Figure 12. Maximum peaks in the sensitivity function with e = 7 for the nominal model in (28), the actual uncertainty regions π(ω), and the disc-shaped approximations. Performance requirement ∣l∕w2(∕ω)∣ is also shown.
indicates that (4) will not be satisfied. The maximum peak in the sensitivity function generated by the disc-shaped regions is greater than that caused by the actual uncertainty regions. Use of the approximate uncertainty regions results in a more conservative design since the controller must be further detuned to meet performance specifications.When the disc-shaped uncertainty regions are used, the structured singular value μ(Λf) for the system with ε = 7 can be calculated via (15). Figure 13 indicates that 
μ(M)> 1 for a range of frequencies around 0T rad∕s, so robust performance cannot be guaranteed for all plants within the disc-shaped uncertainty specification. The frequency range where μ(Λf) > 1 corresponds to that where the maximum magnitude of the sensitivity function exceeds ∣ l∕w2(iω)j in Fig. 12. Once again, this illustrates that approximating parameter uncertainty descriptions by norm-bounded uncertainty descriptions will introduce conservativeness into the controller design procedure.The effect of different filter parameters ε on the maximum magnitude of the sensitivity function is illustrated in Fig. 14. Note the transparent relationship between the IMC filter parameter and performance. Increasing ε lowers both the maximum peak in the sensitivity function and the bandwidth.Once the maximum magnitude of the sensitivity function satisfies performance requirements the analysis is complete. The IMC controller is then guaranteed to provide robust stability and performance for all plants within the uncertainty specification. Closed-loop step responses achieved with the IMC controller having ε = 7 are illustrated in Fig. 15. Responses for both the nominal plant and the ‘extreme’ plants given by (28) are included.
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Figure 13. Structured singular-value μ(M) for the system with ε = 7. Disc-shaped uncertainty regions in Fig. 10 were used to calculate weight w1(iω) in (15).

(ΦQ.C→
—3(Dq

∏

Figure 14. Maximum peaks in the sensitivity function for different values of the filter parameter ε.
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Figure 15. Closed-loop step responses of the nominal model and several ‘extreme’ plants for the system with IMC filter parameter ε = 7.
2.3. Comparing Smith predictor with PID controlThe region mapping technique affords a unique opportunity to examine therelative robustness of Smith predictor and PID-with-first-order-filter controllers. The IMC design procedure leads to a PID controller with first-order lag when a first order Padé is used to approximate the time-delay in (26) (Rivera 1984). General expressions for Smith predictor and PID controllers resulting from the model in (28) are given by

^Smith(s)
τs + 1k(l + εs-exp ( — 0s)) (32)

cpid(s) —
(τs + l)(⅛tfs + 1) 
ks(ε + θ + ∣0εs) (33)

Both controllers were applied with ε = 7 to the family of plants described by (28). Maximum peaks in the sensitivity function for both controllers are compared in Fig. 16, which indicates that there is relatively little difference in the maximum magnitude of the sensitivity functions when either a PID or Smith predictor controller is used to control the process in (28). The closed-loop step responses of the nominal and ‘extreme’ plants with a PID controller are indistinguishable from those in Fig. 15 with a Smith predictor controller.It should be realized that the process represented by (28) has quite a large variation in each of the parameters. When smaller variations in the parameters occur, as in (34), the maximum magnitudes of the sensitivity functions are less alike. Figure 17 illustrates maximum magnitudes of the sensitivity function for both PID and Smith
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Figure 16. Maximum peaks in the sensitivity function for csmilh(s) and cp,d(s) applied to the set of models (28).

Figure 17. Maximum peaks in the sensitivity function for csmjth(s) and cpid(s) applied to the set of models (34).
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,7+ιλ e [12-25, 12∙75]. 0e[9∙9, 10Ί], τe[9∙8, 10∙2]For the smaller uncertainty regions described by (34), the maximum peak with the PID controller is higher than that with the Smith Predictor having the same filter parameter. When a filter parameter e = 1 is used in the Smith predictor, a filter parameter of ε = 4 must be used in the PID controller to yield the same maximum peak. The resulting PID controller has narrower bandwidth and worse performance than the Smith predictor. Closed-loop step responses of nominal and ‘extreme’ plants with the two controllers are illustrated in Figs. 18 and 19. It is clear from these figures that the Smith predictor step response is superior to the PID step response for the given process. This example suggests that, although relatively little difference in PID versus Smith Predictor performance is observed when there is large process uncertainty, greater difference in performance will result when the process is more accurately known.

(34)

Figure 18. Closed-loop step responses of the nominal model and several ‘extreme’ models in (34) with Smith predictor controller. The IMC filter parameter is ε = 1.
2.4. ΜΙΜΟ applicationsExact uncertainty regions for the SISO transfer function pc are easily located once process uncertainty regions are specified. In contrast, exact uncertainty regions for elements in the ΜΙΜΟ transfer matrix PC cannot be located when individual element uncertainty regions are specified. If region-mapping is used to locate an uncertainty
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Figure 19. Closed-loop step responses of the nominal model and several ‘extreme’ models in (34) with PID and first-order lag controller. The IMC filter parameter is ε = 4.
region corresponding to an element in PC the result will always be conservative. The origin of this conservativeness is easily understood by considering the 2×2 transfer matrix PC below:

c =
^11 cl2

√21 C22__

P =
P11 Pl2

J>2l P22_

Pllcll + Pl2c21 Pllcl2 + Pl2c22

_P21Cll + P22c2i P2lcl2 ÷ P22C22_More than one element in the ΜΙΜΟ loop-transfer matrix contain the same plant transfer function element. For example, both [PC]n and [PC]i2 contain the plant element p11. If regions on the complex plane are used to represent [PC]11 and [PC]12 the correlation between these elements caused by p11 is lost; that is, all occurrences of 
pij in the matrix PC are assumed to be independent uncertainties. Since the loss of correlation between elements in the ΜΙΜΟ loop-transfer matrix introduces arbitrary conservativeness, region-mapping is impractical in the ΜΙΜΟ case.Structured singular-value analysis preserves correlation between elements in the ΜΙΜΟ loop-transfer matrix. However, application of structured singular-value analysis requires that disc-shaped uncertainty regions be used to represent elements in the ΜΙΜΟ plant matrix P. The proposed method for locating uncertainty regions :an be used to locate these discs when elements in P are described by Laplace transfer
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Internal model control and process uncertainty 1697functions with uncertain coefficients. If the smallest disc containing the actual process uncertainty region at each frequency has radius Wz,7(ω) an approximate additive uncertainty Eij(s) can be specified such that Pij(s) = Pij(s) + Eu(s) and ∣Eij∙(iω)∣ ≤ Wz,7(ω). A multiplicative uncertainty Lij(s) can then be defined such that Pij(s) = [1 + Ly(s)]Py(s) where ∣Ly(iω)P0∙(iω)∣ ≤ Hzij(ω). Once a multiplicative uncertainty has been specified, the controller design problem can be rewritten in a form allowing application of structured singular value analysis. Figure 9 illustrates how an additive uncertainty can be used to approximate parameter uncertainties in (28). The accuracy of the approximation depends on the shape of the actual region representing the parameter uncertainties. If the actual region is very nearly disc-shaped the approximation will be quite accurate. The regions representing parameter uncertainties in (28) are closer to disc shapes than those in

k exp (—θs) τis+ 1 (36)
k e [12∙25, 12∙75], θ ∈ [8, 12], τ ∈ [9∙8, 10-2]Comparatively large time-delay uncertainty in (36) stretches the corresponding uncertainty regions into shapes that are not accurately approximated by discs. Conservativeness that results from approximating the parameter uncertainties in (36) by discs can be seen by comparing the maximum magnitudes of the sensitivity functions in Fig. 20. Peaks due to the disc-shaped approximations are considerably higher than the actual peaks.

Figure 20. Maximum peaks in the sensitivity function corresponding to the nominal model in (36), the actual uncertainty regions π(ω), and the disc-shaped approximations.
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3. Discussion and conclusionsThe proposed techniques for locating process uncertainty regions on the complex plane and for mapping them to the Nyquist plane are useful control system design tools. They are particularly applicable when process identification results in models with parameter uncertainties. Required calculations are quickly performed by personal computers found in most engineering environments. Moreover, process uncertainty regions can be displayed on modern graphics terminals. With these computer resources in hand, the proposed technique can be conveniently applied to control system design problems. By viewing process uncertainty regions and noting how they map to the Nyquist plane, the designer can see transparent relationships between adjustable IMC filter parameters and performance.Computer-aided design can make the proposed region-mapping techniques accessible to the control engineer. The software will allow the user to enter either parameter uncertainties or uncertainty region boundaries. The user will also enter weights tvj(iω) and we(iω) to specify performance requirements. The computer can then locate and store uncertainty region boundaries for a desired number of frequencies. The computer can be programmed to calculate the IMC controller automatically and map the regions π(ω)c(ι'ω) to the Nyquist plane. The Nyquist plot can be furnished to the user for a visual stability evaluation. Maximum peaks in the sensitivity function can be output to the user and compared with performance requirements. If performance requirements are not met the user will specify changes in the IMC filter until a robust controller has been designed.The proposed technique offers several advantages over existing control system analysis methods. First, the proposed technique allows incorporation of arbitrarily shaped uncertainty regions into the analysis procedure, whereas loop-shaping and structured singular-value analysis require the use of norm-bounded uncertainties. Secondly, the proposed method allows the designer to see the exact characteristics of the loop transfer function and the sensitivity function in the critical crossover region. Thirdly, the proposed method for locating process uncertainty regions results in a region guaranteed to contain the actual process uncertainty region. Fourthly, the use of IMC control structure allows the designer to tune the system by adjusting relatively few filter parameters. Finally, by following the recommended procedure the control system designer can accurately determine norm-bounded uncertainties to approximate uncertainty descriptions that result directly from process identification.
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Smith predictor design for robust performanceDANIEL L. LAUGHLIN†, DANIEL E. RIVERA† and MANFRED MORARI†A method is outlined for designing Smith predictor controllers that provide robust performance despite real parameter uncertainties in the process model. Insight into the design process is gained by viewing the Smith predictor from the perspective of internal model control. Performance requirements are written in terms of a frequency-domain weight restricting the magnitude of the closed-loop sensitivity function. A general method for approximating multiple parameter uncertainties by a single multiplicative uncertainty is developed—an exact bound is derived for the magnitude of multiplicative uncertainty used to approximate simultaneous uncertainties in process gain, time-constant, and time-delay. Three different tuning methods are demonstrated; each is applied to a wide range of parameter uncertainties in a first-order with time-delay model. The first tuning method locates loop transfer-function uncertainty regions to test for robust performance—real parameter uncertainties are considered exactly. The second tuning method approximates real parameter uncertainties by multiplicative uncertainty and uses structured singular value analysis to guarantee robust performance. The third is a ‘quick design’ method that considers the unit magnitude crossing of the multiplicative uncertainty. Finally, the Smith predictor controller is compared with the structured- singular-value-optimal controller.
1. IntroductionCallender et al. (1936) recognized the importance of time-lag in a control system more than fifty years ago. In the last five decades their ‘controlling gear’ and ‘control apparatus’ has given way to high speed digital computers, but the basic problem remains the same: robust controllers must be designed for systems with time-delay. In particular, the chemical process industries require controllers that can cope with material transport delays, composition analysis delays and other delays that cannot be avoided.
1.1. Smith predictorsEarly researchers addressed the problem of controller design for systems with time-delay by correlating PID controller settings with model gain, time-constants and time-delay (e.g. Cohen and Coon 1953). Low loop gains were required to avoid instability when time-constants were small compared to the time-delay, leading to poor system performance. Smith enabled larger loop gains to be used by incorporating a minor feedback loop around a conventional controller (see Fig. 1) to stabilize the system (Smith 1957). The effect of the minor feedback loop has been described as similar to that of a lead network with considerable lead (Äström 1977). The Smith predictor controller has been particularly successful in tracking step commands when applied to systems with the ability to respond quickly (systems with small time- constants) despite large time-delays between the controller and the plant input

Received 9 September 1986. Revised 31 October 1986.† Chemical Engineering 206-41, CALTECH, Pasadena, CA 91125, U.S.A.
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Figure 1. The Smith predictor control structure. A conventional controller g and a minor feedback loop are used to control systems with time-delay.(Horowitz 1983). In the absence of modelling error the Smith predictor has been shown to lead to optimal response to step disturbances. Although first suggested for use in single-input-single-output (SISO) systems, the Smith predictor concept for controlling systems with time-delay has been extended to multivariable systems (e.g. Holt 1984, Palmor 1985, Bhaya and Desoer 1985, Jerome and Ray 1986).1.2. Robust performance for systems with time-delayOnly recently have researchers attempted to quantify the Smith predictor controller’s robustness to modelling errors. In several studies stability boundaries were plotted as functions of error in a single plant parameter (Ioannides et al. 1979, Palmor 1980, Palmor and Shinnar 1981). Brosilow (1979) proposed a method for tuning the Smith predictor when one model parameter was uncertain: either gain, time-constant, or time-delay. Owens and Raya (1982) consider the effect of additive plant/model mismatch on the robust stability of Smith predictor controllers and derive an expression for a bound on the magnitude of multiplicative uncertainty used to approximate time-delay uncertainty. All these studies failed to consider the effect of 
simultaneous uncertainties in gain, time-constant, and time-delay on the robustness of Smith predictors. Finally, Chen (1984) addressed this failure by locating regions on the complex plane corresponding to first-order models with uncertain gain, time- constant, and time-delay. Chen correctly evaluated robust stability of Smith predictor controllers using these regions. The question of robust performance of Smith predictor controllers despite simultaneous parameter uncertainties remained unanswered.The research results presented here address the question of robust performance of Smith predictor controllers. A systematic design procedure is presented that wili guarantee robust Smith predictors despite uncertainties in model parameters. Specific results include:(1) a concise method for designing robust Smith predictor controllers with a single tuning parameter;(2) a method for tuning the controllers for robustness with respect to simultaneous uncertainties in gain, time-constant, and time delay or with respect to uncertainty in an even greater number of model parameters; and(3) a rigorous test for robust performance with respect to parameter uncertainties.
2. Modelling uncertainty in processes with time-delayIt is often convenient to model processes with transfer-functions containing real- parameter uncertainties as in∏' = p(s)∣p(s) = p'(s) ' αns" + aπ-1s" 1 + ... +a1s÷a0 

Pms", + i,m-Is" i+--.+b1S + b0
exp ( - θs) (1)[flιmin'a⅛,,]> e [k⅛in, θ θ Γ^min> ^max ]
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Smith predictor design for robust performance 479or ∏' = p{sj I p(s) = p'(s) ⅝∏,((l∕zι)s+1)^∣∏,((l∕pi)s + 1) J exp ( — θs) (2)}

-.∙e[-in Pi € EPιmιn∙' Pima,]» Earnin’^max ]ι Earnin’ ^mιx 1For example, the parameter bounds may represent uncertain process flow rates, uncertainty introduced by linearizing a model at different steady states or variations in environmental operating conditions (temperature, pressure, relative humidity, etc.). The factor p'(s) in (1) and (2) is known exactly and does not contain parameter uncertainties. A special case of (1) and (2) is the popular first-order with time-delay model (3).
∏' = {p(s) I Pis) = p,(s) fee*P+ 1felj> (3)

θ Earnin’ ^max 3’ ∈ Earnin’ ^maι 3> θ Earnin’ ^max 3The model (3) has been used extensively to describe chemical processes. Time-delay is often used in the simple model to incorporate additional phase-lag caused by ignored higher-order dynamics or to approximate the dynamics of a distributed parameter system. For example, Ogunnaike (1986) uses (3) to represent almost every element in a multivariable model for a distillation column.The method proposed in this paper for designing robust Smith predictor controllers applies to all models (1) and (2) that are open-loop stable. The particular case (3) with simultaneous uncertainties in gain, time-constant, and time-delay will be studied in detail. Controller parameters leading to robust performance for various levels of uncertainty in these three parameters will be presented.2.1. Locating model uncertainty regions from parameter uncertaintiesThe set of possible process models indicated by (l)-(3) can be represented at each frequency by a simply connected region π(ω) on the complex plane. A method has been developed for locating the regions π(ω) corresponding to the transfer functions in equation (1) with any required degree of accuracy (Laughlin et al. 1986). East (1981, 1982) outlined a conservative method for locating convex polygons containing regions corresponding to (2) when the time-delay is known exactly. A set ∏ of all possible process models can be defined as follows:
∏ = {p{s) I p{iω) e π(ω), Vω} (4)The set ∏ given by (4) is almost always larger than the corresponding set ∏' given by (l)-(3) since some elements of ∏ might not be expressed by a transfer-function with the specified structure. To prove robustness requirements are met for all models in (l)-(3) it is sufficient to show that they are met for all models in the corresponding set ∏.2.2. Translating parameter uncertainty into multiplicative errorWhen modelling error is represented by uncertainty in several real parameters it is often mathematically convenient to approximate the uncertainty with a single multiplicative perturbation. Multiplicative perturbations on a nominal plant are represented by (5).

p(s) = p(s)[l + ∕m(s)], ∣∕m(iω)∣ < ∕(ω) (5)
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D. L. Laughlin et al.Using the norm-bounded multiplicative error ∕m(s) is equivalent to representing process uncertainty by a disc-shaped uncertainty region π(ω) with radius ∣p(iω)∣∕(ω) on the complex plane. The multiplicative uncertainty description can be incorporated into controller optimization techniques where parameter uncertainty descriptions are less tractable.It is straightforward to determine the bound ∕(ω) on the magnitude of the multiplicative error for the general cases of parameter uncertainty (1) and (2). First the boundaries of a sufficient number of uncertainty regions π(ω) must be located over the frequency range of interest. Next a nominal model p{iω) must be specified— in the proposed design procedure parameters will be fixed at their mean values in the nominal model. Finally the maximum distance d(ω) from p{iω) to any point on the boundary of π(ω) is determined at each frequency. This distance d(ω) is related to the bound on the magnitude of the multiplicative error through d(ω) = ∣p(ι'ω)∣∕(ω).For the special case of simultaneous uncertainties in gain, time-constant and time- delay in the first-order model (3), an exact analytical expression for the bound Z(ω) can be derived. Owens and Raya (1982) derived the simple expression Z(ω) = ∣exp (∆0iω) — 1∣ for the bound when only uncertainties in time-delay are considered. Bound 1 specifies the smallest possible magnitude ∣∕m(iω)∣ = Z(ω) such that all plants given by (3) with simultaneous errors in gain, time-constant and time-delay can be represented by p(s) = p(s)[l + ∕m(s)].

Bound 1: Gain, time-delay and pole uncertainty Consider the following set of process models:
p(s) = p,(s) (F + δk) exp [ — ((f+ <50)s] (τ + <5τ)s + 1 (6)where p'(s) does not contain parameter uncertainties and k, τ, ff, δk, δτ and δθ are defined by:

£__ rvmιn ' n,max 0-_ +
∣<5fc∣ ≤ ∆k = ∣kmax - F∣ < ∣F∣, ∣<5τ∣ ≤ ∆τ = ∣τmax - τ∣ < ∣τ∣, ∣<50∣ ≤ Δ0 = ∣0max - 0j < ∣0)Define a nominal model p(s) with gain, time-constant and time-delay at their mean values: p(s) = p,(s) K exp ( — 0s) 

τs + 1 (ΌThe smallest possible bound Z(ω) on the multiplicative error ∕m(s) such that all models in (6) are contained in the set p(s) = p(s)[l + Zm(s)], ∣Zm0'ω)∣ < i(ω)> *s given by:Z(ω) = "∣F∣ + ∆fc
~r.

τiω + 1 (τ.+ ∆τ)iω + 1 exp ( ± ∆0iω) — 1 V ω < ω*
Z(ω) = '∣F∣ + Δ⅛∖∕ τ∕ω+l ∣F∣ ) ∖(τ + ∆τ)iω + 11 + 1, ∀ω≥ω*

(8)
(9)

τ = ∙

where ω* is defined implicitly by:+ ∆0ω* + arctan Γ------ --2-^l — ± π> y ≤ ∆0ω* ≤ π (10)- l_l +τ(τ + Δτ)ω*2J 2
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Smith predictor design for robust performance 481Bound 1 applies to both stable and unstable models (6). Top signs are selected in (8)-( 10) if τ is positive indicating a left-half-plane pole. Bottom signs are selected in (8)-(10) if r is negative indicating a right-half-plane pole. Note that Bound 1 simplifies to the expression derived by Owens and Raya (1982) when Δk = Δτ = 0. Proof of Bound 1 is given in the appendix along with a similar bound on multiplicative error for the case of simultaneous variations in gain, time-delay and one process zero location. The bounds ∕(ω) forΔk∕T= ∆τ∕τ = Δ0∕(7 = 0∙l and for Δ∕c∕T^ = ∆τ∕τ = ∆θ∕8 = 0∙5 are shown in Fig. 2.

3. Selecting performance requirements3.1. Robust stabilityThe standard feedback control structure is shown in Fig. 3 with commands r(s), disturbances d(s), outputs y(s), control actions u(s) and errors c(s). The control structure must be stable for all process models in the set ∏. Once a controller c(s) is selected, robust stability can be evaluated with respect to the actual parameter uncertainties or with respect to the multiplicative uncertainty approximation. When considering the actual parameter uncertainties the closed-loop system is stable for all plants in ∏ if and only if a nominal system with p{s) = p(s) e ∏ is stable and the regions 
π(ω)c(iω) exclude (— 1, 0) for all frequencies ω. When the modelling error is described in terms of a multiplicative uncertainty as in (5), robust stability is guaranteed if and only if a nominal system with p(s) = p(s) e ∏ is stable and∣∕Γ(ιω)∣∕(ω) < 1, ∀ω (11)

Figure 2. The bound l(ω) on the magnitude of the multiplicative uncertainty is shown for both 10 per cent parameter uncertainty and 50 per cent parameter uncertainty in model (6). At a frequency of 9 014 rad s^1 the bound Z(ω) = 1Ό for the case of 10 per cent parameter uncertainty. The dashed curve is the magnitude of the rational function∕mω=ι∙5 ' s+1 Vl+0∙25s 0∙5s+ 1 ∕V -0∙25s - 1used to approximate the bound ∕(ω) for SSV-optimal controller synthesis.
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Figure 3. The standard feedback control structure with commands r(s), disturbances d(s), outputs y(s), control actions u(s) and errors e(s).
where the nominal complementary sensitivity function h(iω) is given by⅛l=7⅛*L1 + p(zω)c(ιω)Condition (11) is equivalent to the condition that the disc-shaped regions with radius ∣p(z'ω)c(zω)∣∕(ω) centred at p(iω)c(iω) exclude ( — 1, 0) for all frequencies ω.

3.2. Robust performanceIn addition to robust stability, ‘good’ command-following and disturbance- rejection are required of the control structure in Fig. 3. If the error signal e(t) = r(f) — 
y(t) is kept ‘small’ for all inputs r(f) — d(t), these performance objectives can be met. The errors are related to the inputs as shown in (12).

e(iω) 1
r(iω) — d(iω) 1 + p(iω)c(iω)

(12)In this study robust performance will be defined mathematically by placing a bound on the magnitude of the sensitivity function s(iω) = [1 + p(ι'ω)c(z'ω)]^1.
∣s(iω)∣ = 11 + p(iω)c(iω)

1w2(z'ω) Vω, V p(s) e ∏ (13)Usually only small steady-state errors are acceptable so the magnitude of the performance weight ∣w2(ιω)∣ is specified to be large at low frequencies and small at high frequencies. The inverse of a typical weight is shown in Fig. 4. For convenience (13) can be written as:∣1 + pθ'ω)c(z'ω)∣ > ∣w2(iω)∣, Vω,V p(s) e ∏ (14)Since all plants p(s) ∈ ∏ are restricted to lie within region π(ω) at frequency ω, the requirement (14) can be met by ensuring that the distance of regions π(ω)c(zω) from ( — 1, 0) is greater than ∣w2(iω)∣.When p(ιω) = p(j'ω)[l + Zπι(∕ω)], ∣Zm(z'ω)∣ < ∕(ω), (14) can be written in terms of the nominal complementary sensitivity function fi(iω) = 1 — s(z'ω) as follows:sup ∣h(iω)∣l(ω) + ∣(1 — ∕Γ(iω))w2(iω)∣ < 1 (15)
ωGiven nominal stability, both robust stability and robust performance of the control system are guaranteed if and only if condition ( 15) is satisfied. Condition ( 15) represents an additional performance specification for the complementary sensitivity function 

lt{iω) beyond the small gain theorem requirement (11) for robust stability alone.
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Figure 4. The inverse of the performance weight w2(s) = (lT62s + l)∕2∙324s used for experiment 1 in Table 5. The worst-case sensitivity function must lie below this curve to satisfy the robust performance specification.Requirement (15) is equivalent to a special case of the robust performance condition derived by Doyle (1982). Doyle defines the ‘structured singular value’ to be the supremum in (15).
3.3. A performance weight for the Smith predictor problemPerformance requirement (13) indicates that the weight w2(s) specifies a bound onthe maximum peak of the sensitivity function. It is useful to examine the functional form of the H2-optimal nominal sensitivity function for the expected inputs before selecting a performance weight for a particular problem. An expression for the ∕∕2-optimal nominal sensitivity function for general inputs is given by the theorem in § 4.2 of this paper. If the process were known exactly the weight w2(s) could be selected to be just less than the inverse of the nominal sensitivity function. This would lead to a structured singular value for the system of just less than one; the system would pass the robust performance test.For the special case of first-order with time-delay systems (3) the H2-optimal nominal sensitivity function for step inputs is:

sop,(iω) = 1 - exp ( - Piω) ( 16)If a first-order Padé approximation is used for the time-delay in (16) equation (17) results. 0i'ω⅛,(tω) : : iω + 1Equation (17) suggests the following functional form for the weight w2(iω)∙. _ 
aiω + 1w2(ι'ω) = b-

aιω
Ί8)
(17)
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D. L. Laughlin et al.484Note expressions (17) and (18) are inverses of one another when a = 0/2 and b = 1/2. The weight w2(iω) in (18) requires that the bandwidth of the closed-loop system be at least l∕α and that the maximum peak in the sensitivity function be less than l∕b. Parameter a would be increased and parameter b decreased to allow for degradation in closed-loop performance due to modelling errors. The inverse of the weight w2(iω) used for experiment 1 in Table 5 with a = IT62 and b = 0∙5 is sketched in Fig. 4. The worst-case (largest magnitude) sensitivity function generated by the set of models ∏ must lie below this curve to satisfy the robust performance specification. The controller is typically designed to push the worst-case sensitivity function as far below this curve as possible over the entire frequency range.

4. Designing the controller4.1. Smith predictor structureIn order to construct the Smith predictor control structure shown in Fig. 1 it is necessary to select a process model p(s) = p0(s) exp ( —0s) and to design the controller g(s). Usually g[s) is selected to be a conventional P, PI or PID controller. The controller g(s) must be designed so that the system is robust with respect to errors between the actual process p0(s) exp ( — θs) and the model p0(s) exp ( — ffs).The Smith predictor control structure can be considered to be a particular parameterization of the more general feedback control structure. The relationship between g(s) and the standard feedback controller c(s) in Fig. 3 is given by (19).
1 1 + gβ)pθ(s)[l -exp(-0s)] ' ’Unfortunately, the Smith predictor structure does not provide much insight into the design of controller g(s). The effect of the level of model uncertainty on the choice of controller parameters is not clear. A systematic method for designing robust Smith predictors can be developed by considering an alternate parameterization of the controller.

4.2. Internal model control parameterization of the Smith predictorAn alternate parameterization of c(s) is the internal model control (IMC) structure shown in Fig. 5. It has been shown that the IMC structure leads to a Smith predictor controller for open-loop stable processes with time-delay (Brosilow 1979, Holt 1984, Rivera et al. 1985). An advantage of the IMC structure is that the system is guaranteed to be nominally stable if both p(s) and q(s) are stable (Garcia and Morari 1982). Moreover, since any transfer function (e.g. ∕Γ(s) = p{s)q(s)) relating inputs to outputs is

Figure 5. The internal model control (IMC) parameterization of the Smith predictor controller.
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Smith predictor design for robust performance 485affine in the IMC controller the restrictions placed on q{s) by robustness requirements (11) and (15) are clear. Usually only a single tuning parameter λ is required. Adjusting 

λ to meet stability and performance requirements is straightforward.The IMC design procedure involves two steps:(1) a controller q(s) is designed to be ∕i2-optimal for the nominal model and the expected input to the system; and(2) the controller is ‘detuned’ by the addition of a low-pass filter f(s) to meet robustness requirements.The resulting IMC controller is given by q(s) = q(s)f(s}.Morari et al. (1987) derived the following theorem for the H2-optimal controller4(s) when p(s) is stable.
TheoremConsider the IMC structure shown in Fig. 5 with process model p(s) and controller 
q(s). The nominal model p(s) is factored into an allpass portion pA(s) and a minimum phase portion pw(s)

p(s) = Pa(s)Pm(s)so that pA(s) includes all the right-half-plane zeros and delays of p{s) and|ρΑ(ιω)| = 1, VωThe expected disturbance input d(s) is factored similarly
d(s) = Ja(s)<∕m(s)The controller q(s) that minimizes the two-norm of the error is then given by

9(s) = (pm(s‰(s)) -1 [P71 (sMm(s)], (20)where the operator [ ∙ ]sk denotes that after a partial fraction expansion of the operand all terms involving the poles of pA 1 (s) are omitted. The ∕i2-optimal sensitivity function s(iω) is given bys(iω) = 1 - p{iω)q(iω) = 1 - p^(iω)d^ l(iω)[pf ι(ίω)άΜ(ίω)]^The filter form is selected to ensure that the controller q(s) is proper and that the closed-loop system has the appropriate asymptotic tracking properties. For asymptotic tracking of step inputs f(s) can be chosen of the form∕(s) = 1(xs+ 1)"where n is large enough to make q(s) proper and λ is the IMC filter tuning parameter. (Filter forms for other inputs can be found in Morari et al. 1987.) Usually a single tuning parameter is used. A small value for λ yields faster system response whereas a large λ detunes the system and results in greater stability margins. If robust performance is specified in terms of a weight like w2(iω) in (18) with both bandwidth and maximum peak (MP) requirements, it may not be possible to meet both requirements with a single tuning parameter. When confronted with this situation the filter form can be changed to incorporate more tuning parameters as in
(Λ1s+ l)(λ2s + 1)
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D. L. Laughlin et al.486or an alternative constant performance weight w'2 = ∖JMP without a bandwidth constraint can be selected. If the alternative weight is selected the controller is designed so that the maximum magnitude of the sensitivity function is equal to l∕vv'2 = 

MP. Designing the controller so that the worst-case sensitivity function is as far below l∕w'2 = MP has no meaning since the absence of a bandwidth requirement in w'2 would allow complete detuning of the controller (x = ∞ and c(s) = 0).The relationship between the IMC controller q(s) and the standard feedback controller c(s) is given by (21).z 1, <7(s) z-,υ1 — q(s)pθ(s) exp ( —0s) μυThe particular example of controller design for first-order with time-delay systems clarifies the relationship between the IMC parameterization and the Smith predictor. Consider the set of process models (6) with p, = 1. Select the nominal model as in (7) with all parameters at their mean values. The H2-optimal controller q(s) for step disturbances is given by q(s) = (τs + l)∕lc. The appropriate filter is ∕(s)= l∕(xs + 1), resulting in the IMC controller q(s) = τs + 1 
⅛λs + 1) (22)Substituting the IMC controller (22) and the nominal model (7) into the expression (21) for the conventional feedback controller results in

C(S) Γ(xs + 1 — exp (-0s)) 5 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * (23)Note that (23) is equivalent to the Smith predictor controller (19) when p0(s) = T∕(rs + 1) and g∣s) is the PI controller g(s) = (τs + l)∕Γxs.
5. Tuning the controller for robust performanceIn this section five alternative methods are presented for designing robustcontrollers for systems with time-delay. The first four methods result in Smithpredictor controllers; the fifth, in the structured-singular-value-optimal controller.The methods differ in their numerical complexity, in the type of uncertaintydescription they consider, and in the robust performance guarantee they offer. Themore numerically complex methods introduce less conservativeness into the controller design. In selecting an appropriate design method the required systemperformace is of paramount importance. If performance requirements are mild thenthe ‘quick design’ procedure should suffice. Moderate performance requirementsmight necessitate the robustness test that considers actual parameter uncertaintiesrather than a multiplicative error approximation. More demanding performancerequirements might require optimizing all parameters in the Smith predictor controller. Only the toughest performance requirements would justify synthesis of thestructured-singular-value-optimal controller.The IMC design procedure and tuning methods presented here are applicable toall open-loop stable processes that can be modelled by (1) or (2). The methods areillustrated with controller designs for the particularly useful first-order with time-delay model. Three recommended tuning methods were compared by examining controller designs for twenty-four families of process models (3) with p'(s) =1. All
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Smith predictor design for robust performance 487possible combinations of 10 per cent and 50 per cent uncertainty in gain, time- constant and time-delay were investigated at each of three levels of the ratio τ∕0". Tuning method A was used to design controllers for an even greater range of the parameter uncertainties and the ratio τ∕S. The results of the different IMC filter-tuning techniques are presented in Tables 1-5. Details of each of the tuning techniques are outlined below.

Experiment dk∣k dτ∣τ dθ∕8

λrobuststability For MP = 2 0
-*A ⅞1 0-1 01 01 0080 0-525 0-661 0-3132 01 0∙5 01 0-230 1-109 1-647 1-4253 0∙5 01 01 0-107 1-199 1-498 0-4954 01 01 0-5 0-401 1-136 1-648 1-5945 01 0∙5 0-5 0-737 1-412 2-547 2-8956 0-5 0∙5 01 0-627 1-833 2-677 3-1357 0-5 01 0-5 0-537 2-012 2-256 2-3678 0-5 0-5 0∙5 1-091 2-312 3-477 4-541Table 1. Filter parameters resulting from tuning methods A-C. Â from robust stability condition is shown for comparison. In experiments 1-8 the ratio τ∕8 = 1Ό.

Experiment <∕fc∕F dτ∕τ dθ∕ff

λrobuststability For MP = 2-0
>∙A ⅞ ⅞9 0-1 01 0-1 0-080 0-454 0-632 0-31610 0-1 0-5 0-1 0-185 0-758 1-172 0-92311 0-5 01 0-1 0107 1-115 1-344 0-49612 01 0-1 0-5 0-399 1-104 1-608 1-56213 0-1 0-5 0-5 0-611 1-189 2-087 2-20814 0-5 0-5 0-1 0-367 1-293 1-872 1-73315 0-5 0-1 0-5 0-529 1-998 2∙12O 2-20216 0-5 0-5 0-5 O∙823 2-125 2-704 3-194Table 2. Filter parameters resulting from tuning methods A-C. λ from robust stability condition is shown for comparison. In experiments 9-16 the ratio τ∕0^=0-5.

Experiment dk/£ dτtτ dθ∕9

λrobuststability For MP = 2-0⅞ '-c17 0-1 0-1 0-1 0-080 0-594 0-661 0-31118 0-1 0-5 0-1 0-415 l∙7O3 2-905 3-31619 0-5 0-1 0-1 0-106 1-309 1-787 0-48920 0-1 0-1 0-5 0-400 1-267 1-637 1-57621 σι 0-5 0-5 0-971 2-391 3-757 5.14122 σs 0-5 0-1 1-688 2-714 5-617 8-79023 σs 0-1 0-5 O∙535 2-200 2-476 2-47824 0-5 0-5 0-5 2-090 3-677 6-356 10-066Table 3. Filter parameters resulting from tuning methods A-C. λ from robust stability condition is shown for comparison. In experiments 17-24 the ratio τ∣G — 3Ό.
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Values for the filter parameter A for these ratios of τ∕8

dk K dτ.'τ dθ∕ff 005 01 0-5 10 30 10-0 30-000 00 0∙0 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0-000 000000 01 00 0-030 0-062 0-196 0-245 0-277 0-283 0-28501 00 00 0-265 0-266 0-266 0-265 O∙265 0-265 0-26600 00 01 0-192 0-192 0T96 0-192 0-192 0192 0-19200 01 01 0-199 O∙2O3 0-268 0-339 0-399 0-415 0-41801 01 0-0 0-267 0-271 0-360 0-417 0-457 0-468 0-46901 00 01 0-400 0-400 0-400 0-400 0-400 0-400 0-40001 01 o∙ι 0-403 0-410 0-454 O∙525 0-594 0-612 0-61701 0∙5 01 0-433 0-447 0-758 1-109 1-703 2041 2-1570-5 01 01 1-097 1-102 1-115 1-199 1-309 1-342 1-34901 01 0∙5 1-100 1-106 1-104 1-136 1-267 1-338 1-3550∙l 0∙5 0-5 1-130 1-155 1-189 1-412 2-391 3-102 2-3180∙5 0-5 01 1-128 1-161 1-293 1-833 2-714 3-226 3-3950-5 0-1 0∙5 1-977 1-987 1-998 2-012 2-200 2-292 2-3190∙5 0-5 0-5 2-020 2-059 2-125 2-312 3-677 4-666 5-01700 00 00 0-000 0-000 0-000 0-000 0-000 0000 000001 01 01 0-403 0-410 0-454 0-525 0-594 O∙612 0-6170∙2 0-2 0∙2 0-777 0-784 0-799 0-959 1-179 1-267 1-2920∙3 0-3 0∙3 1-166 1-185 1-166 1-403 1-860 2-099 2-1640-4 0∙4 0∙4 1-573 1-607 1-621 1-855 2-674 3-189 3-3490-5 0-5 0∙5 2-020 2-059 2-125 2-312 3-667 4-666 5-0170-6 0-6 0-6 2-485 2-538 2-664 2-765 4-884 6-724 7-4980-7 0-7 0-7 2-974 3-053 3-215 3-216 6-341 9-819 11-4780-8 0∙8 0-8 3-499 3-595 3-837 3-659 8-152 14-892 18-9260-9 0∙9 0∙9 4-051 4-166 4-479 4-280 10192 24-200 37-169Table 4. Controller parameters resulting from tuning method A. The ratio τ∕ff varies allowing the control system designer to interpolate between values for A in the table to arrive at an acceptable tuning parameter.
Experiment dk/K dτ∕τ dθ∕ff ÂA ad a

sup(15) K τ θ1 0-1 01 0-1 0-998 0-998 1-162 1-026 0-969 0-989 1-0052 0-1 0-5 0-1 1-225 1-225 1-512 1-120 0-923 0-733 0-9623 0-5 0-1 0-1 1-310 1-310 2-312 1-082 0-994 0-887 0-9924 0-1 0-1 0-5 2-121 1-899 1-794 0-982 1-051 1-234 0-9655 0-1 0-5 0-5 2-460 2-460 2-194 1-030 0-863 0-986 0-9536 0-5 0-5 0-1 1-870 1-870 2-874 1-104 0-937 0-575 0-9777 0-5 σι 0-5 2-207 1-976 3-212 1-013 1-080 σ949 1-0048 0-5 0-5 0-5 2-395 2-395 3-397 1-122 0-857 0-684 0-992Table 5. Controller parameters resulting from optimization method D. The ratio τ∕S= 10. Parameter a in the performance weight and A from tuning method A are included for comparison. The structured singular value μ is shown for the system with the controller resulting from the optimization.
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Smith predictor design for robust performance 4895.1. Method A: tuning with actual uncertainty regionsThe first IMC filter-tuning method utilizes the loop transfer-function uncertaintyregions π(ω)c(ι'ω) to test for robust performance. Real parameter uncertainties in (1) are treated exactly. Once a filter parameter λ has been selected the sensitivity function with largest magnitude at each frequency given by∣s*(ω)∣ = max

p(t'ω)e∏
11 + p(zω)c(f'ω) (24)is determined by locating the point closest to (—1,0) on each uncertainty region π(ω)c(∕ω). The filter parameter is adjusted until the robust performance requirement (14) has been satisfied. Increasing λ reduces the maximum peak in ∣s*(ω)∣ and decreases the bandwidth of the system.For the first-order with time-delay examples, the weight w'2 = ∖∣MP= 1/2 was used to specify performance requirements. Controller (23) was designed following the IMC procedure after selecting the nominal model (7). The IMC filter parameter λ was adjusted and regions π(ω)c(iω) located until the maximum peak in the sensitivity function ∣s*(ω)∣ was determined to be 2. Values of λ leading to this result are listed in Tables 1-4. As expected, the filter parameter increases as the level of parameter uncertainty increases—less aggressive control action is required for robustness with respect to large modelling errors. The filter parameter increases slightly as a function of the ratio τ∕ft

5.2. Method B: tuning with multiplicative errorIn the second IMC filter-tuning method the real parameter uncertainties in (l)-(3)are approximated by a multiplicative perturbation ∕m(iω) for the purposes of robustness analysis. The approximation is discussed in § 2.2 above. After the IMC controller has been designed and the filter form selected the IMC tuning parameters z, are implicitly defined by condition (15) for robust performance. If a performance weight w'2 = ∖∕MP is selected filter parameters are adjusted iteratively untilsup ∣∕Γ(iω)∣∕(ω) + - J-1(1 - ∕Γ(i'ω))∣ = 1 (25)
If the performance requirements are too severe it may not be possible to find values for the zi such that (15) is satisfied. When this situation is encountered it is possible that the less conservative tuning method based on the actual parameter uncertainties will lead to an acceptable design. If not, either the performance requirements must be relaxed or a different IMC filter form must be selected.For the first-order with time-delay examples and performance weight w'2 = 

l∕MP= 1/2, condition (25) can be rewritten to yield an implicit expression for the filter paramater λ in controller (23):sup
ω

∕(ω)∖λiω + 11
1 ∣2z'ω + 1 — exp ( — θzω)∣

+ MP ∣zzω+l∣ (26)Condition (26) represents the robust performance specification on the filter parameter 
λ. The robust stability requirement (11) is rewritten in terms of the filter parameter in (27) for comparison. sup ∕(ω)∣2zω + 1∣ 27)< 1
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D. L. Laughlin et al.490 Values of λ leading to equality in (26) and (27) are listed in Tables 1-3 for each level of parameter uncertainty. Filter parameters required for robust performance are significantly larger than those required for robust stability in all of the examples. The same general trends are observed in the filter parameters for robust performance as in tuning method A. Note, however, that the values of λ from method B are slightly larger than those from method A. Conservativeness that entered the design procedure when parameter uncertainties were approximated by multiplicative uncertainty resulted in less aggressive control action.

5.3. Method C: a quick design methodAt the frequency where the magnitude of the multiplicative uncertainty is equal to one condition (11) indicates that h(ioj) must already be rolled-off to prevent instability. This observation motivates a ‘quick design’ procedure for selecting the filter parameters λi. At the frequency ω' where ∕(ω') = 1 the filter parameters can be implicitly defined by a conservative bound as follows:∣∕Γ(iω')∣∕(ω') + ∣(1 - ∕Γ(∕ω'))w2(iω')∣ ≤ ∣∕Γ(∕ω')∣∕(ω') + (1 + ∣)Γ(∕ω')∣)w2(iω')∣ = 1 (28)With ∕(ω') = 1 and the choice of w2(∕ω')= l/MP equation (28) becomes:∣∕Γ(∕ω')∣ = MP-1 
MP + 1 (29)Equation (29) allows quick calculation of the IMC filter parameters λi once the frequency ω' at which ∕(ω') = 1 has been located. Bound 1 enables quick calculation of ω' when simultaneous uncertainties in gain, time-constant, and time-delay are encountered. For example, see Fig. 4 where ω' = 9Ό14 rad s^1 for ten per cent uncertainty in k, τ and θ.For the first-order with time-delay examples and the controller (23), at ω' the nominal complementary sensitivity function is given by h(iω')= l∕(λiω' + 1). Then equation (29) can be rewritten explicitly for λ as follows:7MP + 1Y _ T'2
ω'where MP is the desired maximum magnitude of the sensitivity function and ω' is the frequency at which ∕(ω') = 1. Equation (30) with MP = 2 was used to calculate filter parameters shown in Tables 1-3. Although the filter parameters compare favourably with those obtained by the two methods discussed above the quick design method does not guarantee that the maximum peak in the sensitivity function will be less than 

MP. No such guarantee can be made since the quick design method considers only one frequency ω'. In fact, the filter parameters calculated using (30) for the examples with high levels of gain uncertainty lead to maximum peaks greater than 2. For those cases where gain uncertainty dominates (where the quick design method is least accurate) it is straightforward to tune the controller based on simple gain-margin arguments. Nevertheless, the data indicate that the quick design method will be useful for a wide range of uncertainty in model parameters. The filter parameter obtained via this method can certainly be used as a first guess for either of the more rigorous iterative methods A or B discussed above.
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Smith predictor design for robust performance 4915.4. Alternate nominal modelsThe Smith predictor controller (21) resulting from the IMC design procedure contains more adjustable parameters than the λi in the IMC filter. All the parameters fixed by the choice of a nominal model also appear in the controller. Since the Smith predictor given by (20) with 2 = 0 is known to be optimal for the processes (l)-(3) when there is no parameter uncertainty, the recommended IMC design method seems appropriately justified. Chen (1984), however, indicated that the nominal model with all parameters at their mean values does not always lead to an optimal control system design when the uncertainties are considered. Certainly it seems logical to fix nominal model parameters at their mean values when confronted by the process description (l)-(3). In order to evaluate the performance lost as a result of this selection another set of controller designs was performed for the first-order with time-delay examples in which all four controller parameters k, τ, 8 and λ in (23) were optimized.A control-relevant identification technique developed by Rivera and Morari (1986) was used to optimize all four parameters in the Smith predictor (23). Inputs to the optimization procedure include a nominal model, the magnitude of the multiplicative uncertainty, a performance weight w2, and the structure of the model to be identified. The input nominal model was specified to be the centre of the smallest disk containing all models in the set (3). The optimization procedure selects a new nominal model and IMC filter parameter λ so as to reduce the structured singular value (15). Note that through the IMC design procedure selecting a new nominal model and filter parameter is tantamount to selecting new values for the parameters in the Smith predictor controller (11).Table 5 lists the controller parameters selected by the optimization procedure for the same eight levels of uncertainty as in Table 1. The mean value for the three model parameters is 1Ό for all eight levels of uncertainty. In most cases the controller parameters in Table 5 do not differ significantly from 1Ό. The weight w2 in (18) with 

b= 1/2 and the parameter a indicated in Table 5 was input to the optimization procedure for each example. It can be verified using tuning method A that this is the best level of robust performance achievable with nominal model parameters at their mean values as in (7)—the system would fail the robust performance test (14) if parameter a had a value less than that indicated in Table 5. The optimization procedure attempted to reduce the supremum in (15) using a multiplicative error approximation for the actual parameter uncertainties. Values of the supremum for the eight designs are shown in Table 5. In the designs where the supremum is greater than one the additional conservativeness introduced by the multiplicative error approximation outweighted any benefit from optimizing all four parameters in the controller. These designs would not be considered robust based on the test involving the multiplicative error approximation. Results of this study indicate that selection of a nominal model with gain, time-constant, and time-delay at their mean values will, in most cases, lead to an acceptable Smith predictor controller.
5.5. Structured-singular-value-optimal controllerThe structured-singular-value-optimal (SSV-optimal) controller is the controllerthat minimizes the supremum in (15). In this section the Smith predictor is compared with SSV-optimal controllers. The comparison illustrates how system performance might be effected by selecting the form of the controller to be that of the Smith predictor. The comparison also highlights differences in the SSV-optimal controllers
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D. L. Laughlin et al.492that result when process uncertainty is modelled with a single multiplicative uncertainty or with multiple real parameter uncertainties.Both Smith predictor and SSV-optimal controllers were designed for the system modelled by (3). The nominal values of gain, time-constant and time-delay were all unity. The case of 50 per cent uncertainty in each of the three parameters was studied. Performance requirements were expressed in terms of the weight w2 (∕ω) in (18) with 

a = 3∙397 and b = 0∙5. Recall that this level of robust performance was possible using a Smith predictor based on the nominal model and the tuning method in § 5.1 (see Table 5). The Smith predictor controller is given by (23) with λ = 2-395.The SSV-optimal controllers for the system were synthesized following the methods outlined in Chu et al. (1986) and Doyle (1982). Model uncertainty was represented by a single multiplicative uncertainty for synthesis of the first SSV- optimal controller. Figure 6(a) shows the control structure with uncertainty and performance requirements written in terms of blocks Δ, and Δ2 with norm ∣∣∆i ∣∣2 ≤ 1. The structure 6 (a) can be rearranged into that shown in Fig. 7 (a). The SSV-optimal controller is then given by the stabilizing K which solvesmin \\DF,(G; K)D^1k
where

Fl(G-, K)=Gli + Gi2K(I-G22K)-'G2iand P = diag (d1, d2,..., d„) with n being the number of blocks in∆ = diag (∆1,∆2,...,∆o)The HONEYX† computer software used to synthesize the SSV-optimal controller requires rational approximations of all irrational transfer functions appearing in the block structure. Hence, a fourth-order Padé approximation was substituted for the time-delay in p; a first-order Padé approximation, for the time-delay in the bound (8) for Lm (see the dashed curve in Fig. 2).For synthesis of the second SSV-optimal controller model uncertainty was represented by individual parameter uncertainties. Figure 6 (b) shows individual uncertainties in gain, time-constant and time-delay written in terms of three blocks ∆1, Δ2 and Δ3. Note that the block structure represents a first-order Padé approximation for the time-delay. Figure 7 (b) illustrates the equivalent interconnection structure for that in Fig. 6 (b). The HONEYX software assumes each ∆i is a complex perturbation with ∣∣∆i∣∣2≤ 1 even though they represent real parameter variations.The magnitude and phase of the two SSV-optimal controllers are shown in Fig. 8. The controller resulting when a single multiplicative uncertainty was used (labelled 2 in Fig. 8) was 18th order. The controller resulting when multiple parameter uncertainties were used (labelled 3 in Fig. 8) was 19th order. Note in Fig. 8 that both SSV-optimal controllers have slightly lower gain than the Smith predictor (labelled 1) for frequencies below one. The magnitude of model uncertainty is low over this
† Developed by Honeywell Systems and Research Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.. >.A.
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Figure 6. Feedback control structures incorporating a single multiplicative uncertainty (a) and individual gain, time-constant and time-delay uncertainty (b) are shown. In (f>) a first-order Padé approximation is used to represent time-delay. Since the inverse of τ and θ appear in (b) the following variables are used to define real parameter variations: l∕τ = (l∕2τmjn) + (l∕2τmax ), 1/0 = (l∕20min) + (l∕20max ), l∕<5τ = (l∕τ) - (l∕τrnax ), l∕∂θ = (l∕0)-(l∕θmax).

Figure 7. The two feedback structures in Fig. 6 can be rewritten as shown with interconnection matrix G, norm-bounded matrix Δ and controller K.

frequency range; hence the controller shape is largely determined by the performance weight w2∙ At higher frequencies the SSV-optimal controllers employ higher gain than the Smith predictor. The higher gain causes oscillation in the nominal sensitivity function in the high frequency range as shown in Fig. 9. The SSV-optimal controllers reduce the structured singular value (see Fig. 10) at frequencies near 0∙3 where the performance requirement is tight and increase it at higher frequencies where the performance requirement allows additional gain. Note that there is little difference
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FREQUENCYFigure 8. The Bode plots of SS V-oρtimal and Smith predictor controllers are quite similar in the low frequency range. Curve 1 is the Smith predictor. The SSV-optimal controllers synthesized using multiplicative uncertainty and parameter uncertainty are curves 2 and 3, respectively.

Figure 9. The sensitivity function for the system with SSV-optimal controller (dashed curve) has larger amplitude oscillations in the high frequency range than does that with the Smith predictor controller (solid line). The sensitivity functions with the two SSV- optimal controllers are indistinguishable from one another.
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Figure 10. The structured singular values for the control system with SSV-optimal controllers (2 and 3) and Smith predictor controller (1) are compared here. Structured singular values with SSV-optimal controllers synthesized using multiplicative uncertainty and parameter uncertainty are on curves 2 and 3, respectively.

TIMEFigureil. Responses to step disturbances are quite similar for the system with Smith predictor (1), with SSV-optimal controller synthesized using multiplicative uncerta nty (2), and with the SSV-optimal controller synthesized using parameter uncertainties (3).
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D. L. Laughlin et al.496between the two SSV-optimal controllers in Figs. 8 and 10, indicating that relatively little conservativeness entered the design when the ∆i representing real parameters were assumed to be complex. This outcome may be limited to this example, however, since such an assumption can in general be quite conservative. All structured singular values in Fig. 10 are greater than one, indicating that the performance requirement w2 would have to be relaxed in order for the system to pass the robust performance test based on the norm-bounded blocks ∆i. Recall that the robust performance test based on the actual uncertainty regions can be passed using the same requirement w2 used in Fig. 10.Figure 11 shows the nominal system response to step disturbances with Smith predictor and SSV-optimal controllers. There is relatively little difference in nominal system response despite the complexity of the SSV-optimal controllers.

6. Discussion and conclusionsThe internal model control structure provides a useful framework for the design and tuning of robust Smith predictor controllers for systems with time-delay. Results of this study offer several alternatives to the control system designer confronted with the task of designing robust controllers for processes modelled by transfer-functions with real-parameter uncertainties. An H2-optimal IMC controller can easily be designed for the nominal model and expected disturbance using the results of § 4. Augmenting the controller with a filter can ensure robust performance despite parameter uncertainties. The IMC filter can be tuned following the methods outlined in § 5 or the model can be non-dimensionalized (see § 6.1) allowing the use of tabulated filter-tuning constants. The Smith predictor that results from the IMC design procedure compares favourably with the SSV-optimal controller for systems with time-delay. Simultaneous parameter uncertainties can be considered exactly when testing for robust performance, or they can be approximated by a single multiplicative uncertainty for mathematical convenience. Bound 1 in § 2.2 gives an exact expression for the magnitude of multiplicative uncertainty that can be used to approximate simultaneous uncertainties in gain, time-constant and time-delay. Use of Bound 1 in SSV-optimal controller synthesis was demonstrated.
6.1. Non-dimensionalizing the modelWhen confronted with a stable process described by (6) the control designer can non-dimensionalize the model enabling use of tuning parameter data in Table 4. Model (6) with p'(s) = 1 can be rewritten as follows:

P-(s') = p(s) _ ( 1 + δk ' ) exp ( — ( 1 + δθ ' )s ' ) k (1 + <5τ')^,s'+ 1
where dimensionless parameters are defined by

s∙=sβ, dk∙ = ^, δτ'=—, δθ'=^r 
τv"v τ’ *~Note that the following bounds are implied for the dimensionless parameters:∣<5k,∣< 1, ∣<5τ*∣<l, ∣<50'∣<1, 0<^<∞
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Smith predictor design for robust performance 497A dimensionless IMC controller q'(s') can be designed for p'(s') with the appropriate filter parameter z' found by interpolating between values listed in Tables 1-4.The real controller q(s) is related to its dimensionless counterpart as follows:9(s) = q'(sS)£The real controller q(s) will have an IMC filter parameter given by z = z'ff

6.2. Simulating the worst case responseThe time-domain behaviour of the system can be investigated by simulating the response of the ‘worst case’ sensitivity function to selected disturbances. When the regions π(ω)c(iω) are located the closest point on each region to ( — 1, 0) defines the sensitivity function s*(ω) as in (24). The magnitude of s*(ω) at each frequency will be greater than or equal to the magnitude of any sensitivity function resulting from a model in (4). The response of s*(ω) to different types of disturbances can be determined by inverse Fourier transform. If the process model is accurate, the integral square error in the response of the real system to each of these disturbances will be less than that in the response of s*(ω) to the same disturbance. The shape of the response of s*(ω), however, may not resemble the real system response since different models in ∏ contribute to s*(ω) at different frequencies. Nevertheless, s*(ω) can provide a useful measure of the system’s disturbance rejection capability.Responses of s*(ω) to step disturbances are shown in Fig. 12 for 10 per cent and 50 per cent uncertainty in each of the three parameters k, τ and θ in the first-order with

TIMEFigure 12. Using the Smith predictors resulting from tuning method A, the responses of s*(ω) to step disturbances are shown for 10 per cent parameter uncertainty (curve 1) and 50 per cent parameter uncertainty (curve 2) in model (6). Responses of the model 
p(s) = k exp ( — θs)∕(τs + 1) with k = fc + ∆k, τ = τ + ∆τ and θ = ff+∆θ are shown using the same controllers for 10 per cent parameter uncertainty (curve 3) and 50 per cent parameter uncertainty (curve 4).
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D. L. Laughlin et al.498time-delay model. The worst case integral-square-error ∣∣e(f)∣∣ f for these two examples was calculated to be 2∙258 and 6∙425, respectively. A real system response to the step disturbance is shown for comparison at each of the two levels of uncertainty. The three parameters were specified to be at their highest values in the model used for the real system response: k = f+ ∆k, τ = τ + ∆τ and θ = ff+ ∆θ. For 10 per cent parameter uncertainty and 50 per cent parameter the integral-square-error in the response of the real system to the step disturbance was calculated to be 1-304 and 2-335 for 10 per cent parameter uncertainty and 50 per cent parameter uncertainty, respectively. The integral-square-error in the response of the real first-order with time-delay system is less than that of s*(ω). This is to be expected since s*(ω) is the worst combination of parameter values at each frequency (an ∞-norm bound on the magnitude of the sensitivity function) rather than one particular first-order with time-delay model. The extent to which s*(ω) gives a conservative estimate of the two-norm of the error emphasizes the inherent conservativeness introduced when transfer functions with real parameter uncertainties are represented by uncertainty regions on the complex plane—the parametric structure of the process model is lost. It also emphasizes the lack of clarity in the relationship between oc-norm performance requirements and the eventual time-domain behaviour of the system.

6.3. Additional applicationsBound 1 and Bound 2 (see the Appendix) provide particularly useful links between parameter uncertainties and multiplicative error for simple process models. The bounds can be applied to higher order models if uncertainty can be accurately represented by variations in three parameters: gain, time-delay and one pole location or gain, time-delay and one zero location. In ΜΙΜΟ systems where low-order dynamics gii(s) with parameter uncertainties can be factored out along the diagonal of the matrix transfer-function as shown below, the bounds can be applied to approximate the parameter uncertainties by multiplicative perturbations.Pu(s) Pι2(∙s) Zll(s) Z2(s) STι(s) 0P2ι(s) P22(s)_ _Z 1 (s) Z2(s)_ 0 ^22(s)jZ 1 (s) Z2(s)' gιι(s) 0 ( 1 0 ^∕mn(s) o_Z 1 (s) Z2(s)- 0 g22<S)_
I 0 1_ + 0 lm2fsfCertain types of actuator uncertainty and input uncertainty are accurately described in this manner (see Skogestad and Morari 1986 for a distillation column example). Representing ΜΙΜΟ modelling error with different multiplicative uncertainties in each input direction can be less conservative than representing it with a single multiplicative perturbation to the whole matrix transfer-function. Approximating the parameter uncertainties in the ΜΙΜΟ transfer-function matrix with multiplicative uncertainties ∕m,,(s) and lm22(s) also allows convenient application of structured singular value analysis for robust performance.

Appendix
Definition of variablesThe description (6) for a set of process models can be rewritten as follows:
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p(s) = p'(s) exp [ — (0"+ <50)s]
p(s) = p'(s) _s+ 1 exp ( - 0s) (τ + <5τ)s + 1 

1 F+ δk1 + τs + 1 exp ( — δθs) — 1
f )∖(τ + <5τ)s + 1, p(s) = p(s)[l +Zm(s)]From equations (A 1) and (A 2) we can identify expressions for p(s) and ∕m(s).£p(s) = -— exp(-0s) τs + 1

(Al)(A 2)
(A 3)

∕mM) = F+ δk 
~T~

τs + 1(τ + <5τ)s + 1 exp ( — δθs) — 1 (A 4)Bound 1 gives the smallest bound Z(ω) such that ∣∕m(iω)∣ ≤ Z(ω) for all δk, δτ and <50. The proof will be approached from the perspective of determining the greatest distance of ∕m(s)+ 1 from the point (1,0). Clearly this distance will be the bound Z(ω). With ∣<5fe∣ ≤ ∆k, ∣<5τ∣ ≤ ∆τ and ∣<50∣ ≤ Δ0 all possible values for Zm(s) + 1 at one frequency s = iω can be located inside the boundary ABCDEF sketched in Fig. 13 (Laughlin et ai. 1986). Along curve AB δk = ∆k, δτ=-∆τ and <50 varies. Along curve BC δk = ∆k, 
δθ= —ΔΘ and <5τ varies. Along curve CD δτ = ∆τ, δθ= —ΔΘ and δk varies. Along curve 
DE δk = — ΔZc, δτ = ∆τ and <50 varies. Along curve EF, δk = — ∆k, δθ = Δ0 and δτ varies. Along curve FA, δτ=-∆τ, δθ = ∆θ and δk varies. Equation (10) specifies the frequency ω* when arg [A] = π. Bound 1 claims that point A on Fig. 13 is farther from (1,0) than any other point on the boundary of the region ABCDEF for frequencies less than ω*. Proving this claim is possible by considering the individual contributions of gain, time-constant and time-delay uncertainty to Zm(s) + 1.

Figure 13. All possible values for Zm(s) + 1 at one frequency 5 = iω can be located inside the boundary ABCDEF given the parameter uncertainties in (6). The bound Z(<u) on the magnitude of the multiplicative uncertainty is equal to the radius of the smallest disk centred at (1,0) that contains the region boundary.
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Figure 14. The contribution of time-delay uncertainty to ∕m(s)+ 1.
Figure 14 represents the contribution of time-delay uncertainty to lm(s) + 1; that is, exp ( + ∣<50∣s) = 1 + c and exp ( — ∣<50∣s) = 1 + c. Restrict ∣<5θ∣ω≤π to define positive 

X = 1 — cos (∣<50∣ω) and positive y = sin (∣<50∣ω). Then c=-x + iy and it is easily verified that — 2x + x2 + y2 = 0 (A 5)The contribution of gain uncertainty to ∕m(s)+l is (H+ ∣<5k∣)∕Γ= 1 + r and 
(Jc — ∖δk∖)∕lc = 1 — r where positive r = ∣Jk∣∕Γ.Figure 15 represents the contribution of a left-half plane pole uncertainty to ∕m(s) + 1; that is (τs + l)∕((τ — ∣<5τ∣)s + 1) = 1 + b and (τs + l)∕((τ + ∣<5τ∣)s + 1) = 1 + d

Figure 15. The contribution of left-half-plane pole uncertainty to lm(s) + 1.
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Smith predictor design for robust performance 501where b = s + it, d=—p — iq, and positive s, t, p and q are defined below.= ∣<5τ[(τ — t<5τ∣)ω2 1 + (τ — ∣<5τ∣)2ω2∣<5τ∣ω1 + (τ — ∣<5τ∣)2ω2_ ∣<5τ∣(τ + ∣<5τ∣)ω2 ? 1 + (τ + ∣<5τ∣)2ω2_ ∣<5τ∣ω

q 1 + (τ + ∣<5τ∣)2ω2Since ∣b∣ ≥ ∣d∣ for all values of ω, τ > 0, and ∣<5τ∣ ≤ τ the following inequalities are easily verified:
s2 + t2 - p2 — q2 ≥ 0 (A 6) (A 7)

s2 + t2 + p2 + q2 + s — p= ∣<5τ∣τ 11 + (τ — ∣<5τ∣)2ω2 11 +(τ + ∣<5τ∣)2ω2 >0 (A 8)f — ρ ≥ 0
The following lemmas will be used in the proof of Bound 1. For brevity they are presented here without proof. The reader can easily establish their validity via simple geometrical arguments.

Lemma 1Consider a circle centered at the origin. Let XY be an arc of the circle passing through the positive real axis having endpoints X and Y. If ∣arg [A,]∣ ≤ π and ∣arg[∏∣≤π then the point on XY with maximum distance from (1,0) is X if ∣arg [Ar]∣ > ∣arg [T]∣ or Y if ∣arg [Y]∣ > ∣arg [Ar]∣.
Lemma 2Consider a ray originating from (0,0). Let XYZ be a line segment on the ray with midpoint Y on or outside the unit circle and endpoint X nearest the origin. The point on X YZ with maximum distance from (1, 0) is endpoint Z farthest from the origin.
Lemma 3Consider a ray originating from (0, 0). Let XYZ be a line segment on the ray with midpoint Y inside the unit circle and endpoint X nearest the origin. The point on 
XYZ with maximum distance from (1, 0) is either endpoint X or endpoint Z.

Proof of Bound 1Consider Fig. 13 illustrating the region containing possible values for ∕m(ι'ω)+ 1 when τ > 0. The following arguments prove that of all points on boundary ABCDEF, point A is at the maximum distance from (1,0) at frequencies below ω*. ∙(i) ∣4 — 1∣ is greater than or equal to the distance from (1,0) to any point on arc 
AB (Lemma 1).
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D. L. Laughlin et al.(ii) ∣-4 — 1∣ is greater than or equal to the distance from (1,0) to any point on segment FA (Lemma 2).(iii) The distance from (1,0) to any point on BI is less than or equal to the distance from (1,0) to a corresponding point on AG (Lemma 1).(iv) The distance from (1,0) to any point on FL is less than or equal to the distance from (1,0) to a corresponding point on AG (Lemma 2).(v) The distance from (1,0) to any point on EL is less than or equal to the distance from (1,0) to a corresponding point on DJ (Lemma 1).(vi) |£ — 1∣ is greater than or equal to the distance from (1, 0) to any point on arc 

DE (Lemma 1).(vii) ∣-4 — 1∣ is greater than the distance from (1,0) to any other point on AG because AG lies outside the unit circle and both magnitude and argument of 
A are greater than those of any other point on AG.(viii) Either ∣C — 1∣ or ∣D — 1∣ is greater than or equal to the distance from (1, 0) to any other point on CD (Lemma 3).(ix) ∣-4 — 1∣ ≥ \C — 1∣ since∣-4 — 1∣2 — ∣C — 1∣2 = (1 + 2r + r2)(s2 + r2 — p2 - q2)+ 2y(l + r)(t-q)+ 2x(l + r)(p + s) + 2r(s + p) + 2pr2 0 (Equations (A 5)-(A 8) with r, s, t, p, q. x and y all positive.)(x) IA — 1∣ ≥ ∖D — 1∣ since∣-4 - 1∣2 — ∖D - 1∣2 = (1 + r2){s2 + r2 — p2 — q2)

+ 2r(s2 + t2 + p2 + q2 + s — p)+ 2px(l — r) + 2y(t -q) + 2ry(t + q) + 2sx(l + r)+ 2pr2 + 4rx + 2r2s ≥ 0(Equations (A 5)-(A 8) with r, s, t, p, x, and y all positive.)(xi) Points on DJ and CI are not farther from (1,0) than point A because arguments (vii)-(x) can be applied with smaller <5r.Therefore ∕(ω) = ∣A — 11 for ω ≤ ω*.For ω > ω* Bound 1 follows from the triangle inequality and the fact that the model described by the extremes of gain, time-constant, and time-delay in Bound 1 is a member of the set described by (6).The region containing all possible values for ∕m(iω) + 1 when τ < 0 is the mirror image of that in Fig. 13 across the real axis. The same arguments apply for the proof in this case with s = — iω, hence the change of signs in Bound 1 when τ < 0. □The proof of Bound 1 motivates a similar bound on the magnitude of the multiplicative error when simultaneous parameter uncertainties in process gam, zero location and time-delay are encountered.
Bound 2: gain, time-delay and zero uncertaintyConsider the following set of process models:p(s) = p'(s)(F + δk)((z + <5z)s + I) exp [—(ff+ <50)s] 9)
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L· 4∙ k £_  ^mιr ∙ αmax Z ≈ ∙ p=0∏lin + 0π2 ’ ' 2 ’ ^ 2 ∣<5⅛∣ ≤ ∆fc ≈ ∣kmaj, - £] < |ÆJ, Iδz∣ ≤ ∆z = ∣znux - z∣ < ∣z]∣00∣ ≤ ∆θ = ∣θnttx - 0j < ∣5jDefine a nominal model p(s) with gain, zero and time-delay at their mean values:
p{s) = p'(s)Ii(zs + 1 ) exp ( — 0s) ( A 10)The smallest possible bound ∕(ω) on the multiplicative error lm(s) such that all models in (A 9) are contained in the set p(s) = p(s)[1 + ∕m(s)] is given by:,∣Γ∣ + ∆fc^ (z±Λz)iω + 1 

ziω +
∕(ω) = ΤΤΤΛ_τ^ϊ^)“ρ,±α'μ-|) Vω<ω'∣T∣ + ∆fc ∖ ∕(z + ∆z)iω + 1 ∖ |£j J ∖ ziιo +1 ∕ + 1, Vω ≥ ω*

(All)
(A 12)∕(ω) =where ω** is defined implicitly by:

[-f- Λzft)** 1 7t---- Ξ7Ξ—∙1-, -λ*2- = ± ‰ - ≤ ∆0ω** ≤ π (A 13)1 + z(z + ∆z)ω**2 J 2 ’Bound 2 applies to both left- and right-half-plane zeros in (A 3). Top signs are selected in (A 11)-(A 13) if z is positive, indicating a left-half-plane zero. Bottom signs are selected in (A 11)-(A 13) if z is negative, indicating a right-half-plane zero.The similarity between Bound 1 for simultaneous uncertainties in gain, pole location and time-delay and Bound 2 for simultaneous uncertainties in gain, zero location and time-delay can be seen by examining ∕m(s). The description (A 9) for a set of process models can be rewritten as follows: »
p{s) = p,(s)((t + δk)((z + δz)s + 1) exp [ — (#+ <50)s] 

p(s) = p'(s)k{zs + 1) exp ( - 0s) + +^+ι~ exp - ~ i J (a 14)
p(s) = p(s)[l +∕m(s)] (A 15)From equations (A 14) and (A 15) we can identify (A 10) as the expression for the nominal model p(s) and the following expression as /m(s):

fi+ δk∖((z + δz)s +∕n,(5) =(i Λ∕(z + 5z)s+ 1∖ 
ft ) ∖ zs + 1 ) exp(- δθs)- 1 (A 16)Figure 16 represents the contribution of a left-half plane zero uncertainty to ∕m(s) + 1; that is, ((z + ∣<5z∣)s + l)∕(zs + 1) = 1 + a and ((z - ∣<5z∣)s + l)∕((zs + 1) = 1 - a where a ≈ u + iv with positive u and v defined below.

u =
∣0z∣zω2 1 + z2ω2∣<5z∣ω 1 + z2ω2V =
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Proof of Bound 2 uses the same arguments used to prove Bound 1. The only modification required is that the zero uncertainty replace the pole uncertainty by setting s = p = u and t = q = v in the proof for the case z < 0. Subsequently set s = — iω in the proof for the case z > 0. The substitution s = — iω necessitates the change of signs in (6)-(8) for the case z > 0.
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ROBUST PERFORMANCE OF CROSS-DIRECTIONAL

BASIS-WEIGHT CONTROL IN PAPER MANUFACTURINGDaniel L. Laughlin and Manfred Morari
AbstractThe cross-machine-direction (CD) control problem in paper manufacturing is analyzed from the viewpoint of robust performance. The objective of robust performance is to maintain control-system stability and to satisfy a bound on the maximum singular value of the closed-loop sensitivity function despite modelling error. Characteristics common to all CD response control problems including paper basis-weight control are identified. The response of an important actuator for basis-weight control, the paper machine slice, is described by a single, dimensionless, design parameter that provides considerable insight about the CD response control problem. Methods for incorporating CD response characteristics and modelling error into accurate process models are presented. Interactions in typically large-dimension (many inputs and outputs) CD response problems are represented by three standard matrix forms: centrosymmetric, Toeplitz symmetric, and circulant symmetric matrices. Special properties of the three forms relevant to the CD control problem are identified. The properties enable development of controller design procedures to meet the robust performance objective despite model interaction uncertainties. The design procedure results in desirable diagonal and banded controllers. Sufficient conditions allowing design of the robust diagonal and banded controllers are developed. Stability, performance, and failure-tolerance properties of the controllers are proven.
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1. Introduction

The cross-machine-direction (CD) control problem in paper manufacturing is aimed at maintenance of flat profiles of paper sheet properties across the paper machine. Basis-weight, or paper weight per unit area, is an example of one important sheet property. Variations in CD basis-weight can result in paper that will not lie flat. Successful control of CD paper sheet properties can mean significant reductions in raw material consumption. For example, Eastman Kodak reported a 2.4 percent reduction in fiber usage as a result of CD control [Carey et al., 1975]. Minimal variation in CD sheet properties enables operators to produce thinner paper closer to the target caliper. Additional motivations cited for better CD control in the paper manufacturing industry include: increasing demand for greater production rates; improving product quality despite a high turnover rate in the work force resulting in inexperienced operators; eliminating breaks, rewinds, and rejects; and reducing energy consumption [Wallace, 1981].
1.1. Control System Robustness Objective

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the CD response control problem from the perspective of robust performance. In this section the objective of robust performance is mathematically defined. The formulation is done in a manner consistent with the new theory by Doyle [1982, 1987]. First, a set of possible models ∏ is used to express uncertainty in knowledge of the physical system to be controlled. Control system requirements are then proposed - two universal requirements for the control system illustrated in Figure 1 are stability and acceptable attenuation of the disturbance in the output. If a controller satisfies these requirements for the whole set ∏, it is said to exhibit robustness with respect to the modelling errors. Exactly what is meant by stability and acceptable attenuation of disturbances is defined in the following two sections.
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1.1.1 Robust Stability

Nominal stability of the control system in Figure 1 for one process model P(s) ∈ ∏ and robust stability for the whole set ∏ are defined as follows:Definition 1 - Nominal Stability: The control system in Figure 1 with controller C,(s) and process P(s) is stable if and only if all of its closed-loop poles are in the left-half plane.Definition 2 - Robust Stability: The control system in Figure 1 with controller C,(s) and process P(s) ∈ ∏ is robustly stable if and only if it is stable for all P(s) ∈ ∏.
1.1.2. Robust Performance

Before defining robust performance, it is necessary to define what is meant by performance of the control system in Figure 1. The performance of a control system is defined in terms of a weight ΓF(s) restricting the magnitude of the closed-loop, sensitivity function [l -)- P(s)C(s)] 1.Definition 3 - Nominal Performance: The control system in Figure 1 with controller C,(s) and process P(s) = P(s) exhibits performance if and only if it is nominally stable and
sup σmαJiy(s)[l + P(s)C'(s)] 1 ) < 1. (1)

Since the sensitivity function relates system outputs j∕(s) to disturbances d(s), it is desirable that it have low magnitude. It is convenient to select a weight Bz(s) equal to scalar w(s) times identity as in Equation 2, with parameter 0 < b < 1 and parameter α > 0.
w as + 1

as (2)



120If a control system satisfies the performance requirement 1 with weight tσ(s) given by 2, it will have a bandwidth of at least l∕a. The magnitude of a weight ∣w(s) ∣ with 
b = 1/2 and a = 4 is illustrated in Figure 2. The concept of robust performance now follows from that of nominal performance.
Definition 4 - Robust Performance: The control system in Figure 1 with controller C(s) and process P(s) ∈ ∏ exhibits robust performance if and only if it is nominally stable and the bound 1 is satisfied for all P(s) ∈ ∏.

The supremum of the maximum singular value in 1 over all frequencies and over all process models P(s) ∈ ∏ is Doyle’s “structured singular value” μ for weighted sensitivity function problems. In this work the symbol μ(ω) will denote the supremum of the maximum singular value in 1 over all process models as a function of frequency.
1.2. Controller Design Strategy

Design procedures are presented in Section 6, which result in desirable diagonal and banded controllers for CD response control systems with typically large dimensions (large numbers of inputs and outputs). In Sections 4 and 5 it is shown that the eigenvalues of useful CD response models can be bounded on a segment of the positive real axis. The segment is then interpreted as gain uncertainty in a SISO process model of the form p(s) given in Equation 3.
7Γ

{p(s)∣p(s) = k a3n3(s) + ... + a1nι(s) + a0n0(s)l 
bιdι(s) + ... + 6ι<∕ι(s) + bodo(s) J J

α∕ ∈ lajmin, ajma.X]’ k ∈ [⅛m⅛)⅛mαJ 
k C [kmin, kmax], θ ∈ [0min> 0max]

(3)



121In Equation 3 the terms nj∙(s), and dι(s) are exact functions, while real numerator coefficients a3∙, denominator coefficients bf, gain k, and time-delay θ are bounded by minimum and maximum values. Since the real parameters in Equation 3 are inexactly known, π in Equation 3 represents a set of process models. Laughlin et al. [1986] have developed a procedure for designing SISO controllers c(s) that exhibit robust performance in control systems with processes p(s) ∈ τr. These controllers are modified in an appropriate manner to develop robust ΜΙΜΟ controllers for CD response control systems.Analysis tests used to ensure that SISO controllers c(s) exhibit robust performance are based on regions π(tω) on the complex plane containing all possible p(tω) in Equation 3. A method for locating these regions can be found in Laughlin et al. [1986]. Once these regions are located, a convenient test for SISO robust stability based on the familiar Nyquist stability test can be applied.
Nyquist Stability Test - SISO Nominal Stability: The SISO system in Figure 1 with controller c(s) and nominal model p(s) is stable if and only if the number of clockwise (positive) encirclements of (—1,0) by p(s)c(s), as s encircles (clockwise) the Nyquist contour (the right-half plane excluding singularities on the imaginary axis), is equal to the negative of the number of open-loop unstable poles.
Analysis Test 1 - SISO Robust Stability: The SISO system in Figure 1 with controller c(s) and model p(s) ∈ π is robustly stable if and only if the system is nominally stable for one p(s) ∈ π and regions π(*ω)c(iω) exclude (—1,0) for all frequencies ω.

Regions π(t'ω) located for the SISO robust stability test are used in the SISO robust-performance test. The performance objective 1 requires that regions 7r(tω)c(icυ) be at greater than a specified distance from (—1,0).



122Analysis Test 2 - SISO Robust Peformance: The SISO system in Figure 1 with controller c(∙s) and model p(s) ∈ π exhibits robust performance if and only if the system is nominally stable for one p(s) ∈ τr and the distance of regions π(iω)c(tω) from (—1,0) exceeds ∣w(tω)∣ for all frequencies cj.
Conditions for robust stability and robust performance of the ΜΙΜΟ CD response control system are developed from these SISO analysis tests in Sections 7 and 8. In addition to satisfying robust-performance requirements, the proposed controller-design procedure results in controllers that exhibit robust performance in remaining loops when one or more actuators fail.
1.3. Synopsis

The analysis presented in this paper is based on a process model including three factors always present in CD control problems: actuator dynamics, interactions, and time-delay. Most importantly, since knowledge of these three factors may be incomplete, methods for incorporating uncertainty in the process model are also presented. Characteristics of the CD sheet response model that cause difficulties in controller design are examined. The slice on the paper machine headbox is often selected to be the actuator for CD basis-weight control. Considerable insight about interactions in the response of CD sheet properties is gained by calculating the deflection of the slice caused by a single screw adjustment. A dimensionless parameter in the model used for this calculation offers an opportunity to influence interactions through slice design. Propagation of interactions introduced at the slice down the Fourdrinier wire is discussed. Analysis of continuous control systems without constraints is given here - issues of constraints and discretization are not addressed. Usually these issues can be resolved following design and analysis of a continuous control strategy.



123Sections 2 - 9 of this paper are organized as follows:2) A CD response model is developed and compared with literature models.3) Control strategies reported in the literature are cited and discussed.4) Properties of special matrix forms related to CD control are examined.5) Singular value bounds are derived for CD response models despite real parameter interaction uncertainties.6) Theorem 2 states a robust stability result for systems with controllers.7) Theorem 3 states a robust performance result for systems with diagonal controllers.8) Theorem 4 states an actuator-failure-tolerance result for systems with diagonal controllers.9) Synthesis methods for robust diagonal, banded, and model-inverse-based CD response controllers are presented.Following Section 9, conservativeness and application of the proposed controller design procedure are discussed. An slice-actuator design to enhance the quality of CD basis-weight control is examined. Proofs of theorems presented in this paper are given in the Appendix.
2. Model Development for Cross-Directional Response

Models relating the response of CD paper sheet properties to actuator adjustments are required before control strategies can be developed for the paper machine. One distinctive characteristic of all such models is that they are of large dimension. Typically, a beta ray gauge or a caliper sensor traverses the paper, measuring basis- weight or thickness at n points across the sheet. These data are used to calculate 
n actuator adjustments to be made upstream of the measurements. Such systems require an n × n matrix transfer-function relating CD sheet properties to actuator adjustments. Beecher and Bareiss [1970] report a 240 inch wide machine with 40 actuators spaced 6 inches apart across the slice. Up to 50 slice actuators are



124reported by Karlsson [Karlsson et al., 1982]. Paper machines requiring response models as large as 100 × 100 are referenced in the literature [Wilhelm and Fjeld, 1983]. Moreover, an established trend is for new machines to become wider and faster, increasing the dimension of the system and making control more difficult [Wallace, 1981].In this paper it will be assumed that the response of CD paper sheet properties to actuator adjustments is stable; that is, the CD sheet profile settles, following actuator adjustment to a point where successive measurements are nearly identical. This is a reasonable assumption for most paper machines, though Devries studied a machine for which successive CD basis-weight measurements were widely different [DeVries et al., 1977]. He attributed the instablility to turbulence and disturbances in the stock distribution system that propagated through the headbox. Wrist [1961] also identifies this type of instability in basis-weight caused by turbulent vortices in the headbox. He recommends correct headbox design with improved distribution of flow as the solution to the problem. Requirements for headbox design can be found in the article by Egelhof [1986]. It will be assumed here that the headbox design ensures a stable CD profile.
2.1. Actuator Dynamics, Time-Delay, and Interactions

Features common to all CD response models are actuator dynamics, time-delay, and interactions. A paper machine slice is designed so that it can be adjusted upward or downward by actuators at evenly spaced points along its length. Actuator spacing of 6 inches is standard, though spacings of 4.5 inches and 3.5 inches are reported for critical grades of paper [Ewald, 1987]. Mechanisms used to manipulate the slice include: motorized slice screws, thermal expansion of rods, thermal expansion of hydraulic fluid, and robots that travel between and adjust the jslice screws [Wilkinson and Hering, 1983]. No matter what mechanism is used to manipulate the



125slice, it is commonly assumed that every actuator along the slice can be modelled by the same dynamics [Wilhelm and Fjeld, 1983]. This means that scalar actuator dynamics (for example a first-order lag pα(s) = ka∣(τas + 1)) multiplies the entire matrix transfer-function used to model CD response. Since basis-weight, moisture or caliper measurements are taken some distance down machine-direction from the slice, time passing before actuator manipulations are sensed must be included in the CD response model as delay pa(s) = e-ββ. The importance of this delay in CD response models varies from machine to machine as production speeds vary from a few hundred feet of paper per minute to several thousand feet per minute.When one actuator is manipulated, CD sheet properties invariably change for some distance either side of the position directly downstream from the actuator. These observed interactions are incorporated into the CD response model for n actuators through a constant matrix P^. It is usually assumed that interactions are the same for all actuator locations across the paper machine. Moreover, interactions are assumed to be symmetric about each actuator location. These assumptions cause matrix to take on a “banded symmetric” structure as indicated in Equation 4. Matrix Pç^ can therefore be identified by measuring the CD sheet response to changes made at a single actuator - saving huge experimental effort when the slice has as many as 100 actuators.
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126Occasionally, elements in near t⅛e upper left and lower right corners aremodified to represent slight differences in CD response near the edges of the paper machine. The overall dynamic model for CD response is given by the product of pα(s), Pd(-s), and P<^pl∙ An example of one such model is given in Equation 5.
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2.2. Model Parameter UncertaintiesModel uncertainty is inevitable in CD response. During normal operation, a paper machine experiences changes in speed, vacuum, and other wet, end process conditions that affect CD response in both magnitude and shape [Richards, 1982]. Headbox hydraulics are complicated and are subject to change with changing pulpwood characteristics. Time-delay can vary significantly: Beecher and Bareiss [1970] report production speeds from 150 to 750 feet per minute on a single paper machine - creating a potential 67 percent uncertainty in the time-delay θ. These and other uncertainties in the physical process are included in the set of process models defined by
PZZM = p^)Pc'd 1 p(s) ∈ π J’∏S" = {pS2*Mwhere real elements pt∙ in the interaction matrix are bounded as in (6)

Pi ∈ [Pimin,ι Pimα≈b



127and the set π is given by Equation 3. For example, consider first-order actuator dynamics with time-delay:
* = {p(5)∣p(5) = Pα(5)pd(5) = ■}»a® i X

ka ∈ ^αmαa]> τa ∈ [ramin, romal]ι θ ∈ ftmin, ^max]∙

(7)
Each real parameter in the scalar dynamics in Equation 7 is allowed to vary between the specified upper and lower bound independent of the other real parameters. Note that other scalar dynamics in Equation 7 are possible, though the choice of first-order-with-time-delay dynamics is often appropriate for the CD paper sheet response model. Uncertainty in actuator dynamics is represented by the bounds for 
ka and τa∖ time-delay uncertainty, by the bounds for θ.

Uncertainty in the CD interaction matrix Pç'p is conveniently expressed by 
Pi ∈ lpimin> Pimax] in model 4. This type of correlated coefficient uncertainty in 
Pç'n can naturally reflect observed deviations in experimentally measured CD response interactions. McFarlin [1983] cites ignorance of such interaction uncertainty as a probable cause of instability in CD response control systems.
2.3. Reported Models

The proposed or experimental models in Table 1 of interactions in CD basis- weight response to a change at actuator p1 are reported in the literature. Modelsl)-13) have been normalized so that response at position pi is 1.0.



128Table 1
Reported CD Response Downstream from Actuator Positions 
Pi P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Ps Pâ Pιo∕ λ1)* 1.0 1.2 0.6 -0.4 -0.9 -0.2 -0.22) 1.0 0.4 -0.5 0.053) 1.0 0.44) 1.0 -0.15 0.03 -0.015) 1.0 0.26) 1.0 0.47) 1.0 0.5 -0.58)* 1.0 0.1 -0.39)* 1.0 1.3 0.8 -0.6 -0.3 0.0 -0.110) * 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.2 -0.211)* 1.0 0.45 -0.5512) * 1.0 0.4 -0.2 -0.4 -0.213) * <1.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 7Models marked with * appear to be actual process data.Sources:1) from “Sweden Research Labs” [Wallace, 1981]2) [Wilkinson and Hering, 1983]3) [Boyle, 1978]4) from actuator model [Tong, 1976]5) ,6), 7) [Wilhelm and Fjeld, 1983]8) ,9), 10) newsprint, sack paper, and paper board, respectively from Karlsson et al. [1983] discretized here at 20 cm actuator spacing11) [Richards, 1982]12) [Cuifey, 1957]13) change in slice opening only [Cuffey, 1957]



129The CD responses in Table 1 correspond to elements in interaction matrix P^'p labelled with pi of the corresponding actuator position. Indicated numerical values are available in the references by Tong [1976], and Wilhelm and Fjeld [1983]; those for other models are based on values read from low resolution plots and are therefore approximate. Data from Tong [1976] were taken from the center of his CD response model - he employed slightly different numerical values to model interactions near the edge of the paper machine.
2.4. Properties of the Cross-Directional Model

The extent of interaction in CD response varies considerably among the models reported in the literature. The data from Karlsson et al. [1982] indicate that there is some correlation between thicker product and interactions extending over a greater number of actuator positions on the slice. Negative CD response elements can be found in many of the models reflecting the observation that efforts to increase the basis-weight downstream from one actuator position may actually decrease it on either side of that position. Strong interactions lead to large positive and negative off-diagonal elements in matrix PgD in the response model. What has been reported is that such strong interactions cause difficulties in the control of CD response.A measure of the severity of expected control difficulty is the condition number «7 of the CD response model given by Equation 3.
σmαx(Pc'∑> )
0min(PcD )That high condition number processes can be difficult to control is well understood - Skogestad and Morari [1986] discuss the effects of high condition number processes at length. High condition number of the CD response model means that strong control action is required to attenuate disturbances entering the process in the direction of the minimum singular vector. Strong control action taken in the wrong



130direction, however, can lead to instability or poor performance. It is therefore difficult or impossible to design an acceptable controller based on CD response models with high condition number, when input uncertainty or uncorrelated interaction- element uncertainty is also present. Efforts must be taken to avoid these types of model uncertainty descriptions when they are not physically motivated, so that a controller with good performance can be designed.In the limit of 7→ oo, the CD response model P^'jd i≈s singular. If this is the case, CD response is uncontrollable because upstream actuator positions causing measured downstream response profiles cannot be determined. That strong enough interactions could result in a singular CD response model was recognized by Wilhelm and Fjeld [1983]. Paper machines must be constructed to have nonsingular Pq'd so that CD control is possible.For CD interactions as given by Equation 4, the condition number 7 isa function of both interaction and dimension. Figure 3 illustrates the condition number of with elements pi -- 1.0, p2 = r, and p3 = —r for 0 ≤ r ≤ 0.5 as afunction of model dimension n. The plot has been truncated at 7 = 50.0 to improve scale - 7 increases to ∞ above each of the “flat” peaks in the plot. For values of r greater than 0.25, models of all dimensions 6 ≤ n ≤ 20 have at least one singularity. Values of r at which singularities occur change dramatically as the dimension of the system changes. Given the level of interaction r = 0.424, for example, a 7 × 7 system has relatively low condition number 7 = 6.77, while a 14 × 14 system is singular. Building a paper machine twice the width of one on which CD control is easily accomplished can result in CD response that is impossible to control.The behavior of CD response models illustrated in Figure 3 is easily explained by locating the eigenvalues of P^'?. Since P?™ is symmetric, it has real eigenvalues distributed along some segment of the real axis. For values of r < 0.25, the segment of the real axis containing the eigenvalues excludes the origin for all dimensions n 
(Pci? is positive-definite for these values of r). For larger values of r, the origin



131can be between minimum and maximum eigenvalues on the real axis - for certain dimensions n it is an eigenvalue and is singular.In Section 5 of this paper, conditions are derived for which a CD response model with given interactions is positive-definite. When it can be proven that all eigenvalues of Pq'∩ are positive, a synthesis procedure in Section 6 results in a diagonal controller that robustly stabilizes the system. In the following section a parameter in a slice actuator model is identified that can guide slice design so that the CD response model is positive-definite.
2.5. Slice Actuator Design to Influence Interactions

The design of the paper machine slice has a significant effect on the interactions in CD response. The actuators must be located near enough to one another so that narrow uneven streaks in the paper can be eliminated. However, each actuator-slice junction can behave as a fulcrum, causing negative elements in the CD response model [Cuffey, 1957]. Wilhelm states that strong interaction in the CD response model is the result of poor choice of actuator spacing [Wilhelm and Fjeld, 1983]. Interactions introduced at the slice propagate down the paper machine and can often be exacerbated by subsequent processing steps. The nature of interactions introduced and the balance between design parameters are explained by developing a model for the slice.The slice can be modelled as a beam supported by springs equally spaced at actuator locations. If the beam is assumed to be made of a linearly elastic material (linear moment-curvature relationship) and only small deflections are anticipated (linear curvature-deflection relationship), a linear equation relates the deflection along the beam to the moment acting along the beam. These assumptions agree with normal slice operation. Under the same assumptions the principle of superposition of solutions to linear equations can be used to calculate the deflection resulting from many forces acting on the beam (many actuators) as the sum of deflections



132resulting from single forces (one actuator at a time) acting on the beam. Under these assumptions the symmetrical deflection can be easily calculated when a step displacement is introduced at the center of the slice. The result of this calculation has important implications for slice-actuator design. The example analysis that follows is a discrete version of the standard Winkler foundation problem discussed in the reference by Scott [1981], where deflection δ(x) of an infinitely long beam resting on a foundation with uniform spring constant per unit length kt∕a, caused by a force F acting at the center, is given by:
0(x) = ~⅛,~{cos{∖wx} + stn(λwx))e-λ,"a3 x > 0.

ZκβThe parameter λw in the expression above is called the Winkler spring constant. Since the slice is symmetric about the center of the paper machine, half of itcan be modelled as a cantilever beam acted on by both a moment and a force at (0,0,0) in Figure 4. The expression for the deflection of the beam 5(x) caused by one force Fa acting at a a distance x = a from the origin in Figure 4 is given by Equation 9 [Crandall et. al., 1978].
= 6⅛^1^^αJ3~χ3 + 3χ2^ (9)

The expression [∙ ■ ∙J in Equation 9 is a “singularity” function indicating a value of zero when the argument is negative. Constant E is the elastic modulus of the beam; constant M is the moment of inertia of the beam cross section about the 2-axis in Figure 4. The deflection caused by n forces Fia acting at distances x — ia from the origin is therefore given by:
^n(x) = Qβjrf -^iα([ι - toJ3 — χ3 + 3x2tα). (10)

Equation 10 can be evaluated at positions x = ia to yield the following expression for the displacement at each actuator position:
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Matrix Q ∈ 5Rnxn is symmetric with elements given by Qi3- = 3t2j — i3 for j ≥ i. The vector of forces Fn is related to the vector of displacements δn by

Fn = kt(δo-δn)z→ *3 → X (12)’
~k*(δ° &EMQFn^where ks is the 'spring constant of each actuator and δo is a vector ∈ with each element equal to the displacement δo at the center actuator. Solving for Fn in Equation 12 results in
= (ι+½½-

v 6EM Q) kβδo. (13)Now the slice displacement at distances x from the center of the slice can be written in dimensionless form by
6n(x)F<∑<4-Θ ÷<∙)∙

— _where F*α are elements in Fn given by Equation 13. The displacement of the slice at the actuator positions is given in dimensionless form by
So

k.a3 k.a3
:Q(I +6EM 6EM

Q)^1Γ, (15)where 1 is a vector ∈ 3Rn with each element equal to one. Note the appearance of the dimensionless slice actuator design parameter Da = kβa3/6 EM in Equations 14 and 15. Parameter Da is related to the Winkler spring constant through Da = ∣λ^α4. The limiting behavior of slice displacement for extreme values of Da is easy to



134interpret physically and mathematically from Equation 15. For Da = 0, the slice is perfectly rigid and level; for Da = oo, the actuator springs are perfectly rigid, causing the slice to bend between their fixed endpoints. This behavior and other slice displacements for intermediate values of Da are illustrated in Figure 5, generated by using Equation 14 with n = 10. Note that deflection of the slice is negative for certain actuator positions on either side of center - this accounts for negative elements in the CD response model.Tong proposed that the slice be modelled as a beam in simple bending between rigid actuators - such a model corresponds to the limit Da → ∞ in Equation 15. Interactions labelled 4 in Table 1 were calculated from his model [Tong, 1976]. The extension of such a model to allow for compressible actuators provides insight about how the slice might be designed to suppress interactions. McFarlin [1983] states that in at least one application the stiff slice rod was replaced with “a tubular rod with stiffness similar to that of the slice lip ... like a stiff spring ... thereby protecting the slice lip from excessive bending.”
Earlier in this century slices were commonly made of brass, 6 to 12 inches wide and about one-half inch thick [Witham, 1942]. Modern slices are usually made of type 316 stainless steel to avoid excessive corrosion. More exotic materials are sometimes used; for example, Carey et al. [1975] report a titanium slice. Modern slice cross sections are thicker in the middle to resist machine direction shear while maintaining flexibility [Velguth, 1987]. Figure 6 shows the cross section of two slices now available from the Beloit Corporation (courtesy of the Beloit Corporation, Beloit, Wisconsin U.S.A.). In practice, the deflection of the slice must be limited to protect it from damage. McFarlin [1983] reports that a maximum force of 11,121 Newtons can be applied to a Beloit Converflo slice with a maximum deviation between adjacent actuators of 0.038 mm. Headbox manufacturers supply these figures. See Wrist [1961] for a discussion of additional slice-design considerations:



135controlling the orientation of fibers in the jet, controlling angle of impact of the jet on the wire, raising the velocity of the jet to that of the wire, etc.
2.7. Wave Propagation on the Fourdrinier

Slice deflection alone cannot account for the magnitude of some of the larger negative off-diagonal elements in CD response models in Table 1. Bernoulli’s Equation applied to flow under the slice results in velocity proportional to the slice opening. If no further effects are taken into account, CD response models with small negative off-diagonal elements like 4) from Tong [1976] result. Water waves on the Fourdrinier wire can propagate interactions introduced by the slice even further along the cross-machine-direction. Wrist [1961] reports a study showing that radioactively marked fibers traveled 6 inches in the cross-machine-direction through the wet end of a newsprint machine producing paper at a rate of 1600 feet per minute. Behavior of the water waves is similar to that of a wake behind a ship - waves propagate in a “V” formation downstream from the location where an actuator is adjusted. The expression for velocity v of a small surface wave of height 
δy propagating into still shallow water of depth y is given by White [1979] as» = ∖S+⅞Kι+⅞)∙ (16>
Constant g in Equation 16 is acceleration that is due to gravity. Equation 16 indicates that higher waves will travel faster in the cross-machine direction on the Fourdrinier wire than will lower waves. The effect of this is to flatten the peak of the wave exiting at the center of the slice opening in Figure 5. Since interactions in CD response elements are normalized so that the center response is one, the off-diagonal elements become proportionately larger. The magnitude of this effect is, of course, dependent on machine speed, product caliper, fluid properties of the furnish fiber suspension, speed of deposition of fibers on the Fourdrinier wire, length.of the wire, mechanical shake applied to the wire, etc.
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3. Reported Control Strategies

Control systems for regulation of CD paper sheet properties have been on line in paper mills for some time. Beecher and Bareiss [1970] reported motorized slice control at St. Regis in 1970. They reported a 60 percent reduction in deviation from a standard basis weight profile on a 92 inch machine with 16 actuators after implementation of an analog, Pi-based control system. Eastman Kodak implemented CD control at their Rochester N.Y. mill in 1973 [Carey et al., 1975]. Two control schemes are reported in the literature for CD response control in paper manufacturing: linear-quadratic-optimal (LQ) and model inverse-based control. The following researchers report using LQ controller-design methods minimizing quadratic cost functions penalizing both deviations in paper sheet properties and slice position: Wilhelm and Fjeld [1983], Tong [1976], Boyle [1978], Richards [1982] and Wilkinson [1983]. Mostly steady-state models are proposed - interaction matrices Newcontrol actions are often taken only after steady state is reached. In model inverse- based controllers the inverse of P^pl is used to define control actions [Wilkinson, 1983]. Often P^pl is identified on-line and is used in some type of adaptive control scheme. Additional review of control methods applied to the paper manufacturing industry can be found in the article by Dumont [1986].One weakness of reported controller design techniques is that they do not address the issue of robustness with respect to errors in the CD response model. In light of the many difficult-to-model process characteristics, for example, wave propagation on the Fourdrinier wire, such modelling errors are inevitable. A more satisfactory controller design technique would guarantee system stability and performance despite modelling errors. Another weakness of both model-inverse-based controller-design methods and LQ controller-design methods is that they lead to complicated control algorithms for large-dimension systems. The inverse of a band diagonal CD interaction model is in general a full matrix - a 100 × 100 system would lead to a controller with 10,000 elements. A more desirable controller



137structure would be itself diagonal or band-diagonal, so that paper sheet properties at one point could be controlled by manipulating a few actuators on either side. In Section 9 of this paper, robust controller-design procedures are developed that result in these more desirable controller structures.
4. Special Models for Cross-Directional Sheet Properties

Special properties of three models for CD response enable convenient robust controller design despite correlated parameter uncertainties in response interactions. The models are centrosymmetric, Toeplitz symmetric, and circulant symmetric matrices. General examples and selected properties of the three special CD interaction matrices are given in this section. Nomenclature for these matrix forms is standard in the mathematics literature - additional properties of the three forms can be found in the works by Davis [1979], Bellman [1970], and Aitken [1954]. Transformations relating the three forms are presented that allow development of tight bounds on CD response-model eigenvalues despite parameter uncertainties. The bounds establish that with similar interactions the three forms closely resemble one another for large-dimension systems. This result enables development of convenient robust controller-design techniques in Section 9.
4.1. Model Structures

The three special model structures, centrosymmetric, Toeplitz symmetric and circulant symmetric, imply certain assumptions about the nature of CD response interactions. Assumptions that accompany each form are given in the following three sections of this paper. It is important to consider the appropriateness of these



138assumptions for a particular CD control problem. Whether or not the assumptions are accurate can mean success or failure of the control-system design based on one of the models.
4.1.1 Centrosymaιetric

Centrosymmetric models have elements that are symmetric about the center of the matrix. If a paper machine were constructed to be symmetric with respect to a vertical plane through the center of the sheet, then the physical CD response would be exactly centrosymmetric. Centrosymmetric models can represent edge effects observed in the CD response, that is, slight differences in response observed at different distances from the center of the sheet. An example of a centrosymmetric matrix Pç'™ is given by Equation 17.
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n×nIf it is further assumed that the effect of actuator adjustment at position i on response at position j is the same as that at position j on response at position i, then Pç'™ is centrosymmetric symmetric. When P^'™ is symmetric it is denoted by Pç'™s in this paper.
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4.1.2 Toeplitz Symmetric

In Toeplitz symmetric models the same element is repeated along each diagonal of the matrix. The assumption, that changes observed downstream from one actuator caused by adjustments at the nearest neighboring actuators is independent of position across the machine, leads to a Toeplitz symmetric model. The CD response model 'n Equation 4 is Toeplitz symmetric - this is the CD response model most often found in the literature. Toeplitz symmetric CD response models are denoted by = Pγ'm in this paper.
4.1.3. Circulant Symmetric

A circulant symmetric structure P£'m is given by Equation 18.
∕Pι P2 Pm 0 0 Pm P2 λ

P2 Pl P2 Pm 0 ' ∙ ∙∙ :

• P2 Pi P2 . . . Pm Pm

Pm ; P2 Pi P2 ■· ’· : 0

0 Pm • P2 ‘ ∙ ’·· : Pm 0 •

• 0 Pm P2 : Pm 0

0 ; . . . P2 Pi P2 ♦ Pm

Pm ■· Pm . . . P2 Pi P2 :
; '∙ . . . . 0 Pm • ∙ » P2 Pi P2

∖ P2 Pm 0 . . . 0 Pm • ∙ P2 Pi '
n×nFor simplicity, P⅛'m is often written ctrc(p1,p2, ...,pm,0, ...,0,pm, ...,p2). Circulant symmetric matrices are both Toeplitz symmetric and centrosymmetric. They possess the additional property P⅛,m = QP⅛'mQ~1, where Q = ct'rc(0, ...,0,1) is an 

n×n “permutation” matrix. As such, P^'m represents CD response interactions of



140a paper machine without edge effects similar to the truncated infinite-dimensional model cited by Wilhelm and Fjeld [1983]. Circulant matrices commute with one another - the eigenvalues of the product of two circulant matrices are equal to the product of the eigenvalues of the two matrices. Circulant matrices lend valuable insight about properties of related CD response models, because their eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be determined by inspection. Eigenvalues λt- and corresponding eigenvectors υ* of circulant matrices are given by Equations 19.
λi( ct'rc(pι,p2,p3...,pn)) = Pi + wip2 + ⅛3 + - + w” 1pn (19)∕ 1 λ→ IU?Vi= wι

<w↑~1 J

where Wi is one of the n roots of wn = 1 (for proof see Bellman [1970]). Equation 19 is a powerful tool for bounding the eigenvectors of P£'m despite correlated element uncertainties given by p* ∈ [Pimi∏,Pimax]∙ For circulant symmetric matrices P£'m Equation 19 simplifies to
λj ( ctrc(pι, p2, ..., Pmt θ> ···» θj Pm j ∙∙∙> P2))

= Pl + 2Re[wi}p2 + 2Λe[u>f]p3 + ... + 2Pe[w^n~1]pm. (20)
Evaluating 20 is straightforward even when uncertain pi are bounded-on the real axis - addition of uncorrelated line segments is all that is required.
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4.2. Transformations Relating Special Models

Transformations given in this section relate the special models P^'ss an^ Pτ'm to the circulant symmetric model P^'m. The transformations and subsequent eigenvalue bounds will demonstrate that the three models closely approximate one another for large dimensions n - the large system dimensions usually encountered in CD paper response control. The transformations are of the form B = Rτ AR> where nonsquare matrices R are defined so that RτR = Inxn. Matrix A from which P^',n and Pcss are derived is the circulant symmetric matrix Pçm.

4.2.1 Circulant Symmetric to Toeplitz Symmetric

Transformation 1: The transformation from the circulant symmetric matrix 
pn+2(m-ι),m 'poep∩^z symmetric matrix P£,m is given by

τ3n,m _ ∕ τfn,m ∖T r>n+2(ro-l),m nn,m ∕π,∖-rT - ∖jtC→T) tC tiO→T' l2iJwhere
{Pc→τ)τ = (0nx(rn-1) Γ*n Qn×(m-1) j e gjn×n+2(m-l)

4.2.2 Toeplitz Symmetric to Centrosymmetric Symmetric

Transformation 2: The transformation from the Toeplitz symmetric P^,m defined in Transformation 1 above to the centrosymmetric symmetric matrix *s giγenby
where (22)
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^c'ss = diag(sι,s2, —, sx, —, S2,S1) ∈ 88λxn, Si > Οis a diagonal centrosymmetric matrix with x = n/2 for even n or x = (n + l)∕2 for odd n. (Scalar sx appears twice for even n.)

5. Singular Value and Eigenvalue Bounds for Special ModelsIn this section, bounds on singular values (and hence bounds on eigenvalues for positive-definite Pq'^,) of CD response interaction models Pq'^, are derived. All eigenvalues of P^,'m and appropriately scaled are fθund on the same segmentof the real axis as are those of a corresponding matrix p"+2(rn-1b"∖ ψjιe bounds form the basis for robust-stability, robust-performance, and robust-failure-tolerance results in Sections 6-8, in which this segment of the real axis is treated as if it were gain uncertainty in a SISO model.
5.1 Bounds from Singular Values of p"+2(m-1)>mLemma 1 is established before proof of Theorem 1, bounding singular values of positive-definite symmetric P^'m and B^ss by those of positive-definite symmetric
pfi+2(m- l),m-rcLemma 1: The singular values of matrix A bound the singular values of matrix 
B, when A ∈ 3ΐί><? is a real symmetric matrix and B ∈ 5Rn×n (n < g) is equal to 
Rτ AR, where R ∈ 5R9×n is such that RτR = P*Xn:M≤ &min (s)≤ ^mαx (£) i≥ &max (A).

Since matrices Pp,rzι and P^'ss result from transformations
(S"1'm)1/2 RτAR(Sn'm}1/2,where matrix A is p^+2(m 1),m Lemma 1 can be used to bound their singular values by those of the circulant symmetric matrix.



143Theorem 1: If p^,+2(τn 1),τn js positive definite symmetric, then Pγ'τn and Pç'ss defined by Transformations 1 and 2 are positive-definite symmetric and singular values of p^+2(m∙-1)'m bound the singular values of matrices Pγ'τn and P^'ss as follows for all dimensions n < q:

σmin(Pi+2fm^li∙m) ≤ σi[Pim] ≤ σmα√P⅞+2<~-1>∙m)
∕T . ∕,p5+2(m^l)>mW ∕T (ςn,m∖~j pn,m [ςn,m∖~⅛
θmtn∖^c ) - σ* ∖°CSS) 1CSS∖0CSSJ

q+2(m-l).m'∣&< σ.ymaxTheorem 1 exploits the knowledge that Toeplitz symmetric matrices are cut out of the center of a larger dimension circulant symmetric matrix through Transformation 1. Lemma 1 then guarantees that eigenvalues of positive-definite p^+2(m-1hm will bound those of P^,m for all dimensions n less than or equal to q. Since cen- trosymmetric matrices P^'ss are derivθd from Toeplitz symmetric matrices through Transformation 2, their eigenvalues can be bounded by those of a higher dimension circulant symmetric matrix as well.
5.2 Alternative Bounds

The Gershgorin bounds (see, for example, MacFarlane [1970]) on the eigenvalues (and hence on the singular values for positive-definite symmetric matrices) of matrices of P^'m, P^'m, and P^'gg are easily calculated. Gershgorin’s Theorem states that the eigenvalues of a matrix P = [pij∙] will lie within the union of i disks centered at pa with radius ∑∣Pij∙∣ ; j ≠ i. Given their banded structure, Gershgorin bounds can be determined by inspection for Toeplitz symmetric, centrosymmetric, and circulant symmetric interaction matrices of all dimensions.The relative tightness of alternative bounds on eigenvalues of CD interaction matrices is of importance, since the segment of the real axis containing the eigenvalues is treated as gain uncertainty in the following controller design procedures -



144tighter bounds result in a less conservative controller design. Bounds on CD interaction matrices based on those of the circulant symmetric matrix P£'m are tighter than Gershgorin bounds. This is clearly the case because eigenvalues of P⅛'m are themselves inside the same Gershgorin bounds. Moreover, for correlated interaction parameter uncertainties in the model 6 the Gershgorin bounds will be excessively conservative. Gershgorin bounds ignore correlation between parameters pt∙ on either side of the main diagonal in the model.
6. Robust Stability Result

Robust stability of ΜΙΜΟ CD response-control systems with diagonal controllers is guaranteed when the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied.
Theorem 2: If the SISO control system with loop-transfer function fcp(s)c(s) is robustly stable for all p(s) ∈ π and all k E ,where pv+2(m~1)'τn ' is positive-definite symmetric, then the ΜΙΜΟ control systems with the loop transfer-functions

[OM]{<M}[pr⅛w]{ψ)}
KSpW]{Φ)(sSS)^1}.are robustly stable for all p(s) ∈ π for all dimensions n ≤ q. Note that the above formulae are expressed in the form [ ΜΙΜΟ process ] { ΜΙΜΟ controller }.

7. Robust Performance Result

Robust performance of ΜΙΜΟ CD response-control systems with diagonal controllers is guaranteed when the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied.



145Theorem 3: If the SISO control system with loop-transfer function fcp(s)c(s) exhibits robust performance in the sense that ∣w(ω) (l + ⅛p(tw)c(tw)) 1∣ < 1 for all ω, for all p(s) ∈ π, and for all k ∈ [σmin(P^+2^τra-1^m),σmαir(P^+2^m-1^,n)], where 
pg+2(m-ι),m .g pθgitive-definite symmetric, then the ΜΙΜΟ control systems with the loop transfer-functions given in Theorem 2 exhibit robust performance for all dimensions n < q in the sense that

σmax w(s)(l+ [Pcr"p(s)]{c(s)}) 
σmax w(s)(j + [Ppmp(s)]{c(s)})

« (i + [J,SSpM] {cW (¾",sΓ1}

< 1 Vω
< 1 Vω-ι1 < 1 Vωw

for all p(s) ∈ π.
8. Robust Failure Tolerance Result

Not only can robust stability and robust performance of properly designed ΜΙΜΟ CD response control systems be guaranteed, but robust failure tolerance can be guaranteed as well. That is, both robust stability and robust performance requirements of the remaining system will be satisfied when one or more sensors and actuators are taken out of the control loop. Actuator/sensor failure is equivalent to premultiplication and postmultiplication of the loop transfer-function by Rτ and 
R, respectively, where R ∈ 3in×r is a matrix (r < n) such that RτR = Ir×r. Matrix 
Rτ is such that RτP eliminates rows of P where sensors fail. Matrix R is such that CR eliminates columns of C where actuators fail. Robust failure tolerance of ΜΙΜΟ CD response control systems with diagonal controllers is guaranteed when the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied.



146Theorem 4: Let R ∈ 3in×r be a matrix (r < n} such that RτA eliminates rows of A with RτR = ∕r×r. If the SISO control system with loop-transfer function fcp(s)c(s) exhibits robust performance in the sense that ∣w(ω)(l + fep(*ω)c(tω))~1∣ < 1 for all ω, for all p(s) ∈ π, and for all k ∈ [σmι∙n(PfX+2fm-1^rn), σmαx(P^+2i*n-1^,n)] j where pi+2(m-1)>m ' is positive-definite symmetric, then the ΜΙΜΟ control systems with the loop transfer-functions given in Theorem 2 premultiplied by Rτ and postmultiplied by R exhibit robust failure tolerance for all dimensions r < n ≤ q in the sense that the systems are robustly stable and
σmax w(s) (l + Rτ [P^mp(s)] {c(s)}p) < 1 ∀ω
σmax w(s)^∕ + pτ[pp,mp(s)]{c(s)}p^ j < 1 ∀ω

σmax w(5)(∕ + Pr[Pa^p(5)]{c(s)(S^)^1}p) 1]<1V. 
for all p(s) ∈ π.
9. Controller Synthesis Methods

In this section three design methods utilizing results in Theorems 1-4 are presented for CD response control. The design methods lead to diagonal, banded, and full matrix transfer-function controller structures. The proposed methods enable design of CD response controllers for robust performance, where previous design methods cannot be successfully applied.Prior to this work, two alternatives existed that could theoretically address the problem of designing CD response controllers for robust performance. The first alternative involves iterations between controller selection (by any means) and the structured-singular-value analysis of Doyle [1987]. This alternative is not practical 
for design of CD response controllers because of the large number of inputs/outputs



147and the many required repeated real scalar parameter uncertainties. Consider, for example, a CD response model with d inputs and outputs, x parameter uncertainties in the scalar dynamics, and z interaction parameter uncertainties. In Doyle’s analysis, the structured singular value of a d{x + z + 1) × d(x + z + l) matrix would have to be calculated with respect to x + z repeated real scalar perturbation blocks of dimension d× d and one full d×d performance block. These dimensions exceed the capabilities of existing software for CD response models with few inputs and outputs. Moreover, the analysis can be quite conservative when repeated scalar perturbation blocks are required. The second alternative is the decentralized controller-design method for robust performance proposed by Skogestad and Morari [1987]. Like the first alternative, this alternative is also not practical for design of CD response controllers. In order to calculate the bounds used in the design of a CD response controller with d inputs and outputs, yet another d × d uncertainty block structure is added to the structured-singular-value analysis problem described above.The proposed design methods can be easily applied to CD response-control problems with many inputs and outputs. Large numbers of parameter uncertainties in the scalar dynamics and interaction parameter uncertainties can also be accommodated.
9.1. Decentralized Controller Design

It has been demonstrated that the eigenvalues of positive-definite CD response interaction matrices P^'^t can be conveniently bounded on the real axis. By treating this segment on the real axis as uncertainty in gain k, it is possible to design a robust diagonal controller c(s) (Sri,"l) 1 for the ΜΙΜΟ process -P<7p*(s) = p(s)P^,̂ l by designing a robust controller c(s) for the SISO process kp(s). The-gain k can reflect CD interaction uncertainty through bounded parameters pt∙ in Equation 20.



148Interaction uncertainty and more severe CD response interactions leads to eigenvalues on a slightly different/larger segment of the real axis. Most importantly, by treating interaction uncertainty in this way, robust performance of the ΜΙΜΟ system is implied by robust performance of the SISO system. Theorem 2 in Section 6 proves that the diagonal controller will robustly stabilize the system. Theorem 3 in Section 7 states that the system will satisfy the robust-performance requirement. Theorem 4 in Section 8 states that robust failure tolerance of the system is guaranteed.
9.1.1. Synthesis Method

For a CD response model with interactions given by P£'m or P^gg, the diagonal controller synthesis method is outlined as follows:
Diagonal Controller Synthesis Method:

1) Determine the circulant symmetric matrix p"+2(m-1)<m corresponding to the model P^'m or Pç™s from transformations 1-2.2) Model uncertainty in SISO dynamics p(s) = pα(s)pa(s) as in Equation 7.3) Calculate Xmin(P^m~1^m) and λmα√P⅛+2i"l-1>'m).4) If λi(P^+2tm > ο V» continue - scalar times diagonal integral controlis possible only for positive-definite matrices _5) Select a performance weight w(s) as in Equation 2.6) Design a controller c(s) for robust performance for the SISO process kp(s) with p(<s) ∈ π, where k ∈ [Amin(P2+2(rn_1)’"1'),Amaa;(P”+2(,7l“1)’m)].7) Scale ΜΙΜΟ controller C(s) = c(s)Pl*n with the appropriate matrix (S,n,m) 1 for robust performance of the ΜΙΜΟ system (see Theorem 2).Alternative methods exist for the SISO robust performance problem in step 6). The Internal Model Control (IMC) design method, presented by Laughlin et al. [1986]



149for robust performance despite model parameter uncertainties solves this problem. In the IMC design method, the feedback controller c(s) is parameterized in terms of a stable controller g(s) = q(s)f(s), and a nominal model p(s) as shown in Figure 7. The feedback controller c(s) is related to q(s) through c(s) = ç(s)/[l — p(s)ς(s)]. First, an Hq. optimal controller ρ(s) is designed for a particular disturbance d(s). Then q(s) is detuned for robustness by filter ∕(s). Usually only a single filter parameter e in f(s) = l∕(es + l) is adjusted with a transparent tradeoff between performance and robustness. Several tables of recommended filter parameters for processes with time-delay (as in Equation 7) can be found in the paper discussing design of Smith predictors by Laughlin et al. [1987]. The robust performance test used to determine acceptable filter parameters is the region-mapping method of analysis test 2.
9.1.2. Example 1

The first example problem is design of a diagonal controller for the system Pc¾3(s) in Equation 5, with interactions P^,3 = P^0'3 defined as follows:
Pi = 1.0 ; p2 ∈ [0.1,0.2] ; p3 ∈ [-0.1, —0.05].Uncertain first-order actuator dynamics with time-delay are given by— 0akαep(s) =

Tas + 1
ka ∈ [0.9,1.1] ; θ ∈ [0.8,1.2] ; τ ∈ [0.7,1.3].

(23)
(24)

Minimum and maximum eigenvalues of PB4,3 are given by Equation 20 as follows:
λmin(Pc,3)= θ∙4 λmα√P⅞4,3)= 1.3 .



150For comparison, Gershgorin bounds on the eigenvalues of P£,3 are 0.4 ≤ λ1(ppt3) ≤ 1.6. A less conservative design results from the bounds based on λt∙[P^4,3].Since P^4,3 is positive-definite, the design procedure applies. The performance weight w(s) is selected to assure a bandwidth of at least 0.25 rad/sec. as in Equation 2 (and in Figure 2) with b = 1/2 and a ≈ 4. Next a SISO controller is designed for fcp(s) with k ∈ [0.4,1.3] following the IMC design procedure of Laughlin et al. [1986]. The design procedure is based on a nominal model kp(s}, with all parameters 
ka, τa, k, and θ equal to their mean values. The IMC controller is g(s) = g(s)∕(s), where q(s} optimal for step disturbances) and ∕(s) are given by:

ç(s) =∕(s) =
3 + 1 
0.85 

1
2s + 1'The standard feedback controller c(s) (a Smith predictor) is therefore given by:

c(<s) =---------------------- .v 1 0.85 2s + 1 - e~iFigure 8 is the region Nyquist plot for this example. Since none of the regions π(tω) contain (—1,0), the SISO system is robustly stable. The solid curve in Figure 9 is μ(ω) for this example, where μ(ω) is the supremum of ∣w(iω)[l + p(i'ω)c(tω)]-11 over all p(s) ∈ π. Since μ(u>) < 1 for all ω, sufficient conditions in Theorem 3 for robust performance of the ΜΙΜΟ system are satisfied.An attempt was made to calculate μ(ω) for this example (with controller c(s), interaction uncertainties, parameter uncertainties in the scalar dynamics, and performance requirement all remaining the same), utilizing structured-singular-value analysis. The size of the problem exceeded capabilities of existing software for CD response models having more than seven inputs and outputs. The μ(ω) result labelled “repeated complex” in Figure 9 was successfully calculated for a seven- input/seven-output example, when all real perturbations were approximated by



151complex perturbations. Theorems 1-4 can be used to show that the theoretical ∕z(ω) curve for the seven-input/seven-output model with real perturbations lies below the solid curve in Figure 9. Not only is the structured singular value analysis limited to a CD response model with few inputs and outputs, but it is conservative as well.The resulting ΜΙΜΟ controller for this example is simply c(s) times a 20 × 20 identity matrix, since no scaling matrix Sn,m is required for problems with Toeplitz symmetric models. Response of the closed-loop system to step disturbances is illustrated in Figure 10. Parameters in the process model used for the simulation given by
p(∙s)

∕ 1.0 0.2 -0.1 0 0 >0.2 1.0 -0.1 ■· • :-0.1 0.2 • β • *∙ 00 ' ∙. ■ ∙. • 0.2 -0.1• • # '∙. 0.2 1.0 0.2I 0 • ∙ ∙ 0 -0.1 0.2 1.0 J
(26)

are far from their mean values to demonstrate controller robustness. The three step disturbances used in the simulations enter the system in different directions. Disturbances for Figures 10a, 10b, and 10c are given as follows:
l10o = (1, .8, .4, —.4, -.8, -1, -.8, -.4, .4, .8,1, .8, .4, -.4, -.8, -1, -.8, -.4, .4, .8)

d10b= (1,-1,1, -1,1,-1,1,-1,1, -1,1,-1,1,-1,1, -1,1,-1,1,-1) d10c = (1, .9, .7, .4,0, -1,1, -1, —.7, -.3, .3, .7,1, -1,1,0, -.4, -.7, -.9, -l).Note that the response to disturbance dχot> is more sluggish than that to dιoα∙ Disturbance di0b enters with a large component in the direction of the vector corresponding to the minimum singular value and is therefore difficult to reject. This behavior could have been predicted by calculating the vector t⅛ corresponding to the



152minimum eigenvalue (and hence singular value) of the circulant symmetric matrix Pf∣°'3 _ ctrc(l,0.2, —0.1,0, ...,0, —0.1,0.2), with w* = -1 in Equation 19. Disturbance dιoa enters in a more favorable direction. The response to disturbance di0c displays elements of both favorable and unfavorable directions. For a more detailed discussion of the effects of disturbance direction, see the articles by Skogestad and Morari [1986].
9.1.3. Example 2

The second example problem is determination of eigenvalue bounds for CD 20 3response model Pτ ’ with interactions defined by:
Pi = 1.0 ; p2 ∈ [0.3,0.5] ; p3 ∈ [0.1,0.2].

Minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the corresponding Pq4'3 are
λm√Pg4,3) = 0.2 λmαa≈(⅛4,3)= 2.4,

placing bounds on eigenvalues of Pτ ’ given by 0.2 ≤ λi(Pτ ’ ) ≤ 2.4. Gershgorin bounds on the eigenvalues of Pτ ’ are —0.4 ≤ λi(Ppo) ≤ 2.4 by comparison. Since the lower Gershgorin bound is negative, the Gershgorin bounds are useless for designing a diagonal controller by the proposed method - a negative lower bound results in more than 100 percent uncertainty in gain k that cannot be accommodated by the SISO design procedure. The lower eigenvalue bound based on Pc ’ is greater than zero. Bounds based on Pc ’ can therefore be used in the diagonal controller- design procedure - 85 percent uncertainty in the gain k is required. The eigenvalue bounds based on P^4,3 apply to matrices P%,'3 of all dimensions n ≤ 20.
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9.2. Banded Controller Design

The similarity between CD response models m∙> ant^ Pc™ f°r ^arSedimensions n motivates the following design procedure for a banded controller based on P⅛m. Stability, performance, and failure-tolerance results in Sections 6, 7, and 8 apply for the system only if the process and controller are circulant symmetric. Since the CD response model of a real paper machine is never circulant symmetric, an engineering “leap of faith” must be taken to apply the resulting controller to a real system. Whether or not sufficient conditions for robust performance are satisfied with the actual model can be determined through structured-singular- value analysis. However, as stated earlier, the large number of inputs/out puts and large number of repeated real perturbations in the CD response model can make application of structured-singular-value analysis impractical, or can lead to unacceptable conservativeness.
9.2.1. Synthesis Method

The product of a circulant symmetric process p⅛,mp and a circulant symmetric controller C£’mc is the circulant symmetric matrix Q^mP+mc~1. Bounds on the eigenvalues of Q^mP+mc~1 are given by Equation 20. In this design procedure, the objective is to minimize an upper bound on the condition number of positive- definite Gc before proceeding with the design of diagonal C(s) as described above. As a result, the gain uncertainty and requisite detuning in the required SISO design are minimized. Performance of the resulting ΜΙΜΟ system with controller 
fjn 2(mc and process p^-2(m∙p-1bmP ∣s improved. For example, consider the interaction matrix G,∕√4 given by Equation 27.
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-r∏∙,4 = P.τti3 x-γΛ12
rC ~ * c

= circ(l,a, b, 0,-..,O, b, α) × ctrc(l,c,Ο, ...,Ο,c) (27)= circ(l + 2ac, a + c + bc,b + ac, be, Ο,..., Ο, be, b + ac, a + c + be)The optimum controller parameter c is that which yields a positive definite Gf^,,4 and solves

≤ min 
c

mjn7[G^4] (28)= min 7 [ circ(l + 2ac, a + c + bc,b + ac, be, 0,..., 0, bc,b + ac,a + c + 5c)]max» ((1 + 2ac) + 2Re ωi (α + c + be) + 2Re ω?] (b + ac) + 2Re ωf] 6c) "min; ((1 + 2ac) + 2Re ωi (a + c + be) + 2Re u>?] (b + αc) + 2Re 6c) _from Equation 20, where the are roots of ωf = 1. The upper bound on the objective function 28 can be solved when p^,mp contains parameter uncertainties as in 23. Neither numerator terms nor denominator terms in 28 are bilinear (or worse) in p£,mp coefficients - a result that holds for arbitrary mp. A.s a result, both numerator and denominator in 28 can be evaluated without introducing any conservativeness. Their ratio, however, may be conservative, because p£mp coefficients need not have the same value in numerator and denominator when their respective maximums and minimums are achieved - hence the less than or equal sign in 28.
9.2.2. Example

Consider design of banded controller with interaction matrix Cyθ'2 for the process interaction model Pτ ' . Let the process model interaction parameters be defined by 23. Then the parameters n, a, and b in Equation 28 are given by 26, p2, and p3, respectively. Figure 11 illustrates the upper bound on condition number 7



155of positive-definite matrix G^’4 as a function of parameter c in C^6'2. From Figure 11, the optimum parameter c for this example is given by c = —0.21, resulting in an upper bound on the condition number given by 7 = 1.80.From eigenvalue bounds calculated in Section 9.1.2, an upper bound on the condition number of Pc ’ is 3.25. The upper bound on the condition number calculated for the optimized product G^’4 = P^6,3C^,6,2 (and hence for P^4'3G24'2) is 1.80. This represents a reduction in required gain uncertainty k for the SISO controller design from 53 percent to 29 percent with a banded controller.The process model Pτ ’ and controller Cτ ' with the same interactions might represent real paper machine interactions. Since the product PτCτ is in general neither Toeplitz symmetric nor centrosymmetric symmetric, the bounds based on circulant symmetric matrices developed in this paper cannot be applied. Gersh- gorin bounds can, of course, be used, but they are likely to be very conservative. The same model interaction parameter uncertainties appear in several off-diagonal elements in PτCτ - Gershgorin bounds treat each appearance as an independent rather than a correlated uncertainty. Robust performance analysis of the ΜΙΜΟ system with Toeplitz symmetric controller and uncertain Toeplitz symmetric interactions fits within the framework of structured-singular-value analysis by Doyle [1982]. Available techniques for computing the result of structured-singular-value analysis for this application yield only a conservative upper bound, because an n × n repeated real perturbation block is required for each uncertain pi in P£'m. The recommended engineering “leap of faith” based on the similarity of P™'m and P^,'m for large n may be required.
9.3. Model Inverse-Based Controller Design

The diagonal and banded controller-design procedures above are^ not applicable to systems with CD response models that are not positive-definite or that



156cannot be postmultiplied by a banded matrix Cc (as in Equation 27) to become positive-definite. For such systems, the following full-matrix, model-inverse-based, controller-design procedure is a viable alternative when interaction uncertainty is negligible. The IMC design procedure of Laughlin et al. [1986] can be used to design controllers given by Equation 29 for systems with CD response modelled by the set ∏2∙'p in Equation 6.
CW = c(s)(j⅜∙) 1, (29)

where scalar c(s) = g(s)∕[l — p(s)g(s)], and g(s) is detuned for robustness with respect to scalar dynamic uncertainty (usually with a single tuning parameter) as in the diagonal controller-design procedure above.The model-inverse-based, controller-design procedure applied to the system with CD response model (s), with exact interactions P^3 = P‡0,3 defined bymean values in 23, scalar dynamics defined by 24, performance requirement w(s) defined by Equation 2 with b = 1/2 and a = 4, leads to the controller with IMC filter parameter e = 1 given by
C(s) ∕ p20,3∖ -1es + 1-e-ιVτ J (30)Morari et al. [1988] have shown that controller 30 is the Zf2-0ptimal controller for step disturbances when e = 0. Detuning of the controller with e = 1 is required to satisfy the sufficient conditions for robust performance despite parameter uncertainties in the scalar dynamics. The μ(ω) plot for this system is illustrated in Figure 9, indicating that the robust-performance objective has been met.When CD response interaction uncertainty is significant, the above design procedure does not apply. Unless structured-singular-value analysis is used to evaluate robust performance with respect to interaction uncertainties and real parameter uncertainties in the scalar dynamics, the only alternative is to detune the controller



157for robust performance with respect to a conservative norm-bounded multiplicative uncertainty 1 + Lm(s) with σmαic[Lm(s)] ≤ ∣ζn(s)∣ given by
1 + lm(s) = (l÷ ld(s)) (1 ÷ M5))∣ιmw∣ = ∣fc∣ + μdWI + l⅛MI. (31)

where li is the multiplicative error representing interaction parameter uncertainties, and ld(s} is the multiplicative error representing scalar dynamic uncertainties. For example, consider the uncertain interaction parameters in model P^0,3, given by 23, written in the form Py0'3 = P^θ,3[∕ + (P^0,3) 1p,^,0,3] with nominal P}0'3 given by mean values in 23 and norm-bounded elements et∙ in additive interaction error E^P'3 given by ∣eχ∣ = 0, ∣e2∣ ≤ 0.05, and ∣e3∣ ≤ 0.025. Let 
E^'3 be the circulant matrix that would result in E?0,3 through Transformation 1. The maximum singular value of E^'3 is equal to 0.15 (from Equation 19). Since 
σmax[^'τ°'3] ≤ σmaχ[E^'3∖t an upper bound on the magnitude of multiplicative interaction error ∣∕t∙∣ = σmax [(pp,,n) 1P^θ,3] is easily calculated as follows:

∣∕i∣ ≤ σmax [(⅛°,3) 1]σmax [⅛4'3] = 1.8 × 0.15 = 0.27.
The magnitude of multiplicative error ∣∕j(s) ∣ representing scalar dynamic uncertainties in 24 (by p(s) = p(<s)[l + Jd(s)]) is given by a formula in Laughlin et al. [1987]. Magnitude of the resulting lm(s) in Equation 31 is displayed in Figure 12. The IMC filter parameter required to detune the controller in 30 for robust performance with respect to perturbation Lm(s) and the performance weight w(s) defined by Equation 2 with b = 1/2 and a = 4 is e = 2.6. When the indicated nominal model and single multiplicative perturbation Lm(s} are considered in this example, μ,(ω) is easily calculated because the nominal loop transfer function is scalar p(s)c(∙s) times identity. The plot of μ(w) for this design is displayed in Figure 9.
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10. Discussion of Conservativeness and Application

In. designing a diagonal controller for CD response control, the desirable simplicity of the controller and actuator failure tolerance are achieved at the cost of some performance. Robustness with respect to interaction parameter uncertainties requires detuning of the controller. Some insight about the price paid for the robust diagonal controller can be evaluated by comparing performance of a robust diagonal controller with that of a robust (with respect to uncertain scalar dynamics only) model-inverse-based controller. Consider the system with CD response model 
⅛γ>3(5) with interactions P^3 = P%0'3 defined by 23, model dynamics defined by 24, actual process dynamics defined by Equation 25 and performance requirement w(s) defined by Equation 2 with ft = 1/2 and a = 4. The diagonal controller 26 provides robust performance with respect to both uncertain scalar dynamics and uncertain interaction parameters. The model-inverse-based controller 30 (with e = 1 and (P^0,3) 1 equal to the inverse of interactions in 25 provides robust performance with respect to only uncertain scalar dynamics. The system responses at one actuator position to a step set point change are illustrated in Figure 13. The response with diagonal controller, labelled 1 in Figure 13, is for a step change in the direction of the maximum singular vector of P^°'3. The response with diagonal controller, labelled 3 in Figure 13, is for a step change in the direction of the minimum singular vector. Since the model-inverse-based controller fully decouples the system without interaction uncertainties, there is no unfavorable direction and the speed of response to step changes in all directions is the same as that labelled 1. Note that there is little difference in response to a set point change (and hence to a disturbance) in a favorable direction but significant difference in an unfavorable direction. This is the nature of conservativeness introduced when a robust diagonal controller is specified - conservativeness that is more severe for high condition number processes.



159Consider CD response interactions in Table 1 to be elements in P^0'τn, where 
m is the appropriate integer. Eigenvalue bounds for the models calculated from p<20+2(m ι),m aje jjsp]ayej jn rrab]e 2. The ratios ∖m,ax∣^min equal to condition numbers for positive-definite models are listed in Table 2 as well.

Table 2
Condition Numbers and Eigenvalue Bounds

for CD Response Models in Table 1

1)* f"1∙2 ^max2.44 Ί λ2) -0.9 1.163) 0.20 1.80 9.004) 0.74 1.38 1.865) 0.60 1.40 2.33θ) 0.20 1.80 9.007) -1.0 1.258)* 0.20 1.01 5.059)* 0.19 3.26 17.210) * -0.4 6.4011)* -1.0 1.1812)* 0.20 1.19 5.9513)* k 0.60 1.13 1.88 j
Models marked with * appear to be actual process data.



160Table 2 indicates that the diagonal controller-design procedure developed in this paper can be applied to eight of the models reported in the literature (those that are positive-definite). The banded or model-inverse-based controller-design procedure would have to be used for models that are not positive-definite.
11. Conclusions

The procedure presented in this paper enables design of robust, large-dimension, diagonal and banded controllers for CD response in paper manufacturing. Robust performance is addressed in the spirit of the new structured-singular-value theory by Doyle [1982]. Robust performance of a particular SISO control-system design based on singular value bounds of the CD interaction matrix implies robust performance of the corresponding ΜΙΜΟ system despite interaction parameter uncertainties. Moreover, the control system based on such a design exhibits robust actuator/sensor failure tolerance.The robust controller-design procedure developed in this paper is applicable to cross-machine-direction control problems other than paper basis-weight control. Similar interaction models result, regardless of the CD response being controlled or the actuator selected. Other candidate CD control systems in the paper manufacturing industry include: water sprays immediately downstream of the slice for CD basis-weight control [Wallace, 1981]; hot and cold air showers on calender stack for CD caliper control [Wilhelm and Fjeld, 1983]; sectionalized steam boxes or steam showers for CD moisture control [Wallace, 1981]. Applications outside the paper manufacturing industry include plastic sheet fabrication and thin-film coating operations. Whenever wide flat sheets of uniform products are manufactured, a similar control problem might be encountered.It was shown that the paper machine slice actuator has a significant effect on interactions in the CD response model. The CD basis-weight response model



161can be tailored to improve controllability with the aid of the dimensionless slice- design parameter Da and slice-actuator model. Cross-machine-direction response models can be calculated as direct functions of Da if basis-weight is assumed to be proportional to the area under the slice in Figure 5 (this assumption corresponds to an infinitely fast machine with no CD wave propagation on the Fourdrinier wire). Eigenvalues and condition number bounds based on p20+2(m-1) for the resulting CD response models P^P'm are plotted as functions of Da in Figure 14. Recall that in the proposed controller-design procedures large condition numbers translate into large gain uncertainty - hence the sufficient conditions for robust performance require highly detuned controllers. Robust diagonal controllers with good performance are therefore possible on paper machines with slices described by large values of Da∙ Since elimination of narrow, uneven streaks in paper requires narrow actuator spacing, more flexible slices are necessary to maintain large Da if a diagonal or banded controller is desired. In his review of the application of control methods to the pulp and paper industry, Dumont [1986] recognizes, that because the industry is old, many mills were not designed with concern for their controllability. Upgrading slice actuators with CD control in mind may well be required.
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12. Appendix

Proofs of the theorems presented in this paper will be given here.Proof of Lemma 1Since matrix A is symmetric, A = A*Ai where A⅛ is symmetric. Since 
Rτ ∈ 3ira×9, the range of R is a subset of 3i9. Then by definition

;(A’) = max v ' 2∈3ii≠0 UΔ⅛⅛ > τnaγ lh⅛j⅛⅛H—≠ 11 ∙z*y maji I « I «
X )∣2 ≈∈ Range(R)≠O ∣∣I ∣∣2because the maximization occurs over a smaller set x ∈ Range(R) C 5R7. Since Ry is nontrivial for all nontrivial y:

max5∈ Range(R)^O x 2

∣μ⅛j2jz ∣∣2 max √-∙,∣ - .ιZ∈K*≠o ||Ä2Z ∣∣2Since B = RτAR is symmetric when A is symmetric, the following equalities hold:
maxy≠o ∣∣A⅛y 1∣2W∣∣2 = max 

v≠omax
v≠o= max ff≠o

= max 
y≠o

1?Λ^D→
» AιRyrt∕ τRτA1' ^1

yτRτRy 
yτRτARyli

yτy 
yτBy1* L y τy
→Tτ,ιτ τ>ι →^ι ⅜ y Bi B*y'3

→τ -> y y

x2

II#’!/1∣2= max - -∏-jrri— y≠θ ∣∣2Z ∣∣2
∖Bi)Therefore, σmax(A*) ≥ σmax(Bi) and σmax(λ) ≥ σmax(B) when A is symmetric. The same analysis with max replaced by min and ≥ replaced by- ≤ leads to 

σmin(A3) ≤ σmin(Bi) and σmin(A) ≤ σmin(B) when A is symmetric.



163Further, if Λ is positive-definite, then
(Ry, ARy) = (y, RτARy) = (y, By) > 0 ∀y ≠ 0, so B is positive-definite. QED.

Proof of Theorem 1Matrix p⅛+2(m~1)'rn from which matrices P⅛'τn and P£'™s are derived in transformations 1 and 2 is symmetric. Let p⅛+2(m~1)'m fce positive-definite as well. By definition Rτ R = Jn×n ⅛ transformation 1. Also by definition, matrix in transformation 2 is real positive-definite diagonal. Therefore Lemma 1 proves the bounds on singular values of Pγ'm and and that Pτ'm and ^c'ss arepositive-definite for all dimensions n ≤ q. QED.
Proof of Theorem 2If p^+2(rn-1)'rn js positive definite symmetric, then by Theorem 1 the following matrices with n ≤ q are positive-definite symmetric with eigenvalues λi∈ [σm√P⅞+2<ra-1>∙~),σro√P⅞+2<~-1>∙m)] :

p»+2(m —l),m

pn,m
tτ

( ς<n,m ∖ - j pn,m t ς,n,m ∖ ~ ⅛∖pcss) ιcss∖Pcss)Each of the symmetric matrices above can be expressed as UAUτ, where U is unitary, and A = diag(λi}. Since the SISO control system with loop-transfer function ⅛p(s)c(s) is robustly stable for all p(s) E π and for all k = λt∙, the fully diagonal ΜΙΜΟ control system with loop transfer-function Ap(s)c(s) is robustly stable for all dimensions n ≤ q. (Robust stability for a fully diagonal system is equivalent



164to robust stability of all individual loops.) Premultiplication of the loop-transfer function by U and postmultiplication by Uτ = U~1 do not change the robust stability of the system. Therefore, the MEMO control system with loop transfer- function UAp(s)c{s}Uτ is robustly stable. Since p(s) and c(s) are scalars, the control system with loop transfer-function UkUτp(s)c[s} is robustly stable. Now 
UA,Uτ is equal to a Pcss{^css) ^or the third matrix above, where
^css is either scalar times identity or centrosymmetric diagonal. Premultiplication °f (⅜7⅛s) s Passives s') 2 by (Scss)^ ant^ postmultiplication by ’and the fact that diagonal matrices commute with one another prove the robust stability results. QED.
Proof of Theorem 3If p*+2(-1),- js positive-definite symmetric, then by Theorem 1 the three matrices highlighted in the proof of Theorem 2 are positive-definite symmetric with eigenvalues λ1∙ ∈ [σm,∙n(P^.+2^nτ-1^"1),σrnαa(P^+2^m'~1^τπ')]. Therefore, each of the matrices can be expressed as UtJJτ where U is unitary, and A = diag{∖i}. Since the SISO control system with loop-transfer function kp(s)c(s) exhibits robust performance in the sense that ∣w(ω)(l + fcp(tu>)c(tω)) 1∣ < 1 for all ω, for all 
p(s) ∈ π, and for all k = λ,∙, the fully diagonal ΜΙΜΟ control system with loop transfer-function Ap(s)c(s) exhibits robust performance in the sense that

G max w(ω}(l + Kp(s)c(s)') 1 < 1 Vu>for all p(s) £ π. (The maximum singular value of a diagonal matrix is equal to the magnitude of the largest diagonal element.) The maximum singular value is invariant to unitary transformation, so
&max w[ω} {l + U kp{s)c{s)Uτ} < 1 V(√.



165Since p(s) and c(s) are scalars,
-ι < 1 Vw.w(u>) (∕ + U kUτ p(s)c(s))Now UkUτ is equal to ('S'^s's) ^css(,^ css) 3 *n third matrix listed in the proof of Theorem 2 above, where Sq'^1s is centrosymmetric diagonal. Premultiplication of

w(ω)(j + UkUτp(s)c(s)) 1by ('S'cj⅞) ’ and postmultiplication by (Sc™s)~a do not change its maximum singular value σmax when S^'ss is centrosymmetric diagonal. This establishes the robust performance results. QED.
Proof of Theorem 4If p^+2(m 1hrn is positive-definite symmetric, then by Theorem 1 the three matrices listed in the proof of Theorem 2 are positive-definite symmetric with eigenvalues λ» ∈ [σmin(Pc+2^m ),&max(Pç+2(m . Actuator/sensor failure is equivalent to premultiplication and postmultiplication of these three matrices by Rτ and 
R, respectively, where R ∈ 5Rn×r is a matrix r < n) such that RτR = ∕r×r. By Lemma 1 the eigenvalues of

Λτ[χ]P,where X is one of the three matrices listed in the proof of Theorem 1 above, are bounded on the real axis by σm,n(P^+2im-1)'τn) and σmax(P⅛+2(m~i^m'). Therefore, Theorems 2 and 3 with the fact that Sn×nPn×r = Rn×rSrxr for diagonal matrices S (appropriate rows and columns of Snxn are eliminated in Sr×r) prove the robust stability and robust performance results for actuator/sensor’failure.QED.
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Figure 1: Standard feedback control system with process P(s), controller C(s), set-point r(s), disturbances d(s), and output y(s).
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Figure 2: Magnitude of the performance weight specifying acceptable bandwidth and magnitude of the sensitivity function: w(s) = (4s + l)∕8s,
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CD RESPONSE CONDITION NUMBER

DIMENS

Figure 3: Condition number of with pi = 1, P2 = r, and p3 = — r in Equation 4 as a function of parameter r and dimension n. (Truncated at 7 = 50 to improve scale.)
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BEAM MODEL FOR SLICE DEFLECTION

Figure 4: Slice modelled as a beam supported by springs at actuator locations. The springs exert forces 
Fn on the slice at distances na from the center (0,0,0).
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Figure 5: Deflection of the slice actuator as a function of the dimensionless design parameter Da.
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Figure 6: Cross sections of two slices currently available from Beloit Corporation. Note that the slices are thicker in the middle to resist machine direction shear while maintaining flexibility.
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Figure 7: Internal Model Control (IMC) parameterization of feedback controller has process p(∙s), model p(s), controller q(s), set point r(s), disturbances d(s) and output y(s}.
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LOOF-IRAHSriR FONCTION REGIONS x(±ω)c(iω

Figure 8: Nyquist plot illustrating robust stability of the system with loop transfer-function kp(s)c(s) for all p(s) ∈ π and for all k ∈ [λmin(P%4'3), λmαx (P⅛4,3)]. Since none of the regions π(ιω)c(iω) include (—1,0) the system is robustly stable.
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Figure 9: Plots of μ(ω) for the CD response control systems designed in Sections 9.1.2 and 9.3. When μ(ω) is less than one for all frequencies, robust performance is guaranteed.
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disturbances dχoα, dιoδ, and dιo<5∙ Note that response to dιob in the direction of the vector corresponding to the minimum singular value is sluggish.
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Figure 11: Condition number of positive definite 
Gc ’ as a function of parameter c in Equation 28. The optimal value of c is —0.21.
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Figure 12: Magnitude of multiplicative error lm(s) used for the model-inverse-based design in section 9.3 with interaction parameter uncertainties.
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TRACKING OF STEP SET POINT CHANGE

Figure 13: Responses at one actuator position to a step-change in set-point are shown for the system with diagonal controller in Section 9.1.2 and the model- inverse-based controller in Section 9.3 without interac- ’ tion parameter uncertainties.
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Figure 14: Eigenvalue and condition number bounds of CD response interactions model P%P'm as functions of the dimensionless actuator design parameter Da.
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STUDIES ON μ-SYNTHESIS OF

DECENTRALIZED CONTROLLERS

Daniel L. Laughlin and Manfred Morari
Abstract

In this study, alternatives for synthesizing μ-optimal decentralized controllers are explored. The problem of synthesizing the controllers is approached by rearranging the general μ-synthesis interconnection structure or by augmenting the structure with uncertainties in such a way that magnitudes of off-diagonal controller elements are restricted. In the first two methods, successive iterations of μ-synthesis are employed to optimize a decentralized controller. In one design method, μ-synthesis is used to optimize individual decentralized controller blocks. In the second method, the magnitude of the difference between the controller to be synthesized and an estimate of the optimal decentralized controller are penalized. A third method is proposed for penalizing magnitudes of off-diagonal controller blocks that may enable direct μ-synthesis of n-block decentralized controllers. All known results for the three methods are summarized. Where appropriate, the three methods are illustrated by examples with widely different interactions. The best decentralized controller results are compared with full, multivariable, μ-optimal controller designs to illustrate robust performance forfeited by the constraint of a decentralized controller structure.
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1. Introduction

Decentralized controllers are often cited as more desirable than full multivariable controllers for reasons of failure tolerance, relative simplicity, and straightforward tuning. Many methods are proposed in the literature for designing decentralized controllers - the most recent of these [Skogestad and Morari, 1987] presents sufficient conditions for independent loop designs that proved robust performance of the control system. The measure of control-system robust performance is the structured singular value μ proposed by Doyle [1982]. The μ-synthesis algorithm outlined in the reference by Doyle [1987] enables design of nearly μ-optimal full multivariable controllers. No algorithm exists currently for synthesis of the μ-optimal decentralized controller.This work explores possibilities for utilizing the μ-synthesis algorithm for decentralized controller design. Three methods for synthesizing decentralized controllers presented here have not been proven to yield the μ-optimal controller. However, motivating properties of the methods lead to the reasonable assumption that the resulting controllers are nearly optimal. It is useful in the design of decentralized controllers to know exactly what level of control-system performance is forfeited by constraining the controller structure. Comparison of the nearly μ-optimal, decentralized controllers resulting from the proposed design methods with the full multivariable μ-optimal controller provides more accurate knowledge of the performance forfeited than was previously available.Sections 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 briefly review control-system performance objectives, interaction measures for decentralized control, previous decentralized controller-design methods, and μ-synthesis, respectively. In Section 1.5, characteristics of illustrative examples are presented before moving ahead to the proposed decentralized controller synthesis methods. Proofs of theorems in this work are presented in the Appendix.
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1.1. Control System Performance Objectives

Two universal control-system objectives are stability and acceptable disturbance attenuation (performance) despite modelling errors. Often as in Figure 1 modelling errors are written as a norm-bounded (στnαx [∆t∙] ≤ 1; Vω), multiplicative perturbation ΔiPFi(s) on a nominal model P(s). Robust stability is the requirement that all the poles of the closed-loop system be in the left-half plane despite perturbations ΔiWzi∙(s). Robust performance is expressed in terms of a bound on the maximum singular value of the weighted closed-loop sensitivity function as in σmax [∏zp(s) {l + P(s)Jf(s)) 1] < 1 for all frequencies and for all 
P{s) = P{s)(l + ∆i∏zi(s)). A key insight of Doyle [1982] was recognition that robust performance of a feedback control structure is equivalent to robust stability of the structure in Figure 1 (for now neglect VFu), where the loop containing norm- bounded ∆p connects the output with the disturbance. The structure in Figure 1 can always be rewritten as in the bottom of Figure 2, where Δ = dzα^[∆,∙, ∆p]. Doyle defines the structured singular value μ[Λf] in terms of the robust stability requirement for the structure in the bottom of Figure 2. The result is that robust performance of the system in Figure 1 is guaranteed if and only if the structure in the bottom of Figure 2 is robustly stable if and only if μ[Λf] < 1, where

=min∣ σmαx(∆) det(l -M∆) = 0 j. (1)
The uncertainty matrix Δ has structure according to the number and type of uncertainties in Figure 1 - hence the name “structured” singular value for μ.The techniques currently used to compute μ are upper bound calculation by the method of Doyle [1982] and lower bound calculation by the method of Fan and Tits [1986]. The method of Doyle is based on the bound

μ[M] ≤ infσmax(DMD~1y (2)



189where matrices D commute with Δ. Doyle [1982] has shown that, for three or fewer blocks along the diagonal of Δ, the equality in 2 holds.
1.2. Interaction Measures for Control System Design

Interaction measures are often used to predict the stability and performance of a system with a decentralized controller. One popular interaction measure is the relative gain array (RGA) defined by Bristol [1966]. Elements in the RGA for model P = [p√y] are given by Equation 3.
RGA,ij — PijPjiι (3)where pj∖ is the (j, i)th element in P~1. Elements in any row or any column of the RGA sum to one. As defined, an element in the RGA represents the ratio of gain in an individual open loop to the gain in the same loop when all other control loops are closed. The RGA is generally useful in determining measured- output∕manipulated-variable pairings in decentralized control structures. Negative or large main diagonal RGA elements indicate poor pairings and interactions that may cause difficulties in control. Main diagonal RGA elements with values near one indicate good pairings and less severe interactions.Grosdidier and Morari [1986] define the μ interaction measure (ΓM) as follows:

IM = μ^1 [‰j = μ~1 [(⅛ - ft)⅛l]. Wwhere Piι is the block diagonal part of the full nominal model Pj corresponding to the structure of the desired decentralized controller, and μ is calculated with respect to the block structure of the controller. The μ interaction measure is the tightest possible bound on the maximum singular values of complementary- sensitivity-function blocks (corresponding to blocks in the decentralized controller),



190such that the full decentralized control structure will be nominally stable. This μ interaction measure condition for nominal stability is given as follows:
IM Condition for Nominal Stability [Grosdidier and Morari, 1986]If each loop in Hj, = PdKd(l + PdK<t) 1 is stable and Pf and Pj have thesame number of unstable poles then H∕ = P∕Kd(l + PjKd) 1 is stable if

σmaχ(βd) <μ~1[EH]∙, Vω, (5)where μ is computed with respect to the block structure of Kd∙

1.3. Previous Decentralized Controller Design Methods

Few existing methods for designing decentralized controllers address robustness with respect to modelling errors. The inverse Nyquist array method of Rosen- brock [1969] allows nominal stability of the multivariable systems with loop transfer- function (P(s)FC(s)) to be determined from stability of individual loops and a condition based on Gershgorin bounds for the location of eigenvalues of (P(s)Ff(s)). For stable model P = [p»j] and controller K = diag [fc⅛], the multivariable system is guaranteed to be stable if single loops with loop transfer-functions paka are stable and Gershgorin circles with centers 1 + Pu(iω)kn(iω) and radii
∑ ∣p⅛'(iω)Mi'ω)l
j≠ido not contain the origin. Mayne [1973] presents an algorithm in which loops are closed sequentially in order to design a stabilizing controller with concern for acceptable nominal performance and failure tolerance. The IM condition for nominal stability presented above can be used to guide independent loop designs so that the multivariable system is nominally stable. Nett [1986] employs the μ interaction



191measure in an algorithm for sequential loop closing to stabilize the nominal system. Bernstein [1987] presents a repeated sequential application of LQG controller design in which individual decentralized controller blocks are optimized to reduce a quadratic objective function. None of these methods addresses the objective of robust performance as defined in Section 1.1 above.One existing decentralized controller-design method does address the objective of robust performance. Skogestad and Morari [1987] generalize the μ interaction measure by deriving sufficient conditions for robust performance of the multivariable system based on independent, single-block, controller designs. Their sufficient conditions for robust performance are the tightest possible bounds on σmαir(⅛d(s)) such that robust performance is guaranteed for the multivariable system. This independent design approach, when successful, results in desirable, failure-tolerant, decentralized control systems. However, the independent design approach is inherently limited because information about other control loops in the design is ignored when designing any given loop. Controller designs for illustrative examples c and d below demonstrate that stabilizing integral controllers can be designed for systems that fail the IM condition for nominal stability.
1.4. μ-Synthesis

A review of the μ-synthesis algorithm for controller design can be found in the article by Doyle [1987]. Only those aspects of the algorithm relevant to this work will be discussed here. The //-synthesis algorithm locates a controller K that nearly optimizes the robust performance of the control structure in Figure 1 with respect to norm-bounded perturbations ∆l∙. Partition the interconnection matrix transfer-function <7(s) in Figure 2 (equivalent to Figure 1) as follows:
gw^(g21 o,J- (β)



192The objective of μ-synthesis is to design a stabilizing controller K for the system that minimizes μ[Fi(G,Ff)], where Fl(G, K) = Giι + G12K(I — G22K)~lG21 and 
μ is calculated with respect to the block structure Δ. The Youla parameterization [Youla et al., 1976] given by K = Fι(Ko,Q} parameterizes all stabilizing controllers 
K in terms of one stabilizing controller Ko and any stable, proper, rational transfer- function Q. The Youla parameterization is such that Fι(G,K} = Tu + T12QT2ι is stable and affine in Q. The objective function in μ-synthesis can, with the Youla parameterization, be rewritten as

min 
Qwhere x is the μ-norm computed with respect to the block structure Δ. The μ- synthesis algorithm iterates between two steps in an attempt to reach a minimum in the objective function 7. The first step is to solve the H00 (x = ∞ in 7) problem, using methods in the reference by Chu et al. [1986]. The second step is to minimize the objective function

‰ — Q R12
R21 R22 (?)

mm∣∣PF,(G,K)p-1∣∣jι (8)over scaling matrices D that commute with Δ. Optimal D scales are then fit by stable, proper, rational transfer-functions and incorporated into G in preparation for the next Hoo iteration.
The software for μ-synthesis used in this work is the version in HONEYX developed by Honeywell Systems and Research Center, Minneapolis, MN. Practical computation of what will be called “μ-optimal” controllers in this work employed μ-synthesis in HONEYX, where an approximate solution to the Hoo problem is solved. In the approximate solution, the Q that minimizes the objective function 7 is calculated using only Rli (assuming R12 = R2ι = R22 = 0 in 7).' A penalty 

Wu in Figure 1 requires finite controller gain at high frequencies - this to avoid



193instability in the loop through ∆p. As written in Figure 1, Wu modifies the performance objective such that it is no longer a purely weighted sensitivity function. An alternative that preserves the performance objective as described in Section 1.1 is to replace Wu by Δ1iWu and to inject the signal exiting this block at the disturbance junction. The unfortunate result of this alternative is to increase computational complexity in 8. The structure in Figure 1 was therefore used as written to reduce required computation time. It is shown in Section 2 that a Wu can be selected to have minimal effect on the objective function.
For μ-synthesis of decentralized controllers, it would be extremely useful to have a stable parameterization of all stabilizing decentralized controllers. Currently, no such parameterization is available that includes only decentralized controllers and excludes other controller structures. Desoer and Gundes [1987] present a method for parameterizing only a subset of stabilizing diagonal controllers for 2 × 2 systems. As such, their parameterization is not useful in the context of μ-synthesis. Given this lack of a general parameterization for stabilizing decentralized controllers, a direct 

Hoo-optimal solution for decentralized controllers is not available at this time. The alluring alternative explored in this work is rearranging the block structure in Figure 1 or augmenting it with uncertainty structures so that the Hoo-optimal controller will be (nearly) decentralized.
1.5. Illustrative Examples

Four example systems are used when possible to illustrate interaction measures and decentralized controller-design methods discussed in this work. The four 2 × 2 process models have widely different steady-state interactions and condition numbers - as such they lead to control-system designs with markedly different robust performance results despite the same uncertainty description and performance specification. Characteristics of the four example systems are presented in the following sections.
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(9)

1.5.1. Nominal Models

Nominal models for illustrative examples α-d are given as follows:
Pα(s)

P6(S) :
Pc(s)

Pd(5) :

1 /1.0 1.0 λs + l∖1.0 1.1 )1 ∕ 1.0 1.0 ∖ s + l∖-1.0 1.1 )1 Z 1.0 2.0 ∖s + l∖1.0 1.1 )1 Zl.0 10.0 λ s + 1 ∖0.0 1.1 ) ∙
1.5.2. Uncertainty Description and Performance Weights

In the four example problems, uncertainty weight W*∙(s) in Figure 1 is scalar 
Wi(s) times identity given by Equation 10.

f . 1 + l.lsu>i(s) = 0.2----------
k , l + 0.1s (10)Weight w<(s) represents 20 percent gain uncertainty at steady state in the nominal models 9, with uncertainty in dynamics increasing sharply in magnitude over the frequency range 1 to 10. The performance weight Wp(s) in Figure 1 used for problems α-d is scalar u>p(s) times identity given by Equation 11.

wp(s) l + 5s 0.001 + 10s (Π)Performance weight wp(s) places a bandwidth requirement of approximately 
Q.2rad∕sec on the closed-loop sensitivity function. The weight Wu in Figure 1 was given by scalar wu = 0.05 times identity for examples a-d. Such a Wu penalizes the controller magnitude in that σmax [(Wp — WuWiK} {l + PK} 1] must be less



195than one for all frequencies for all models P to preserve stability of the ∆p loop in Figure 1. Since Wt∙ is relatively small at low frequencies, the penalty on controller magnitude is important only in the high frequency range. For high frequencies, the penalty as specified is approximately given by σmax [θ.5 — 0.1∕f] < 1. It will be clear from synthesis results for examples a-d that this penalty leads to controller element magnitudes of less than 10 or so at high frequencies.
1.5.3. Interaction Measures

The relative gain arrays of examples α-d are given as follows:
RGA- = BGA[P"(s)] = ( 111θ 11jθ ) (12)

PGAi' = BGA[P0(λ)] = ( °∙'j5>8 0.4 l k 'j V 0.4762 0.5 
RGA° = RGA[P°(s)} = (^1

PGΛ∙<=BGA[P'1(i)] = ^ J).
Based on these RGA’s, difficulty is expected in designing controllers for examples 
a and c relative to examples b and d. In particular, example c with negative RGA elements on the main diagonal represents poor measured-variab le/manipulated- variable pairings for decentralized control. Based on the RGA, alone example d appears to be an ideal prospect for decentralized control. It is clear from results achieved in Section 4 that this appearance is misleading as a result of the strong interaction between input 2 and output 1 in Pd.The //-interaction measures for examples a-d are given as follows:

IMa = μ~l (Ej1) = μ~1 0.0 1.0∕l.l∖
1.0 0.0 J = 1.0 (13)
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IMb = μ-χ⅛) =μ~1 1( 0.0 l-i∙0 1.0/1.1 0.0 )=1,0
IMc = ∕∕-1(7⅞) =∕∕"1 f 0.0 ∖l∙θ 2.0/1. lλ 0.0 ) = 0.55

IMd := m'1(ε⅛) =fi~i ('o.o.0.0 10.0/1.1 ∖ 0.0 I = 0.11.These IM’s clearly indicate that integral decentralized controllers are not possible for examples c and d by independent loop designs. That stabilizing integral decentralized controllers are synthesized in Section 4 for these examples illustrates conservativeness of design methods based on the μ-interaction measure.
2. Full μ-Optimal Controller DesignsThe version of μ-synthesis in HONEYX, incorporating the approximate solution to the -ff00-synthesis problem, was used to design controllers for examples 
a-d. The optimal structured singular values μ(ω) were calculated for each example with both wu = 0.0 and wu = 0.05 in Figure 1. These structured singular values are displayed in Figure 3. Note that the non-zero wu affects the structured singular value μ(ω) only slightly over the frequency range where its maximum is reached. Bode plots of μ-optimal controllers for examples a-d are displayed in Figures 4-7.It is interesting to interpret the results of full, multivariable μ-synthesis for examples a-d in light of the condition numbers for the examples. The condition numbers of models Pa-Pd are given as follows:

<γα = ,γ∣pα(5)] =42.076 √ = 7[Pδ(<s)] = 1.071 7c = 7[pc(5)] =6.854√ = 7[Pd(s)] = 101.99.

(14)



197Structured singular values in Figure 3 and condition numbers for examples a-d can be similarly ordered in increasing magnitude: b, c, a, d. This result illustrates the inherent difficulty encountered in designing controllers for high-condition-number models with input uncertainty as in Figure 1.
3. Diagonal Elements of μ-Optimal Controller Designs

The author’s experience has been that the diagonal part of a full matrix μ- optimal controller (denoted by DOμ} is often a stabilizing decentralized controller. This is not a surprising observation since μ-optimal controllers are, after all, designed to provide robust performance. The level of robust performance of a μ- optimal controller can be such that stability and performance objectives are met despite the perturbation introduced by eliminating off-diagonal controller elements. The DOμ controllers, if they are stabilizing, can be used as initial controllers K,d in the optimization algorithms proposed in Sections 4 and 5. Alternatively, the DOμ controllers themselves can be used as decentralized controllers for the system if they satisfy robust-performance requirements.
3.1. DOμ Results for Illustrative Examples

The DOμ controllers containing the full-order diagonal elements of μ-optimal controllers presented in Section 2 were analyzed for nominal stability and robust performance for example systems α-d. The DOμ controllers for examples α, b and 
d stabilize systems with processes Pa, Pb and Pd, respectively. Only the DOμ controller for example c failed to provide nominal stability. The structured singular values for system with stabilizing D0μ controllers are displayed in Figures 15 and16.
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3.2. Conditions for Stabilizing DOμ Controllers

Whether or not the diagonal part Kd of the full μ-optimal controller Kf is stabilizing can be determined directly by calculating the eigenvalues of the resulting closed-loop system. Alternatively, the closed-loop system with a DOμ controller is guaranteed to be stable if either of the bounds in Theorems 1 or 2 is satisfied. Although it could be argued that the bounds are superfluous, they may shed light on the feasibility of controller synthesis when the magnitude of the off-diagonal part 
Ko of the controller is in some way penalized (as in the two-block synthesis method presented in Section 5).Theorem 1: Assume that the system with controller Kf (shown in the top of Figure 8) is stable and that Kf and Kd have the same unstable poles. The closed-loop system with Kd is stable if the following bound is satisfied:

p[(l + PKf) 1PKo} < 1; ∀ω. (15)
In Figure 9 the off-diagonal part of the controller Ko is considered to be two different types of multiplicative perturbations on the full controller Kf. The smaller set of perturbations is indicated by the top figure with ∣δ∣ ≤ 1. The larger set is indicated by the bottom figure with σmαι[∆l∙y] ≤ 1. Theorem 1 gives the tightest possible bound such that closed-loop stability is maintained despite perturbations in the smaller set. Theorem 2 gives the tightest possible bound such that closed-loop stability is maintained despite perturbations in the larger set.Theorem 2: Assume that the system with controller Kf (shown in the top of Figure 8) is stable and that Kf and Kd have the same unstable poles. The closed-loop system with Kd is stable if the following bound is satisfied:

σmα* [K„] < ∣⅛∖ [(∕ + PKf) ,P] i Vu>, (16)



199where μκu is calculated with respect to the following block structure (equal to the block structure in Figure 9 multiplied by a unitary matrix) :
δk0

0∆21 )'
3.3. Theorems Applied to Illustrative Examples

Theorems 1 and 2 were applied to examples α-d to evaluate whether or not results for DOμ controllers could have been predicted. The magnitude of terms in the bound given by Theorem 1 are displayed in Figures 10 and 11. Figures 12 and 13 display magnitudes of terms in Theorem 2 bounds for the examples. The figures illustrate that for examples a and b sufficient conditions of both Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied for preserving nominal stability after deleting off-diagonal controller elements. Examples c and d, on the other hand, do not satisfy the sufficient conditions (although example d nearly satisfies sufficient conditions of Theorem 1). That the DOμ controller for example d preserves nominal stability despite the fact that sufficient conditions of the theorems are not satisfied illustrates conservativeness of the theorems.
4. Repeated Sequential ^-Synthesis Controller Designs

The controller block K in Figure 2 can be a single block in a decentralized controller when all other controller blocks are incorporated into the general interconnection matrix G. This flexibility of the general interconnection structure makes possible the following repeated sequential (RSμ} algorithm for decentralized controller synthesis:



200Repeated Sequential u-Svnthesis RSυ, Algorithm1) Select an initial stabilizing decentralized controller K'd = diag[κfi∙, i = l,n.Calculate an initial structured singular value for the system μ,.2) Form the interconnection matrix G in Figure 2 so that a single controller block K,i is separated as matrix K.3) Use μ-synthesis to design new controller block Kti, resulting in μ" < μ,.4) Set K,i = K" and μ, = μ".5) Repeat steps 2-4 for all controller blocks i — l,n.6) Return to step 1 until a minimum in μ, is reached.
Bernstein [1987] used this type of repeated sequential algorithm to minimize a quadratic objective function using LQG controller-design methods. Use of the μ objective function and μ-synthesis controller-design method optimizes the decentralized controller for robust performance. Convergence of the RSμ algorithm is guaranteed by Theorem 3.

Theorem 3: Each iteration of the repeated sequential, μ-synthesis algorithm outlined above will reduce or leave unchanged the structured singular value μ for the system.
In practice, model reduction is required in each step of the repeated sequential μ-synthesis algorithm for decentralized control. Numerical problems are encountered in the available μ-synthesis software when the interconnection matrix transfer-function G in Figure 2 has too many states or is ill-conditioned. The states of each controller block K'i are incorporated into G - leading to a new block K,i, with even more states. Clearly, the number of states in G will grow to an unacceptably large number in relatively few iterations if model reduction is not applied to each K,i. In the RSμ algorithm used for controller designs a-d, model reduction was performed by truncating the states of a balanced minimal realization for each
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Ki. Each K,i vras reduced to fewer than ten states. The exact number of states was selected in such a way as to have minimal adverse effect on the structured singular value μ,.

4.1. RSμ Results for Illustrative Examples

The version of μ-synthesis in HONEYX incorporating the approximate solution to the -ffoo-synthesis problem was used to design controllers for examples α-d following the RSμ algorithm. Between 10 and 20 iterations were utilized in the examples with model reduction to fewer than 10 states after each iteration. Subsequent iterations resulted either in higher μ (because of model reduction) or in no significant improvement. The optimal structured singular values μ(ω) for the systems (calculated with weight Wu = 0) are displayed in Figure 14. Bode plots of the -R<S,μ-optimal controllers for examples a-d are displayed in Figures 17-20.
4.2. Comparison with D0μ Controllers

The structured singular values of example systems a-d with μ-optimal controllers, stabilizing DOμ controllers, and RSμ controllers are compared in Figures 15 and 16. Bode plots of DOμ controllers and RSμ controllers are compared in Figures 17-20.
5. Simultaneous TwoBlock μ-Synthesis Controller Designs

In this section an algorithm is proposed for optimizing elements of a two- block decentralized controller (though extension of the algorithm for more than two blocks may be useful). The basic idea is that magnitude of the off-diagonal part 
Ko of the controller K∕ resulting from μ-synthesis can be limited by incorporating



202appropriate penalties into the feedback control structure 1. For example, in Figure 21 the magnitude of Ko — Kf — must be small enough to prevent instability in the loop containing ΔePFe(s). If Kd is an estimate of the optimal, two-block, decentralized controller, it is reasonable to expect that the diagonal part of Kf synthesized for the structure in Figure 21 may be closer to the optimal. If so, the block diagonal part of Kf can be placed in the structure for an additional optimizing iteration. Magnitudes of off-diagonal elements in Kf can be influenced by the weight We. Steps in the proposed algorithm are given as follows:
Two-Block //-Synthesis Algorithm {TBu}1) Select a weight We(s) penalizing the magnitude of off-diagonal controller blocks.2) Select an initial stabilizing, two-block, decentralized controller 

K,d = diag[K[1, K½2∖. Calculate an initial structured singular value μ, for the system without the ΔeWze(s) loop.3) Perform μ-synthesis with the two-block structure in 21 to design a full controller Kf that results in μ ≤ μ,.4) Eliminate the off-diagonal part Ko of controller Kf to form new controller 
Kd, if nominal stability can be preserved.5) Calculate structured singular value μ" with the new decentralized controller 
Kd for the system without the ΔePFe(s) loop.6) If μ" < μ' set K'd = K,d, set μ, = μ,t and repeat steps 3-6. If μ" > μ,, go to step 7.7) If the resulting controller Kd is acceptable, then end. If it is not acceptable, return to step 1 and select a different weight Wze(s).
That the algorithm has any hope of reaching the optimal decentralized controller is motivated by Theorem 4.



203Theorem 4: Let Rf ∈ Cn×m be composed of four blocks ‰ ∈ Cu×v, R12 ∈
cu×(m-v)^ e c<(n-u)×v5 amj jj22 ∈ c-(n-u)×(m-υ) ag fo∏ows∙
Then the following is true of σmax [äo] , where Ro — Rf — diag [2?u, -R22] :

≤ ^max ∙The result σmax [R∕ — < σmax [-R∕j holds only for 2 × 2 block diagonal matrices R,ι- An example of a 3 × 3 matrix Rf for which σmax [Rf -diag(Rf}] = 91.85 and σmax [,βy] = 91.56 was found by generating random matrices on a computer. The matrix Rf is given by:
(-10.53533 -23.12827 -22.09775 -32.372985.56049339.16768 -1.97863431.543017.253468
(35.33086 -45.81063 30.52077 30.86909-42.22833-27.55929 37.6851744.02956-10.12934Theorem 4 enables proof of Theorem 5, stating what is known about convergence of steps in the TBμ algorithm for synthesis of decentralized controllers.

Theorem 5: The following can be said about the convergence of steps in the TBμ algorithm:a) The controller Kf synthesized in step 3 of the algorithm will result in μ ≤ μ, for the system with penalty loop ΔeWe(s).



204b) By setting K'd = K,d in step 6, an upper bound on the structured singular value for the system with penalty loop ΔeHze(s) is reduced - the magnitude of the smallest destabilizing signal through the loop is increased.
No improvement over RSμ controllers was achieved by applying the TBμ algorithm to examples a-d. Since convergence of the TBμ algorithm has not been established, it is possible that such improvement will never be possible. However, since the HONEYX software employed in these efforts locates only nearly optimal controllers, it is possible that better software will enable better results to be obtained. That the loop containing ΔeHze restricts the magnitude of off-diagonal controller blocks is illustrated by the following two examples. As in the RSμ algorithm, model reduction of the optimal controller estimate Kd is an important concern in the TBμ algorithm. An interesting result for the example in Section 5.1 is that a better two-state diagonal controller was synthesized with the algorithm than the one resulting from direct model reduction (truncating the states of a balanced minimal realization) of the DOμ controller.

5.1. An Example with Two SISO Blocks

The TBμ algorithm reduces the magnitude of SISO off-diagonal controller elements for the system in Figure 21 with the following parameters:ιl+∙β
0.5u,p(s)

0.5 ∖
1+0.1« J (18)1+0.1«

1 + 2s 
0.001 + 4s

Wi = 0.2
we = 0.1

wu = 0.0.



205The magnitude of μ-optimal controller elements for this example are displayed at the top of Figure 22. The magnitude of controller elements resulting from the two- block synthesis algorithm are displayed at the bottom of Figure 22. Note that the magnitudes of off-diagonal elements are reduced by a factor of approximately ten by the algorithm. The structured singular values for the example are presented in Figure 23, indicating that a better two-state diagonal controller was synthesized using the TBμ algorithm than the one that resulted from model reduction of the 
D0μ controller.
5.2. An Example with One SISO Block and One ΜΙΜΟ Block

The TBμ algorithm is applied here to the design of a decentralized controller with a SISO Ku block and a 2 × 2 K22 block. The TBμ algorithm results for this structure are denoted by TB2μ in the relevant figures. Similarly, the D02μ controller is the diagonal part of the μ-optimal controller with the same structure. System parameters in Figure 21 for this example are given by 19.
■p'M

1
1+«
0.5

1+0.5« 
0.5

1+0.5«

0.5 0.5
1+0.5« 1+0.5«1 0.5

1+« 1+0.1«
0.5 1

1+0.1« 1+«

(19), λ 1 + 10s w∏(sι =---------------pv , 0.001 + 20s
Wi = 0.2
we = 1.0
wu = 0.0The magnitude of μ-optimal controller elements for this example are displayed at the top of Figure 24. The magnitude of controller elements resulting from the two-block synthesis algorithm are displayed at the bottom of Figure 24. As in the previous example, the magnitudes of offi-diagonal elements are reduced by the algorithm. Structured-singular-value results for this example are presented in Figure 25.
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6. n-Block μ-Synthesis Controller DesignAn uncertainty structure that appears promising for simultaneous n-block μ- synthesis of decentralized controllers is shown in Figure 26. Properties of the structure were studied independently by both the author and Smith [1987]. The idea for μ-synthesis of decentralized controllers with the structure is that for a specific uncertainty ∆fc the magnitude of only the off-diagonal controller elements is penalized. The μ-synthesis algorithm will preferentially select a decentralized controller from the set of stabilizing controllers to minimize the effect of penalties on off-diagonal blocks.Uncertainty structures (∕ + ΔfcWz⅛(s)) and (∕ + Δ⅛Hz∕c(.s)) 1 premultiplying and postmultiplying the controller K are designed in such a way as to commute with a decentralized controller with a desired structure. A repeated scalar block of dimension n is placed in {l + ΔfcPV*(s)) at positions corresponding to each n × n full block in the decentralized controller. These two n × n blocks therefore commute with one another. If the desired decentralized controller structure is given by Kfι = 
diag[Kιl, K%2, ·■·, K™3], where each K™3 is a nj × nj block, then the uncertainty structure must be given by Δj⅛W⅛ = diag [wfc1<Sf 1, w⅛2<i>2i2, ' ' ? w⅛y^7^,] > where each 
wkjδψ is scalar wkjδj times an nj × nj identity matrix. For example, in a system with a 2 × 2 controller, the product of the uncertainty structures and the controller will be given by

1 + Wfci6χ 0 ∖ f kn k12∖ f (l + wfci<5ι)^^1 00 1 + wfc2⅛ ∕ ∖ ⅛21 k22 ∕ ∖ 0 (1 + t¾2<⅛)-1
kii (1 + Wfci∕1)fc12(l ÷ wfc2<⅛)^^1

(l ÷ Wfc2^2)^2i(l + U>fci61)-1 ⅛22It is clear from 20 that, for decentralized controllers that commute with Δ⅛, the uncertainty structures cancel one another. They do not contribute to instability of either Δ» or ∆p loops in the control structure. The Δ⅛ structures therefore have



207the effect of penalizing only the magnitude of off-diagonal controller elements. If ∣5∣ ≤ 1, it is clear that an infinitely large perturbation on the magnitude of an off-diagonal controller element can be specified when Wkj = 1.It would, of course, be the objective in decentralized controller synthesis to employ a structure that drives the magnitude of off-diagonal controller elements to zero. This would require the perturbation on off-diagonal controller elements to be infinite (corresponding to weights Wkj equal to 1). Unfortunately, stabilization of the ∆fc feedback loop in Figure 26 imposes a lower bound on the structured singular value that can be calculated for the system. The lower bound is given by Theorem 6 (proven by Smith [1987] for 2 × 2 systems - proven here for arbitrary dimension).
Theorem 6: Consider the block structure in Figure 26 with uncertainty Δ⅛lV⅛(s) selected to commute with any block diagonal controller K. Let weight VFj⅛(s) be scalar w∣ι(s) times identity. A lower bound on the the structured singular value for the system is given by μ > ∣u>fc(tω)∣.

The implication of Theorem 6 for simultaneous n-block μ-synthesis of decentralized controllers is that if ι¾ = 1 were selected in order to drive the magnitude of off-diagonal controller elements to zero, the lower bound on the structured singular value for the system will also be 1. An implication of the repeated Δ⅛ structure of Figure 26 on μ-synthesis in its current incarnation is that full matrix D scales in 8 would have to be fit by rational transfer-functions. Despite these shortcomings of the n-block structure, it still holds promise for decentralized controller synthesis. If 
w∣c < 1 and there were a stabilizing decentralized controller for the system that commuted with ∆fc and provided robust performance (μ < 1 for the system), then a perfect μ-synthesis would locate Kj.The result in Theorem 6 is clearly visible in μ-analysis results for example systems a and b with RSμ controllers in the n-block structure. The structured singular values of the example systems are plotted as functions of frequency in



208Figures 27 and 28 for values of W∣t equal to 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95. Notice that the lower bound on μ given by Theorem 6 is clear for each curve.
7. Robust Performance of Full vs. Decentralized Controllers

Performance of the example control systems a-d is expected to be better with full multivariable controllers than with decentralized controllers. Simulations of step-disturbance rejection by example systems with nominal models in 9 illustrate levels of performance achieved with μ-optimal and RS//-optimal controllers. The responses to disturbances in individual channels and to simultaneous disturbances in both channels are displayed in Figures 29-36. Low levels of performance result with decentralized controllers in example systems c and d. The negative diagonal elements of RGAc warned that this would be the case for example c. In example d, the poor performance results from the large off-diagonal element in Pd despite favorable RGAd. Performance degradation in examples a and b with decentralized controllers is not too severe.Success of decentralized controller design via repeated sequential //-synthesis suggests a definitive robust-performance interaction measure. It can be argued that the value of some existing interaction measures is that they allow the control- system designer to make decisions before computationally intensive syntheses are performed. The proposed interaction measure is available after synthesis of an optimal or near optimal decentralized controller. At some point, the superior insight available from interaction measure RPIM defined below and inevitable future improvements in //-synthesis and computer hardware will outweigh motivation for avoiding the required synthesis.Definition: Robust-Performance Interaction MeasureThe robust-performance interaction measure RPIM is defined as
rp1m^>='21>



209where μp[ω) is the structured singular value for the system with decentralized controller and μo (ω) is that for the system with full μ-optimal controller.
Naturally, RPIM depends on the structure of the decentralized controller, on the model uncertainty description, and on the performance specification. The interaction measure RPIM exactly characterizes the performance forfeited when a decentralized controller is specified. The RPIM accompanied by either curve μo or μD provides more information about the feasibility of decentralized controller design for some systems than is available from existing interaction measures. For example, the μ interaction measure of Grosdidier and Morari [1986] and the bounds for design of robust decentralized controllers by Skogestad and Morari [1987] apply to independent design of controller blocks. The independent design method cannot be used to design integral controllers for examples c and d, since sufficient conditions 5 for nominal stability are violated - nevertheless, integral RSμ controllers for examples c and d are stabilizing.
The value of RPIM should never be less than one if the true optimal controllers required in 21 are calculated. The full μ-optimal controller without the constraint of decentralized structure will yield a lower structured singular value than the μ- optimal controller with the constraint. Exact calculation of RPIM in 21 is, of course, limited by our ability to calculate the required optimal controllers. At this point in time, the “μ-optimal” controllers determined by HONEYX result from approximate solution of the Hoo design problem. Efforts to utilized HONEYX μ-synthesis to improve repeated sequential decentralized controller designs via the two-block and n-block methods described above were not successful (though in the future they may). The RSμ controllers for examples a-d are the nearest-to-μ- optimal decentralized controllers yet designed for these systems. The best available estimate for RPIM is therefore the ratio of μπs(ω)∕μopi(ω), where μlls is the best decentralized controller resulting from repeated sequential μ-synthesis and μopt is



210the best result of full controller μ-synthesis. This RPIM estimate is displayed in Figure 37 for examples a-d.Figure 37 establishes that robust performance of systems with models Pc and 
Pd is more severely deteriorated by the constraint of a decentralized controller structure than is that of systems with models Pc or Pd. That the value of RPIM for example system a is less than one is clear evidence that the HONEYX software did not yield the full μ-optimal controller for the example.
8. Conclusions

This study demonstrated successful use of μ-synthesis in designing decentralized controllers for robust performance. Repeated sequential application of available μ-synthesis software optimized blocks in decentralized controllers for four example systems with widely different interactions. Performance of these nearly optimal decentralized controllers was compared with that of full multivariable μ-optimal controllers. The deterioration in system performance with decentralized controllers was related to the severity of model interactions. Decentralized controllers designed for two of the example systems could not result from independent loop design methods. It was demonstrated that diagonal elements of the full μ-optimal controller can be stabilizing decentralized controllers providing reasonable levels of robust performance. Sufficient conditions were derived for the diagonal part of the μ-optimal controller to be stabilizing. Properties of two novel uncertainty structures with potential for simultaneous μ-synthesis of decentralized controller blocks were developed an illustrated with examples. As available μ-synthesis software improves, the decentralized controllers resulting from algorithms in this work will provide more exact knowledge of robust performance forfeited by constaining the controller structure.
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9. Appendix

Proofs of the theorems presented in this paper will be given here.Proof of Theorem 1
The return difference operator for the system at the bottom of Figure 8 can be rewritten as follows with <5 = — 1:

I + PKd≈I + P(Ki-Ko}

= (l + PKf)-PKo . (22)
= (∕ + PKf) [∕ - (∕ + PKf) " 1PKθ] .Let po denote the number of open-loop unstable poles of PKf. Since the system with controller Kj is assumed stable, the following is true of the number of encirclements of the origin by of det(l + P(s)Ff∕(s)) as s traverses the Nyquist contour D:

N{θ,det(l + PKf),D} = -po.Since K∕ and Kd have the same number of unstable poles, the following is true if and only if the system with controller Kd is stable:
N{θ,det(l + PKd),D} = -po. From Equation 22 this is equivalent to

N{θ,det(l + PKf),D} + N{0,det(l- [l + PKf] lPKo),D} =-po.

Therefore, the closed-loop system with controller Kd will be stable if and only if
N{θ,det(l- [l+PKf} 1PKo),D} = 0.



212This condition is satisfied if the characteristic loci of — [∕ + -P-K∕] 1PKo do not encircle (—1,0). The bound in Theorem 1 is a sufficient condition for this to be true (by the Small Gain Theorem). QED.
Proof of Theorem 2
Clearly, the off-diagonal part of the controller Ko is an element of the following uncertainty set when σmax [∆ ⅛] ≤ x∙

κ°e( Q Δ21) (∕ 0)σmα*[⅛
Since the system is assumed stable with controller Kj (the same as ∆l∙j∙ = 0 in Figure 9), robust stability with respect to all perturbations σmax [∆,∙y] ≤ 1 is guaranteed if and only if

μκ° (θ o)[z + ⅛] [*J <x;Vw’
where μχo is calculated with respect to the block structure in Theorem 2. The condition in Theorem 2 follows, since μ[UMa] = α∕z[Λf] for unitary matrices U and scalars a (see Doyle [1982]). QED.
Proof of Theorem 3

In each iteration of the repeated sequential μ-synthesis, the controller block K,i is a stabilizing controller among the set of stabilizing controllers (parameterized by Youla et al. [1976]) from which the μ-optimal controller is selected. If K,i is the //-optimal controller, it will be selected as K" by μ-synthesis and μ', = μ,. If not, a superior K" will be selected and μ" < μ,. Each iteration in the repeated sequential



213μ-synthesis for decentralized control reduces or leaves unchanged the structured singular value. QED.
Proof of Theorem 4
Part a) The following equality is established:

∕ 0 Ri2A _ ∙ (Rιι R12∖σmax∖R21 0 y PχΓσmα" (kΛ21 0 )■
Theorem 4.2 in Chu et al. [1986] gives the 2211 that minimizes

(23)

as
‰ = -YA'Z + Ι<,(l-YY*')iW(l-Z*Z')i, 

where < 1 and Y and Z solve the following two equations:
Rv2 = Ytf0I-A*A'yi 
R2t=^0I-AA*γz.

The result Ru = 0 in (23) follows with A = W -- 0.
Part b) The following bound is established:

mm 0"j7jr<iiE ßll ■ßl20 ≤ minσ «βχΐ max
fil2∖
R∞J' (24)



214Theorem 3.5 in Chu et al. [1986] gives the following equality for the right side of 24:
minσmαic ( ) - max∣σmαil ( ¾1 R22 ), σmax ( ) }∙ (25)

The result 24 follows from 25, since

Parts a and b of the proof establish the result in Theorem 4. QED.Proof of Theorem 5Part a) Since K,d is a stabilizing controller, it is among the set of stabilizing controllers (parameterized by Youla et al. [1976]) from which the μ-optimal controller is selected. If K'd is the μ-optimal controller, it will be selected as K" by //-synthesis, 
μlt = μ,, and the gain through the loop containing ∆e will be zero. If not, a superior 
K" will be selected and μ,t < μ, despite a nonzero signal in the loop containing ∆e.Part b) Frequency dependence is deleted from notation for clarity in the proof that follows. In Figure 21 the largest gain 6 in the loop around block ∆e is

δ = σmax [We(K'j - K,d)Sw∖, (26)where ∆l∙ and ∆p are selected within their bounds such that Sw is the worst-case transfer-function
Sw≈[l + P(l + ΔiWi)K,j - Δp(Wp - wυwiκ'f)} 1.



215The maximum singular value of the smallest destabilizing perturbation ∆e in this loop will be 6~1. By definition, the structured singular value μ for the system will be less than or equal to δ (depending on whether or not a smaller perturbation in Δ* or ∆p can be destabilizing). Theorem 4 proves that σmax [2Γ"-K%] ≤ σmax ∖K,j — K'd] for block diagonal matrix transfer-functions Kj, with two blocks. This fact and the familiar property of norms ∣αδ∣ ≤ ∣α∣∣i>∣ lead to
δ ≤ ∣we∣σmαaι [7f" - Kd]σmax [S,ω] ≤ ∖we∖σmax [jf}' - K'd∖ σmax [S,w].

Step 5 therefore reduces an upper bound on μ. QED.
Proof of Theorem 6
In Figure 6 select perturbations Δ» = 0 and ∆p = 0. Clearly, the structured singular value for this system will be less than or equal to that for finite perturbations ∆j and ∆p. The interconnection matrix Mi corresponding to the uncertainty structure Δ = diag[∆∣c, Δ*J is given by

Mi(tω)- w√iω) K(iω)S(iω∖p(iω)) ’

where S(iω) = [∕+P(tcu)jK"(tw)] 1 is the nominal sensitivity function. Now let K be exactly block diagonal such that it commutes with Δ⅛. For such a block-diagonal 
K the uncertainty structures involving the Δ⅛ cancel with one another and cannot contribute to instability in either the Δ» or ∆p loop. Now μ [Mχ] with Mχ given in Equation 27 is invariant to the transformation where

Dl (θ K~l(iω)}

commutes with Δ.



216The new matrix M⅛ = DiMiDl 1 is given by Equation 28:
M2(,u,) = -w*(fc,) (∣W j - ) . (28)

Now μ [M2] with M2 given in Equation 28 is invariant to the transformation i∕2M2i72-1, where
Mr/)

is unitary. The new matrix M3 = U2M2U2 1 is given by Equation 29.
M3(tω) = -wk(iω) (5^ °) (29)

Trivially, ∕>[M3] = ∣wjt(ιtu)∣. Since μ[M3] is a lower bound for μ[M3] = μ[M1], the structured singular value for the system in Figure 26 will be greater than or equal to ∣Wfc(tω)∣ for all frequencies w. QED.
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Figure 1: Feedback control system with nomi- nal process P(s), controller K(s), weighted input uncertainty ΔiWzt∙(s), performance weight Wp(s), control action penalty Hzu(s)lFi(s), and performance block ∆p.
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Figure 2: General interconnection structures for μ- synthesis and μ-analysis corresponding to the feedback control structure in Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Structured singular values for systems with models a-d and full matrix μ-optimal controllers.
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Figure 4: Bode plot for full matrix μ-optimal controller synthesized for example a.
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EXAMPLE b: μ-OPTIMAL CONTROLLER

Figure 5: Bode plot for full matrix μ-optimal controller synthesized for example b.
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ΙΧλΜΪΙΙ c: μ - Ο Ρ Τ I Η A X. COSIROLLIR

Figure 6: Bode plot for full matrix μ-optimal controller synthesized for example c.
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ΙΧλΜΡΙΙ d: μ-OPTIMAL COHTROLLIR

Figure 7: Bode plot for full matrix μ-optimal controller synthesized for example d.
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Figure 8: Feedback control structure with off- diagonal part Ko of the full controller Ki written as an additive perturbation to the controller.
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Figure 9: The off-diagonal part Ko of the full controller Kj is illustrated here as two types of norm- bounded multiplicative perturbations at the controller input.
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EXλKFII a: THEOREM 1

EXAMPLE b: THEOREM 1

Figure 10: Theorem 1 applied to examples a and b showing that sufficient conditions are satisfied for both 'examples.
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ΙΧλΜΪΙΙ c: THIORIM 1

XXΛMPLB d: THEORIM 1

Figure 11: Theorem 1 applied to examples c and 
d showing that sufficient conditions are not satisfied forboth examples.
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EXAMPLE a: THEOREM 2

EXAMPLE b: THEOREM 2

Figure 12: Theorem 2 applied to examples a and b showing that sufficient conditions are satisfied for bothexamples.
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d showing that sufficient conditions are not satisfied for both examples.
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Figure 14: Structured singular values for systems with models a-d and repeated sequential J2Sμ-optimal controllers.
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Figure 15: Comparison of structured singular values for systems with models a and b and μ-optimal, 
DOμ, and RSμ controllers.
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Figure 16: Comparison of structured singular values for systems with models c and d and μ-optimal, 
DOμ, and RSμ controllers.
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B X A M P LE a: RS μ VS DO μ

EXAMPLE a: RS μ VS. D Ο μ

Figure 17: Comparison of Bode plots of controllers 
DOμ and RSμ for example a.
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B X λ M P I> B b:

BXλMPLB b: RS μ VS. DOμ

Figure 18: Comparison of Bode plots of controllers 
DOμ and RSμ for example b.
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Figure 19: Comparison of Bode plots of controllers 
D0μ and RSμ for example c.
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K X λ M P LE d : R S μ VS. D Ο μ

Figure 20: Comparison of Bode plots of controllers 
DOμ and RSμ for example d.
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Figure 21: Block structure used for μ-synthesis of two-block decentralized controllers with penalty on off-diagonal controller elements ΔβWze(s).
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FREQUENCYFigure 22: Bode plots for example e illustrating the effect of penalty ΔeWe(s) on the magnitude of off- diagonal controller elements.
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01 >
Figure 23: Structured Singular Value plots for example e. The diagonal part DOμ{jull} of the μ-optimal controller loses much robust performance as a result of model reduction to two states DOμ(2st.). The two- block μ-synthesis leads to a much better two-state controller TBμ{2st.}.
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EXAMPLE £ : μ -OPTIMAL CONTROLLER

Figure 24: Bode plots for example f illustrating the effect of penalty ΔePFe(s) on the magnitude of off- diagonal controller elements.
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Figure 25: Structured singular values for example 
f. The fully decentralized part DO3μ(full) and two- block decentralized part Dθ2μ(fulΓ) of the μ-optimal controller both exhibit good levels of robust performance. Model reduction to two states of 
Dθ2μ(full} leads to DO2μ(2st.). Robust performance is little changed by the model reduction. The two-block μ-synthesis controller with two states TB2μ(2st.) is no improvement.
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Figure 26: Block structure used for μ-synthesis of n-block decentralized controllers with penalties on off- diagonal controller elements (∕ + ΔfcVyjfc(s)) and 
(l + ΔkWk(s))~1.
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EXAMPLE a: R S μ ; SSV WITH n-BLOCK STRUCTURE

Figure 27: Structured singular values for example α with controller RSμ. Solid curve is μ(ώ) without n- block penalty Wrfc(s) on off-diagonal controller elements. Dashed curves correspond to values for Wjfc(s) of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95 as magnitude of ∕x(cu) increases.
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Figure 28: Structured singular values for example 
b with controller RSμ. Solid curve is μ{ω) without n- block penalty Wrfc(s) on off-diagonal controller elements. Dashed curves correspond to values for Wk(s) of 0.5,0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95 as magnitude of μ{μ>} increases.
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Figure 29: Responses to step disturbances for example a with full matrix μ-optimal controller.
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Figure 30: Responses to step disturbances for example a with diagonal controller from repeated sequential μ-synthesis.
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Figure 31: Responses to step disturbances for example b with full matrix μ-optimal controller.
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Figure 32: Responses to step disturbances for example b with diagonal controller from repeated sequential μ-synthesis.
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Figure 33: Responses to step disturbances for example c with full matrix μ-optimal controller.
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C : RS μ ; S TR V DISTURBANCE OUTPUT 1

Figure 34: Responses to step disturbances for example c with diagonal controller from repeated sequential μ-synthesis.
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Figure 35: Responses to step disturbances for example d with full matrix μ-optimal controller.
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Figure 36: Responses to step disturbances for example d with diagonal controller from repeated sequential μ-synthesis.
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ROBUST PERFORMANCE INTERACTION MEASURE

Figure 37: Robust measures for systems 
μRs(u)∕μθpt(ω).

performance interaction 
a-d equal to the ratiα
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CHAPTER ΥΠ: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONSThe new algorithm in this work for locating process uncertainty regions π(zω) from model parameter uncertainties in 1 is superior to previous factorial and regionmapping methods. Deficiencies of the two previous methods have been corrected. The algorithm enables nonconservative evaluation of SISO control system robust performance despite model parameter uncertainties in the spirit of structured singular value analysis by Doyle [1982]. In Chapter II it was proven that the region boundaries located by the algorithm will contain the entire set 1 resulting from model parameter uncertainties. That the algorithm will converge to the exact set 1 as the resolution parameter r increases was also proven.
π = {p(s)∣p(s) = x(s) + 2∕(s) k a3n3(s} + ∙∙∙ + aιnι(∙s) + aono(g) 

bιdι(s) + ... + ⅛ι^ι(*s) + δo<fo(θ) -θs (1))
αj∙ ∈ [o3min, ajmax]i bl ∈ [6∕rn,n, δ∕, 

⅛ ∈ [⅛min> ^mα≈]) ∈ [βmim ^nuExtension of the algorithm to enable calculation of regions containing the set of models in 2 may be a worthwhile investment of future effort. For such extension of the algorithm to be practical, it may be necessary to locate a superior routine for finding the union of overlapping regions on the complex plane. When the current implementation of the algorithm fails, it is inevitably inside the union-finding subroutine. As discussed in Chapter 2, the extension of the algorithm to sets of models in 2 will require locating the union of many more regions than are required by the current implementation.
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5 + a (2)

Graphical, region-based analysis combines with IMC controller design to form a powerful, robust-controller-synthesis method. Specific advantages of the method include:
l) The IMC controller parameterization is stable.2)3)4)

IMC controllers resulting from the design procedure are typically of low order. Few tuning parameters must be adjusted to achieve robust performance. Robust-performance analysis is performed without conservativeness for SISOmodels with real parameter uncertainties.5) Trade-offs between performance and robustness are transparent in the designprocedure.
Unfortunately, the region-based robust-performance analysis is not generally applicable to ΜΙΜΟ systems. If an attempt were made to to bound the ΜΙΜΟ characteristic polynomial det [l + PK] using region-mapping methods for the case of uncertain model elements (i.e. P = [p*i∙] with Pi3 ∈ π), the result would be hopelessly conservative - correlation between pi3∙ appearing multiple times in the expansion of the determinant would be lost. Except in instances where special model structure can be exploited in robust performance analysis (as is the case for CD response control), μ-analysis is the only viable alternative.The graphical robust-performance analysis test and related results in this work are of significant educational and practical utility. Transparency of the region-based analysis test for robust performance rendered it ideal for demonstrating the concept of robust controller design in the text by Morari et al. [1988]. The IMC design



260method with region-based stability and performance analysis is used in ROBEX, an expert system for robust controller design [Lewin et al., 1987]. The method for translating parameter uncertainties into multiplicative error developed in chapter ΓV was useful in a laboratory process control problem [Smith et ah, 1987]. As long as available μ-analysis and //-synthesis algorithms work more effectively with norm-bounded complex perturbations (disks), the method for approximating real parameter uncertainties by disks will continue to be useful. The regions 7r(∕ω) representing model uncertainty can be the starting point for the robust controller design technique based on conformal mapping developed by Sideris and Safonov [1985].In chapter V a nontrivial problem was rigorously solved in the application of IMC controller design and region-based robust-performance analysis to decentralized CD response control. The large number of inputs and outputs in CD response models and the many required repeated real perturbations prevent existing μ-analysis and μ-synthesis from solving this problem. It was demonstrated that the value of the dimensionless slice actuator design parameter Da can have a dramatic effect on the condition number of CD interaction response models. Since robust controllers can be designed more easily - and can provide better performance - for CD response models with low condition numbers, it may be necessary to redesign the slice to achieve better performance. Ziegler and Nichols [1943] long ago recognized the importance of designing processes with control in mind, as evidenced by their statement:
In the application of automatic controllers, it is important to realize that controller and process form a unit; credit or discredit for results obtained are attributable to one as much as the other. A poor controller is often able to perform acceptably on a process which is easily controlled. The finest controller made,



261when applied to a miserably designed process, may not deliver the desired performance.
Parameter Da in the slice actuator model presented in this work can serve as a guide for development of better CD response control in paper manufacturing.The bottom line on this is, of course, product quality improvement and preservation of precious natural resources through better control technology. In the paper manufacturing industry this can mean saving some 300 square miles of forest lands per year - wherein the author may be found from time to time.
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